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RADIO
Send Today for Details of My

"Pay-Tuition-AfterGraduation" P1atx

-

Train for Radio in 12 c--eks, right here in i.hc
Coyne Shops not by correspondence -- but on real
Mail Le
Radio, Sound and Te'evisibn
coupon below. If you are short of money I'll send you
all details of my finance plan and consider your application. If accepted, you won't hav,, to start paying
tuition back until five months fror. the date you start
school, and then yoa'il l;_ve over a year to complete
your payments.

STUDENTS BUSY AT WORK IN GREAT COYNE SHOPS

Tremendous Developments Ahead

in Radio and Television!

HERE is YOUR opportunity to cash in. Every day brings news of new developments in every branch of Radio and TelevisiGn, with
more opportunities, more jobs, and a greater future for the trained man than ever before. I consider the fellow who is an!';io -t
enough to want to get ahead by taking my Training, worthy of my help. MAIL, THE COUPON BELOW and you can prove to'r.' hat
you are willing to spend just 12 weeks in the Coyne Training Shops learning Radio. Then, I'll tell you about my finance plan which has
enabled many to get complete Training and pay tuition back later.

Learn By Doing In 12 Weeks

GET THE FAC13

doing radio wiring and testing,
trouble-shooting, repairing and
servicing. That's a glimpse of
how we help to make you a Radio
expert, and fit you to qualify for
jobs leading to the biggest pay.

I don't care whether you are 16
or 45. It makes no difference to
me if you don't know an oscillator from a spark coil. You don't
need any previous experience or
advanced education to master
my Shop Training. Don't let lack
of money hold you back from
getting all details of my amazing
plan.

Coyne is your one great chance
to get into Radio. This school is
36 years old -Coyne training is
tested- proven beyond all ciouht
-endorsed by many large concerns. You can find out everything absolutely free. Simply mail
the coupon and let me send you
the big, free Coyne Book with
facts . .. jobs
photographs
opportunities.
salaries
Tells you how many earn expenses while training and how
we assist our graduates in the
field. This does not obligate you.
So act at once. Just mail coupon.

Jobs - Pay- Future
"I got my present job two days
Auto Radio Instruction

MANY EARN While

Prepare For Jobs
Like These

LEARNING

If you need part -time work to

Here are a few of hundreds of posiiens in the Radio field. My free employment bureau gives you life -time
employment aerVie_.
1

help pay your living expenses and
will tell us your problems we
may be able to help you as we
have thousands of others. Then,
in 12 brief weeks, in the great
Training shops of Coyne, you
will learn on a wide variety of
modern, up-to -date A. C. Superheterodyne sets, oscillators, analyzers and test instruments. Prepare for Amateur Broadcast, or
Telegraph Radio Operator's License and to know all code and
Dept. of Commerce rules fora government License Examination.

AIRCRAFT RADIO OPERATOR
SHIP RADIO OPERATOR
RADIO SERVICING
PUBLIC ADDRESS SYSTEMS
BROADCAST STATION OPERATOR
TALKING PICTURE STUDIOS
TELEVISION LABORATORY MAN

after graduation, at shorter hours,
and wages increased 60% over
my old job, " reports Arne Wiklem
of Minnesota. I have my own
shop, own a real car and make
fine money in the radio business," writes E. Allen of Montana, "All this is possible because
I came to Coyne." And I could
go on quoting from hundreds of

...
...

lettersof successful Coyne Trained men.

Get this

What they have done, you should be
able I.. do.

Electric Refrigeration
Air Conditioning

Free

Right now I'm including my big new
Electric Refrigeration and Air Conditioning course at -o extra I. -I.

Home of Coyne Shops
ern Budding wherein i'
installed thousands of
dollars' worth of Radio
equipment of all kinds.
Every comfort and con-

TRAINING

By Actual Work

......

you get indiNo dull books
real actual
vidual training
work with only the theory you

venience has been arranged to make you happy
and contented during

Book

-------- - - - - -H. C. LEWIS, President

I Coyne Radio

U

Electrical School

'

Soo S.

I

scar Air. Lewis: Without obligation send me your
lug free catalog and all details; also tell me all
about your "Pay -Tuition- After -Graduation" Plan.

Paulina St.

Dept. C52K. Chicago

I

your Training.

will need. Building real radio sets,

H. C. LEWIS, President

Founded 1899
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Chicago, Ill. I
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MAIL COUPON TODAY!
RADIO PUBLICATIONS. Dept. SWC-8
103 Hudson Street. New York. N. Y.
Gentlemen: Enclosed you will find my remittance of One Dollar ($1.001 (cash, money order or new U.S. stamps) for which send me
One Copy of "SHORT WAVES" by Leutz
and Gable. I understand this book may be
returned to you within three days if I am not
completely satisfied, and my money refunded.

ADDRESS . ............._...._...._....___

CITY
(Include

STATE
extrs to cover mailing charges)
(25c foreign countries)

Save X1.98
Just As Long As the
Supply of this Book Lasts

15c

The One and Only ENCYCLOPEDIA on

SHORT WAVES
It y E. K. I.A'TtI:

and It. It. I :able

384 PAGES -Over 345 ILLUSTRATIONS
linen. Stiff

Bound handsomely in red
covers. Size 6r9
Astonished at the low price we offer this book? You should be! It
.,. ot;
GREATEST RADIO 11110K YOU EVER IIE.um OF or read about.
You SAVE $2.00 on a volume that regularly sells for $3.00. The book, "SHORT WAVES" by Leutz and Gable,
costs you NOW ONLY ONE DOLLAR.
The publishers of this book went out of business, and we purchased the remaining few
thousand copies at a low price-WE ARK PASSING THIS LOW COST ON TO You.
"SHORT WAVES" is written by Leutz and Gable, two foremost radio authorities. You
will remember Charles R. Leutz as one of the pioneers in radio, also designer and manufacturer of the famous LECTZ Trnnxoranir Reeeierrs. Mr. Robert Gable owned and
operated one of the finest low power broadcasting stations in the country. He is well
known as an experimenter and research worker in scientific fields.
Considering the value of this hook for data alone, its coact should really be more than
originally asked. But when you see the illustrations in the book you will marvel at how
this book could be sold for ONE DOLLAR.
The book is primed on a very expensive super- calendared paper. It contains 3S4 pages
with over 315 photographic illustrations and diagrams. Any printer will tell you that the
printing of this book is a -b or the craftsmen in the industry.
So confident are we that
The supply of these books
you will be satisfied with
is not expected to last
your copy of "SHORT
'Sllt)RT
WAVES"
is the
king. Once they are gone
WAVES," that it is sold
most
important
and
compreno additional copies will
in m money -hark an rhensive
volume
of
shortbe
available. ORDER
enter. If within three
waves ever published. This
NOW -be sure to tell
days you find that this
hunk
your
friends about this
book is not worth more
has EVERYTHING on
than the dollar you paid.
short- waves
literally con- remarkable book value.
Send the coupon today
then return the book to
tains
a complete education
us -your purchase price
for your copy of "SHORT
On short -w'an'es.
will be immediately reWAVES" by Leutz and
funded.
Gable.
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Short Waves and Television
CRAFT

An Editorial By HUGO GERNSBACK
In a recent report published by Radio Corporation of
America, the company stated that it was expending
one million dollars in actual field experimentation in television during the next twelve to fifteen months.
Sums equal to this, and larger ones, have already been
expended on television by the American Telephone & Telegraph Corporation, and other interests, all of which points
to one direction, and that is that we are getting nearer to
the solution of television all the time.
Television, however, is NOT just around the corner, and
there are still tremendous obstacles to be overcome. The
final word in television has by no means been said. The
rotating scanning disc, that is, the mechanical type of
televisor, may be safely left out of future plans. It is not
the solution of television. The next and apparently best
solution which television has to offer so far lies in the
cathode ray tube. Yet, even this, in my opinion is not
the final word, and I do not believe that the television receiver of say twenty-five years hence, will have the present
type of cathode ray tube.
My own opinion is that we need an entirely new discovery in television before it will become as popular as aural
radio is today. The animal eye is still the best type of television transmitter and receiver; it does not work on a
mechanical principle nor does it require a cathode ray for
its functioning. And, besides, the human eye does not
have to "scan" As all present television apparatus do.
Something radically different than our present apparatus
-something far simpler -is, in my opinion, the solution to
the television problem.
In the meanwhile, one thing is quite certain, and that is
that when television finally arrives, it will come via short
waves. At the present time, research scientists and radio television engineers, believe that we require a wide waveband for television, much wider than that for our present
short -wave broadcast signals. In broadcast short waves we
can get along with a band which, expressed in technical
terms, is 10 kilocycles wide. Television, present-day engineers tell us, must have at least a band 400 kilocycles wide
if we are to get a good image of some 200 lines. This,
it is claimed, is required in order to give the image proper
definition and to make the image appear with a clarity
equivalent to a photograph printed in this or any other
magazine.
For that reason, the experiments that are now being
made by our large research organizations take it for granted
that television broadcasting will be done on a wave-length
somewhat less than six meters. Television engineers now
have in mind networks whereby a New York studio, for
instance, will send out original television impulses, which
are then radiated simultaneously by hundreds of stations
all over the country, situated at some elevated point such
as a high building, hill, etc. The reason for this is that
the short wavelengths of six meters do not reach much
beyond the horizon, and consequently they cover only
from 25 to 50 miles radius from the television transmitter,
depending on the elevation of the latter.

If this plan ever goes into operation, it will mean that
hundreds of millions of dollars will have to be expended
in new equipment, not only to put up new stations but
in addition, we cannot use ordinary telephone or telegraph
lines to interconnect the various stations, such as broadcast stations do today with their nation-wide hook -ups.
Instead, entirely new cables, which have recently been
invented, and which are termed concentric transmission
lines, will have to be used from coast to coast, and this
alone is a tremendous undertaking. Then, add to this,
the installation of the transmitters themselves, in thousands of cities, all over the land, and you will get a slight
idea of the huge capital outlay required to make television
practical in this country.
All this is based upon the assumption that for television
we have to use the extremely short wavelengths, below
six meters. If, however, another revolutionary television
invention should be made, in the meanwhile, it is possible
that an entirely different plan may be devised, and in this
case, instead of having thousands of cities broadcast television locally, perhaps a few dozen or fifty transmitters
working on short waves, anywhere between 15 and 25
meters, might solve the problem. All of this, however, is
purely problematical and one opinion today seems as good
as another. As I said before, the final word in television
has not as yet been spoken.
There is also another important point to consider, and

is when television finally comes, it will, of course,
supplement our present broadcast stations because we
cannot very well imagine a television receiver, which receives only images, without sound. In any event, the television receiver of the future will work in either of the
following manners:
Either the television impulses are sent out on the same
wavelengths which the broadcast stations use now (200 to
550 meters). This is, however, rather doubtful.
Or the alternative would be to have the receiver work
on two wavelengths, both present broadcast (200 to 550
meters) for sound -and ultra short wave, (for television)
below six meters, simultaneously; that is, the sound would
be received just as it is today, whereas the television impulses will be received on ultra short wavelengths, below
six meters, on a separate receiver or a dual -purpose receiver, all built in the same cabinet or console.
The third and best alternative would be to have the audible broadcasts also sent by ultra short waves, in which case,
the present broadcast stations would no longer be necessary, because both audible programs and television programs could go over a single wave- length. This latter has
already been achieved successfully. This would simplify
matters a great deal for the ultimate user, because it
would do away with a multiplicity of controls which you
would have in the aforementioned cases. In other words,
instead of tuning in two wavelengths, (that is tuning
for sound and then tuning in for television,) you would
only tune in for a single wavelength, which would bring
you simultaneously television and sound as well.

that
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Calls Home from Auto
by Short Wave
-generator,

which delivers 525 volts with 300 M.A. The
antenna on top of the car is a 5 -foot vertical steel fishing rod; This
is hinged so that if any object such as a tree should hit it while
the car is speeding along, the pole will merely bend.
This antenna works against a 3-foot counterpoise which extends
forward and down toward the hood. The entire 5 -meter transmitter and receiver is relay-controlled, a foot -operated switch on
the floor serving to operate all of the relays.

motor

Left -The
home sta-

tion has a
kw.

1

C. W.

and phone
transmitter
operating on
10,

20,

40,

and 80 meters.
Right
-Don Wallace talking
from car.

DON C. WALLACE of Long Beach, Calif. calls up his home
daily on 5 meters, using the apparatus shown in the occompanying photos. His car is fitted with a 5-meter 2-way radio set, so that
he can talk to his home and hear the folks when they talk to him.
In the event that he is away on a trip 20 miles or so from home and
finds that he will be home late, he can close a switch with his foot
which will start his 5 -meter transmitter going and he then calls
his home. His 12- year -old son, Bill, stands watch everyday at
5:30 p.m.
By kicking the floor switch in the opposite direction, the 5 -meter
receiver is set into operation aboard the speeding auto and Don
Wallace can then hear his son's voice and the "family news" of
the day. Mr. Wallace tells us that the set on the car works as well
at high speed as it does when standing still. The main parts of
the transmitter are located under the hood of the car.
Twelve -volt storage batteries supply the primary current for the

Newest Cathode -Ray Televisor

this system will be one of the most extensively used tomorrow, when television becomes an everyday commonplace.
The right -hand photo shows Mr. Farnsworth with his new
television cathode tube and also the appearance of his televisor with an image on the screen.

THE two photos above and at the right show the very
latest cathode ray television apparatus developed by the
Farnsworth Television Co. of Philadelphia. The photos
above show Mr. Farnsworth's newest television pick -up device for transmitting from a "movie" film and undoubtedly

www.americanradiohistory.com
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TO FRANCE VIA
SHORT WAVES
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The elaborate role played by short waves in the maiden voyage of the magnificent new French liner, "Normandie," is illus
trated in the picture above. A lieht beam carried the voice as the ship passed the Statue of Liberty.

Short Waves Carried Normandie's Greetings
light from the
torch held in the upraised hand of the
Statue of Liberty officially welcomed the
new French liner, Normandic, when she
steamed up New York harbor on her maiden voyage. General Electric engineers, who
were consultants in designing the turbine electric drive for the ship, developed special
equipment for this unique stunt.
This method of communication differed
from radio broadcasting in that the words
were confined strictly to the light beam,

and were received only by special apparatus
installed on the ship. The words of greeting, from Washington, were brought to the
statue by land wire, there transposed into
light pulsations and directed to the ship by
means of a powerful reflector, capable of
casting the light a distance of five or six
miles. On the bridge of the ship was the
receiver, consisting of a large concave mirror which will pick up the light rays and
I,rìclvee them upon a phototube or "elecThis transposed the light waves

back into electric pulsations, which were
fed through the public address system of
the ship, so that the passengers could hear
the welcome, and were also sent by short leave radio to New York and fed into the
WEAF or red network of the National
Broadcasting Company. From the network,
General Electric's short -wave station,
W2XAF, in Schenectady, sent the voice to
France, where arrangements were made to
receive it and rebroadcast it throughout

Stratosphere Short -Wave Set

How We Look In Chinese!

Realizes Radio Ambition

A TALKING beam of

t

that country.

GELOW we reproduce a page from the

Chinese radio magazine -"The China
Radio" and the article shown is one that
was republished from a previous issue of
Short Wore Craft. We have seen our articles reprinted in practically every language, but this is the first in Chinese.
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THE photo herewith shows the specially
built R.C.A. Victor short -wave transmitter and receiver which will be carried
on the new stratosphere flight by Captains
Albert W. Stevens and Orville O. Anderson. At the left of the photo appears Gen.
James G. Harbord, Chairman of the Board
of R.C.A., and at the right, Richard C.
Patterson, Jr., Executive Vice President of
NBC, who are shown examining the stratosphere short-wave equipment. It is planned to broadcast programs over the NBC
network from the stratosphere balloon in
flight.
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ROSS A. HULL, of the American Radio
Relay League, recently realized his long cherished ambition of talking from and to
both sides of the world when, while in
Schenectady, N. Y., he conversed with his
brother in Sydney, Australia. He had previously talked to Schenectady from Sydney,
In the picture, Hull (right) and K. B.
Warner, secretary of the ARRL, are pointing out the locations of W2XAF, one of
General Electric's short -wave stations at
Schenectady, and VK2ME, "down under"
at Sydney -the stations participating in
the two -way conversation.
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New Multiple
Wave Oscillator
For Medical Use
By Dr. Pierre Rigaux
(Paris)

A radically new system of applying multiple short -waves for medical treatments is
here described, also some remarkable results obtained by this new method, including
the treatment of cancer.
DURING the last century the theory
of waves was developed as a result
of the numerous researches of Max
Wael, Hertz, Branly and d'Arsonval.
In 1924 Georges Lakhovsky performed,
at the surgical clinic of the Salpetriere,
éxperiments in the cure of artificial
cancer among plants.
First Experiments
These experiments, the reports on
which were communicated to the Biological Society, became very celebrated
and were reproduced throughout the
world with equal success.
The bacterium T u mejaciens, when inoculated into plants, produces a series
of white tumors of the size of a cherry
stone, which multiply indefinitely and
only perish with the plant or limb that
bears them. Even when surgically removed, these tumors continue to proliferate (grow). Georges La k h 0V s k y
treated these plants with an apparatus
which he himself built. It was no doubt
primitive, being called the radio- cellulooscillator, and producing oscillations of
the order of 2 meters in length, which
corresponds to an oscillation of 150,000,000 vibrations a second. The Pelargoniums were given two treatments of
three hours duration each, with this apparatus, at twenty -four hours' interval.
During the days immediately following
the tumors continued to proliferate, but
16 days after the first treatment, the
tumors suddenly began a process of ne-

New "multiple- wave" medical treatment apparatus devised by
Georges Lakhovsky.

crosis (death), and 13 days later still,
the cure was complete.
The necrosing activity of the waves
was demonstrated at the sane time as
their great value in selecting cancerous
tissues for the object of such action. It
thus became possible to establish that
tumors
least among plants -were
affected by radiative influences.
It therefore appeared to Georges
Lakhovsky that one could arrive at a
system of wave emission which could
cause all the little circuits which constitute the living cell to vibrate ape riodically; and if all the circuits which
constitute a single cell, why not all
those which make up an entire organism? This theory of Cellular Oscillation,
which he has brought before the public
so sensibly and with so much regard to
the laws of physics and biology in such
works as "Le Secret de let Vie," "L'Universion," " L'Oscillation Cellulaire," "La
Terre et Nous," and "La Mrtière," has
completely revolutionized old concepts.
Not at all content to remain within the
domain of theory, Lakhovsky was
moved to produce a machine inspired
by his little radio- cellulo- oscillator -the
one with which he had cured cancerous
geraniums in a single month
machine which should emit radiation of
multiple wavelengths which would create an electromagnetic field containing
all lengths of radiation from 3 meters
to the infra -red, so that every cell
placed within this magnetic field, and

-at

-a

i -M
dame S. photographed a day before the first treatment, the 25th of April. 1932.
Note the wrinkles in the neck and the generally aged appearance of this 82- years -old
woman. 2-Madam S, photographed 16 days after the first photograph and not having
had more than 2 sittings (treatments). One notes the rejuvenation of the tissue.
The cancer under the eye has disappeared and the other has considerably decreased.
The wrinkles on the jaw and under it have also almost disappeared. (Photograph
taken May 10, 1933.) 3 -The same subject photographed a month later. The cure
is now complete. The woman of 82 has recovered the transparent and rosy skin of a
woman of 30 or 40.
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every filament in every cell would find
the frequency necessary for it to vibrate in resonance.
Lakhovsky's theory, taken up by
numerous other scientists, has given
rise to many interesting experiments
in various parts of the world. His experiments, repeated by M. Labergerie
at the Ecole d'Agriculture at Montpelier, by Professor the Duke of Vincenzo- Rivera in Italy and by Dr. Brunori
at New York, permitted Professor Attilj, the chief radio technician of the
Hospital San Spirito in Sassia of Rome,
to carry on experiments with 300 cancerous persons, of whom 24 had been
given up as past help by ordinary operative methods. The results were remarkable. Two of the hopeless cases
were entirely cured and the condition
of the rest improved noticeably. Professors Mezzadroli of the University of
Bologna, Castaldi of the University of
Cagliari, Rcffo of the Institute of Experimental Medicine for Cancer at Buenos Aires, S.A., have also taken up
Lakhovsky's work and carried it on
with great success. One cannot avoid
citing also the work done by Araujo in
Montevideo. Karsis in Athens, and Kotzareff in Paris.
Lakhovsky's Short -Wave Oscillations
There was thus, no longer any opposition from scientific sources to the
production of an electromagnetic field
apparatus, and after four years of incessant labor and the conquest of numerous and serious difficulties, Gecrge
Lakhovsky undertook his first experiments on human subjects. This was six
years ago. The machine was extremely
simple to operate, plugged in on an
ordinary electric lighting circuit, and
was composed of a transmitter which
included a generator for damped waves
of very high frequency, serving a diffuser (spreader). This spreader was
composed of a series of concentric open
circuits, their general appearance recalling that of the earliest oscillating
circuits to be conceived, and all were so
suspended as to be insulated from each
other. The receiving apparatus (which,
it has now been discovered, may be done
away with) is of the same type of construction. The radiant energy obtained
through this apparatus may reach a
potential of 150,000 volts. The machine
produces all wavelengths from 400 meters down to 10 centimeters. and therefore all frequencies from 750,000 to 3,000,000,000 a second. It seems almost
(Continued

on.

page 233)
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1935 "PROF" DOERLE
UNQUESTIONABLY the most popand the success of the receiver is asular short -wave receiver ever desured by this fact.
scribed in Short Wave Craft magazine
was the original 2-tube Doerle. This
One -piece Panel and Subpanel
By GEORGE W. SHUART
receiver was described in the Dec., 1931 We have dispensed with the wooden
Jan., 1932 issue and used a pair of type
W2AMN
baseboard and the old bakelite panel
30 tubes. There was nothing unusual
and replaced them with a neat one -piece
about the 2 -tube Doerle. One tube was a regenerative de- metal
panel
and base. The old- fashioned condensers
tector in a very conventional circuit, and the other type 30 sockets
have been replaced with up -to -date parts, using and
the

RECEIVER

probably more

fans have cut their teeth on The
original 2 -tube DOERLE receiver described in SHORT
WAVE CRAFT during the latter part of 1931, than
any other short -wave receiver ever described.
For
this reason we are happy to present the 1935 version
of the 2 -tube battery- operated DOERLE.
fThis set uses only two tubes and the circuit is
identical to the original one, except for the additional stage of audio made possible by the dual purpose 19 tube.
11By the use of low -loss up -to-date parts,
and with
the additional stage of audio amplification, the designer has made this an ideal battery -operated receiver for the short -wave fan who demands both
efficiency and simplicity. Another distinctive feature
is the unique one -piece metal panel and base.

All Ready for World -Wide Reception on the "Prof" Doerle

used was an audio amplifier. Undoubtedly the simplicity
of the receiver was the feature that made it so popular.
So simple was it that everyone that built it had no trouble
in getting it to work and they received all the principal
short -wave stations "right off the bat!" That original 2tube set was made in the crudest manner, with parts of
old broadcast receivers "cut down" to work on the shorter
waves. The condensers and sockets were nothing like the
present -day low -loss parts, which are made either of isolantite, R39, Victron, etc. And the whole set was built on a
wood baseboard fastened to a bakelite panel.
Nearly every day some one of our readers requests information regarding the original Doerle receiver and it is for
that reason we have written this article. We believe that,
despite the fact that the circuit is one of the oldest known
regenerators, interest among the beginners and less experienced S -W fans warrants the description of the Doerle using
up -to -date parts. We have named it the "1935 'Prof.' (Professional) Doerle" because most of the modern set design
features have been incorporated in it. The circuit fundamentals of the first Doerle set have been retained however,
ANT
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I
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Schematic and Physical Diagrams of the Modernized

2 -Tube

Doer le
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Note the Very Handy Arrangement by
Which the Coils Are I'Iugged in Through
the Front Panel

highest grade of insulation. The critical tuning of the old set is replaced
by a good vernier dial and band -spread
has been added. The band -spread is
continuous over the entire range of the
receiver from 15 to 200 meters!
Plug-in coils are still highly favored
and the data for "winding your own" on
old tube -bases are given in the appended
coil data table, although standard manufactured coils will give just as good
if not better results. You no longer
have to reach behind the panel in this
set to change the plug -in coils, because
it is arranged so that the coils plug in
right from. the font of the panel! The
original set had a homemade antenna
coupling condenser and it wasn't even
adjustable without either bending the
(Continued on page 235)
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A
Universal
CLIPSET
Flook -l1p Board
All-Wave Hook-Up

-all

conGeneral appearance of the very latest idea for the "New Circuit Hound "
nections are quickly changed with short cables or wires, by simply. following the
supplement.
blueprint
in
the
numbered terminals as shown

LET us turn back the pages of radio
history for a few minutes -back to
the days of 1924 -25, the "Era of Reflex Circuits." The problem at that
time was to have one tube amplify both
R.F. and A.F. Currents at the same
time-and there were hundreds of
methods of doing it. Everyone who
knew anything at all about radio was
working feverishly to try out the various circuits and be the first one to
present to the world the one which, in
his opinion, was the most stable and
most reliable -and opinions vary. Now,
the question arose, how many circuits
could a fellow try out in an evening?
What with the laying out of the parts,
fastening them to the baseboard, careful soldering, etc., and then completely
undoing what he'd done, to make ready
he completed
for the next circuit
one per evening (a radio experimenter's "evening" is generally defined as
starting at about 6:00 p.m. and ending
when the "midnight oil" gives out) he
was doing very well -and there were
hundreds of circuits to be fried.
To alleviate the "sufferings" of his
radio friends and readers, Hugo
Gernsback came to the rescue with his
famous "Hook -up Board." This practical and unique time -saving device was
thoroughly described in the November
1924 issue of his former magazine The
Experimenter, and is the seed from
which grew this modern version known
as the Clipset Universal All -Wave
Hook -Up Board. The entire principle
and purpose of this board was very
beautifully explained by Hugo Gemsback in that issue of The Experimenter as follows:
"Here is a new idea for the radio
experimenter. Heretofore, when experimenting with different circuits, you
placed your parts haphazard on a table
and connected the instruments with
wire (and solder, of course). Every
time you wanted to change from one

IN THE NEXT ISSUE!

Don't miss the article and dia-

grams showing "HOW TO ELECTRIFY THE UNIVERSAL HOOKUP BOARD."

circuit to another it took long and
tedious work to accomplish this.
"All this is a thing of the past. The
writer has worked out an entirely new
arrangement which will be known to
the radio fraternity hereafter as the
Hook -up Board. By means of this arrangement it is possible to hook up different circuits in a minimum of time.
Nor do you have to screw and unscrew
nuts and binding posts to accomplish
this. We now use Clip -Leads and TipLeads, which are merely short pieces
of flexible wire, to the ends of which
have been soldered either spring clips
or otherwise telephone cord tips. By
means of this arrangement connections
can be hooked up or unhooked in fractions of a second. The Hook -Up Board
is arranged in such a manner that by
using spring binding posts in great
numbers the most intricate connections
can be made in the shortest time.
"The noteworthy improvements in
this system are immediately apparent
to anyone. However, the most important feature of the new system is that
loose connections are practically impossible now. How often have you
hooked up a set according to directions
and after you played with it for hours
without result, you have found that
there was a loose connection, or a
broken wire held together by its insu-

lation.
"All these irritating annoyances are
now a thing of the past, thanks to the
¡look -Up Board; experimenting now
becomes a pleasure and a pastime,

-if

-it's

Top view of the new "Clipset"
a cinch to try out any one of a hunc'red different circuits in a "jiffy" by simply connecting up the numbered terminals as shown
in the diagrams on the opposite page..

--------------

Ws.

-J
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By Hugo Gernsback
former magazine The Experimenter, for Nov- Clipset Hook-up Board is designed in such a manner that
l ember 1324, there will be found an account of my temporary connections can be rapidly made by means of
original Hook -up Board which I designed at that time. clip-leads; or, when more permanency is desired, conThis was during the vogue of reflex sets, when we were
necting wires can be inserted into the spring binding
still using crystal detectors to a considerable extent. The
posts provided for that purpose.
Hook -up Board at that time was designed by me so that
The great advantage of the Clipset is that new circuit.,
different circuits could be tried experican be tested out quickly and effecmentally, quickly and efficiently.
tively, and once the clip board is asWe have gone to a great expense
The new Clipset Hook -up Board to provide the special blueprint with
sembled, as per our blueprint, any new
shown in these pages has been origi- this issue. If this free blueprint idea circuit can be tested out without an,/
appeals
to
you
in
connection
nated especially for short -wave work
with soldering of connections whatsoever.
and is dedicated by me to all serious this magazine, he sure to write to me.
The blueprint which accompanies
Further
free
blueprints
will
only
be
short -wave experimenters.
this issue shows the Clipset board in
given with SHORT WAVE CRAFT if
The idea behind it is that hundreds a sufficient number of requests are its full, actual size. It will serve as
of circuits can be tried out effectively received from
an excellent guide for all those wh
readers.
And, we
with this board, and any modern one- would especially like to hear
wish to build the 1935 version of the
from
or two -tube circuit can be tested. The those who have built the new ('lipset.
Hook -up Board.
N my

where heretofore, it was tedious and unpleasant work."
Then, it was reflex circuits, now it's short waves, later
on television and beyond that perhaps tele- olfactory transmissions (the transmission of smell).
The "Universal All -Wave Hook -Up Board" is an extremely flexible, practicable, and convenient device containing all
the fundamental units necessary for building a great many
one- and two-tube regenerative short- and long -wave circuits. It provides to its owner the options of using either
four-, five- or six -prong tubes without changing sockets (the
new composite sockets being used) ; employing transformer
or resistance-capacity coupling or both; using potentiometer
or variable- condenser control of regeneration and of constructing battery, A.C. or A.C.-D.C. circuits. Furthermore
it permits one to experiment with most of the latest type
tubes including those of the dual -purpose type which make
a two-tube set perform like one having four of the ordinary
types. And all this can be done almost as quickly as it
takes to say
without the necessity of soldering a single
connection. The Experimenter's dream come true!
The essential units required for the hook-up board are
as follows: One 140 mmf. variable tuning condenser; one
35 mmf. band -spread variable condenser; one 140 mmf.
variable regeneration -control condenser; one 30,000 -ohm
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potentiometer for smooth regeneration control when using
screen -grid tubes; one 35 mmf. variable antenna compensating condenser, mica dielectric; one 100 mf. fixed mica
grid- blocking condenser; one 14 to 20 megohn variable grid leak resistor and mount; three composite 4 -5 -6 -prong
sockets; one 2.5 m.h. R.F. choke; one 31/4 to 1 ratio audio
transformer; two 1/4 megohm resistors and one 0.02 mf.
good paper fixed condenser for resistor- condenser coupling
(the values of these two resistors will probably vary for
the different tubes, but that doesn't matter, for they are
easily slipped in and out of their spring-clip holders) ; one
:30 -ohm filament rheostat and finally a whole fistful of
Fahnestock spring binding -post clips.
The terminal lugs and posts of the components all have
Fahnestock clips soldered to them for easy connections. The
dimensions of the baseboard and metal panel as well as the
drilling specifications for the panel are all plainly marked
on the blueprint, which comes as a welcome supplement with
this issue of Short Ware Craft: Note the bare bus -wire
weaving in and around the apparatus. This is the common
ground wire, elevated for making quick connections. The
metal panel grounds to this wire. Be sure to follow the
layout as indicated on the blueprint for shortest possible
(Continued on page 242)
leads. For swift and careful
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5-Tube "Super" Does the

This view shows the layout of parts and general construction of
powerful 5 -tube Superhet.

IT seems to be a fact that every experimenter wants to get the most out
of his S -W receiver with the least number of tubes and parts. At present the
s,iperhetcrody. c type of circuit is getting plenty of attention and as shortwave experimenting continues there
will be much more attention given to
this form of circuit for short -wave reception. While other types of receivers
can be built they do not equal or exceed the efficiency of the superheterodyne. Therefore, for economy and efficiency we are inclined to acknowledge
the fact that tube for tube, the super-

.Me.

Eastman's

dyne circuit has been greatly simplified
and has left little to be desired in regards to efficiency, simplicity, and economy. The circuit about to be described
is a remarkable example of what can be
accomplished due to the progress which
has been made in designing radio tubes
that can perform two and even three
functions at one time. It may not be ex-

aggerating to forecast that eventually
we shall have an entire ten -tube radio
set built around one tube having possibilities far beyond our present -day receivers.

First Tube Replaces Two
heterodyne circuit surpasses by far,
any other type of radio circuit.
The first tube, the 2A7, replaces two
With the advent of the numerous tubes and functions as first detector
multi -purpose tubes, the superhetero- and high frequency oscillator. This

The

5 -tubes

=

8

tube known as the Pentagrid converter
has other merits along with that of combining the functions of two tubes. It
not only gives the stability of an electron- coupled oscillator but also correct
oscillator-mixer coupling. The triode
section is used as oscillator and the
screen -grid section is used as first detector. The 2A7 is tranformer cou pled to the first I.F. tube which is a 58.
In the plate circuit of the 58 there is a
15,000 -ohm resistor, by-passed with a
.1 mf. condenser, this will help to prevent the tube from oscillating and causing instability. A 400 -ohm resistor is
placed in the cathode lead going to the
arm of the 10,000 -ohm volume control;
this biases the 58 amplifier. The 58
tube is in turn coupled to the third tube,
the "2B7."
One 2B7 Replaces 3 Tubes!
The "2B7" tube is known as a "double -diode high -gain pentode" and replaces three tubes. It is wired for
reflex operation and functions as second I.F., second detector, and the signal is reflexed back to the pentode section to act as an impedance -coupled
driver for the 2A5 output pentode. The
signal is fed to the grid of the pentode
unit and amplified. A circuit tuned to
the intermediate frequency is used in
the plate circuit with the 100,000 -ohm
isolating resistor to increase stability.
The secondary of the third I.F. transformer is connected to both diodes and
the rectified signal is developed across
the 1- megohm resistor, which is also
by- passed with a .0001 mf. condenser.
The audio frequency signal after passing through the 300,000-ohm resistor
and .01 mf. condenser is applied to the
grid of the pentode section again for
amplification at audio frequencies to
drive the "2A5" tube.
The I.F. transformer primary in the
plate circuit offers a low impedance to
the audio signal while the 100,000 -ohm
resistor and audio plate choke function
as the load. The plate resistors and
by-pass condensers must be of good
quality and fairly accurate for the proper separation of the I.F. and audio signals. For best results it is very im-

Super set -up ready for operation
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Work of 8 -Tubes
portant to have the 100,000 -ohm re-
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MF

war

This would leave the central part of the that is the 2B7 tube and in the lower
chassis free for the more important cir- right -hand corner is the 2A5 power
cuits where short leads are necessary to tube. The first I.F. transformer is beobtain the best results.
tween the 2A7 and 2B7 tubes and is
Looking at the receiver from the top coupled to the 58 tube situated between
we see the power transformer in the the 80 and the second I.F. transformer.
upper left -hand corner separated from The third I.F. transformer is located
the filter choke which is located in the between the 2B7 and 2A5 tube. The
lower left -hand corner near the two 2A7, 58 and 2B7 tubes must be shieldelectrolytic condensers. At the lower ed to prevent feedback. The set is not
central part of the chassis the two-gang critical in regards to make of tube. Any
.00014 mf. tuning condenser is flanked good make may be used.
on either side by the plug-in coils. This
After the set has been wired, it
permits very short leads.
should be thoroughly checked for any
Directly to the left of the 2A5 tube is mistakes in wiring, otherwise damage to
the audio plate choke. Immediately be- tubes or parts may be the result. After
hind the tuning condenser is the 2A7 checking the wiring, the set is now
tube. In line with it at the upper cen- ready for alignment. The speaker plug
tral part of the chassis is the 80 rectifier must be inserted in the speaker socket
tube. In the upper right -hand corner before the current is turned on. This
is the second I.F. transformer. Below
(Continued on page 244)

.58

ONMS

Eastman

Here is a receiver that really does pull them in; it is 5 -tube
superheterodyne using multi -purpose tubes. These 5 tubes
perform the functions of 8. A 2A7 is used as the high frequency
oscillator and first detector with a 58 intermediate frequency
amplifier. The 2B7 is an I.F. amplifier, second detector and
also first audio amplifier which drives a 2A5 pentode. The
principal foreign stations were received with excellent volume, during the tests made by the editors.

sistor in the plate circuit of the "2B7"
tube. Do not use any other value.
2A5 Power Output Tube to be Used
The fourth tube in the circuit is the
"2A5" power amplifier pentode. It is
capable of giving large power output
with a relatively small input signal
voltage. The amplification factor is 220
and it is the ideal power output tube.
The combination of the 2A7, 58, 2B7,
and 2A5 tubes in this circuit gives results in selectivity, sensitivity, and volume that cannot be surpassed by any
other set using the same number of
tubes. For rectification the type 80
tube is used and proves to be ideal for
use in short -wave receivers.
It is absolutely necessary to have
short leads if you want to obtain the
very best results with this receiver.
The wiring may not look very pretty,
but after all we are after results and
not looks. The size of the chassis is
9%" x 14% ". A smaller one could have
been used, but due to the possibility of
critical feed -back conditions that may
exist between the power supply and other circuits it was decided that this size
would be about right, in order to keep
the power supply equipment as far removed as possible from the rest of the
circuits. The filament supply leads
should be twisted and placed around the
edges of the chassis, together wi.h the
plate and screen voltage supply wiring.
[I J

By David
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Fig. 6 above shows an improved automatic volume control circuit in which the ".%VC" is suitably amplified. Fig.
interesting circuit for obtaining push -pull coupling without the use of a transformer.

The ABC
ONE of the most common complaints from users of A.V.C. cir-

cuits is that the voltage available for
A.V.C. action is not sufficient to insure adequate control. Therefore, the
circuit of Fig. 6 incorporates many
features which would be highly desirable where more voltage for A.V.C.
action is necessary, especially for use
with remote cut -off tubes, such as the
6D6, the 78, or the 51.
In this circuit, the radio frequency
voltage developed in the final I.F. amplifier stage is impressed on the grid
of the 2B7 or a 6B7 tube. This voltage can be adjusted by means of the
1 megohm potentiometer used as a voltage divider. The direct current is
prevented from flowing in this circuit
by means of the .001 mf. mica condenser. The 2B7 pentode portion is
used in the conventional manner. The
amplification obtained from the tube
is considerable, as the tuned impedance
plate load, which, by the way, is tuned
to the intermediate frequency of the
receiver serves as an excellent plate
load. The .001 mf. condenser connected between the plate of the pentode portion of the 2B7 or 6B7 and
the diode plates is the coupling means
by which the amplified voltage made
available for A.V.C. is conducted over
to the diode rectifier circuit. This circuit is completed through the % -megohm resistor to the ground or B minus.
The cathode circuit of the 2B7 tube
has two resistors; one 300 ohms in
value, which is by- passed to ground
through a .05 mf. condenser. The
drop across this resistor places the
proper operating bias on the pentode
portion of the 2B7. The addition of
resistor R, the 1000 -ohm resistor in
the cathode circuit, is such that it permits the development of a delayed
voltage so that in this circuit it is possible to have amplified and delayed
A.V.C. voltage. Variations in the constants of resistor R will determine the

By Clifford

7

shows an

OF AUTOMATIC

VOLUME CONTROL
E.

Denton

this second and concludpart of the article on
automatic volume control,
Mr. Denton, well -known expert on short -wave problems,
discusses two very interesting
receiver circuits which every
experimenter will want to try
out.
In

ing

amount of delay. This can be easily
figured out if the plate current is
known, by dividing the total current
flowing in both the plate and screen
circuits of the tube into the voltage
required for the delay. For example,
if the plate current is 5 mils. (M.A.)
and R is 1000 ohms, then the voltage
for delay would be 5 volts. Changes in
the value of R will change the voltage
available for the delayed voltage, but
will not affect the effective bias on
the pentode portion of the 2B7 unless
R is increased to such a large value as
to materially decrease the effective
plate voltage on the tube. The constants are satisfactory for practically
all applications, and can be installed
very readily. The main additional
equipment necessary is 2B7 and its
associated socket, and an additional
double tuned I.F. transformer, one
winding of which would be used; the
other one can be removed from the
form if desired, or can be left, but
should not be tuned to any frequency
near the intermediate frequency used
in the receiver.
The A.V.C. in and ant switch is
also included and the circuits of the
control tubes are conventional and
connected in the same manner as il-
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Iustrated in Figures 4 and 5 (l'art I
in the July issue). Needless to say,
the additional voltage gain for A.V.C.
action in this amplified circuit is well
worth while and the extra parts needed
are easily justified. A circuit of this
type appears to be the most interesting
of the lot and should be used wherever
the space and the parts are available.
Close adjustments of the voltage available for A.V.C. action are obtained
with the 1 megohm potentiometer,
limiting the input voltage to the pentode portion of the 2B7.
Push -full Coupling Without a
Transformer.
Fig. 7 discloses a very interesting
circuit for the experimenter, as this
permits the obtaining of push -pull
coupling without a transformer, from
a single triode or pentode tube into a
pair of push -pull tubes. All constants
are indicated except the value of Rx.
This can be a wire -wound potentiometer having total resistance of 50,000
ohms, and is connected between the
plus maximum and the ground. The
purpose of this resistor is very interesting. It will be noted that the plate
loading resistor is .1 megohm and is
placed in the plate circuit of the triode
or pentode portion of the detector
tube.
A resistor equal in value, namely .1
megohm, is connected between the
cathode and the ground. Thus, there
is a voltage drop across the .1- megohm
resistor in the plate circuit and .1megohm resistor in the cathode circuit,
which will be equal in value, as the
current is the same through both of
these resistors. However, the voltage
E2 will be too great, in actual practice (around 90 volts) to be used as
the bias for the triode or pentode portion of the audio section of the tube.
Therefore, a new voltage, E3, must
be developed across resistor RX, having some value (Continued on page 232)
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Second Award
In Our

X5.00 "YL"
Photo Contest
The editors are offering a $5.00 prize

for the
best "YL" or "XYL" station photo submitted. All photos entered for the next number
should be in the editor's hands by July 20.
In the event of a tie, equal prizes will be
given to both.
Miss Charline J. Armond, aged 16, of Santa Clara, Calif. She built her own
set and operates it under the call WILMA. Hats off to Miss Armond!

PRIZE WINNER -Charline J. Armond
W6LMA, of Santa Clara, Calif.

-

Miss Charline J. Armond of Santa Clara, Calif., is a regular ham
she built her own radio set and knows how to operate it -as her
licensed Government call, W6LMA, attests. Miss Armond, a dainty
little miss from beautiful Santa Clara, may give some of you boys a
buzz. Miss Armond is shown ready to put through a short-wave phone
call to a fellow ham, her hand resting on the mike stand. The phone
transmitter is shown at the right of the picture, while the receiver
used at her station is shown just behind the young lady. If you have
keen eyesight, you may be able to find a large snake skin in this pic-

ture.

73- Year -Old Lady Operator
The photo below shows 73- year -old Mrs. Madeline Boeder, a radio
operator of many years standing. She communicates weekly with her
son who maintains an amateur radio station at Feeding Hills, Mass.
She studied radio quite a few years ago in order to keep in touch with
her son, who was a steamship radio operator at the time. Mrs. Boeder
has lived in the Bronx, N.Y., for 53 years; she is here shown at the
key, with one hand on the tuning dial of the receiver. The short -wave
transmitter appears just behind Mrs. Boeder.

Jean Hudson, who successfully took her "YL" operating license test when she was only 8 years old.

The photo above of little Jean Hudson should serve as a strong incentive to every YL and XYL to send
their pictures in to the editor. If Baby
Jean walked off with her amateur radio
operator's "ticket," there must be
many charming ladies in all parts of
the country who have obtained their
licenses from Uncle Sam and who are
daily operating a short -wave transmitter. The editors hope to be deluged
with a perfect flock of pictures and descriptions of YL stations for the next
issue.

This is the third "YL" Station
Photo Contest that we have published. But for the next article and
prize award, if there is to be one,
we will need some more good
photos of our lady operators and
their sets. So, come on girls, here
is your chance to win a prize and
Mrs. Madeline Boeder, 73- year -old radio operator, who communicates regularly with
her son via short waves.

fame!
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SHORT WAVES and
All Hail! A "Television" Lab!

Man alive! This surely must be the television experimenter's utopia! How would you like to he turned loose in this wonderful
television "lab" owned by James R. Morse of Rochester, N. Y.?

Editor, Short Wave Craft:
As a regular reader of Short Wave
Craft, I noticed that you made special note
of amateur television laboratories. Therefore, I submit to you the enclosed pictures
of my laboratory, in which you will recognize two commercial television receivers as
well as two homemade scanners. All of
these are working or have worked in the
past. I am now receiving regular programs
from Purdue University on the one on the
left of the picture.
You will note on the table in the rear
the type of aerial described in Short Wave

A DANDY ENGLISH STATION
Editor, Short Wave Craft:
I have been a keen reader of Short Wave
Craft for some months now and I should
like to take this opportunity of thanking
you for the very fine articles you have in
every issue. Believe me, I always look forward to the date of the next issue. I am
enclosing herewith a photo of my "shack"
for entry in your magazine photo competition. The transmitter is a CO- FD -PA. All
continents and the British Empire have
been worked using only 10 watts (CW).
The two frequencies used are 7040 kcs. and
14080 kcs. The receiving aerial is 66' indoor and occasionally 66' 30' high outdoor.

Craft about a year ago, which is now being used with a National converter with
excellent results.
JAMES R. MORSE,
13 South Goodman

Rochester, N. Y.

St.,

our other readers who may happen to be
"looking in" as well as "listening in," will
borrow a camera and take a picture of their
television "set -up." The Editors are also
interested in hearing from you as well as
other readers regarding any articles they
might like to write for Short Ware Craft
on television results which they have obtained, with hints on how they synchroni :e
their scanning disc and motor, and also
how they maintain synchronism. Let us
hear from your again with photos of any

(Thanks a lot, James, for sending as the
very interesting picture of your "television" experimental laboratory. We had
begun to think that there was not one experimental "television" laboratory and where in the country, judging by the scarcity of such photos. We hope that some of

new television apparatus you have set up
and working.-Editor.)

shall shortly be rebuilding the transmit-

"19 Twinplex Receivers," not as described

or willing to exchange photos of 'shacks,'
etc., will receive a photo and QSL in re-

PHI, PRADO, COH, PRF5, HJIABB,
XEBT, along with many Canadian and
American commercial stations, to say nothing of the Hams and Airplane Stations
which were received with good volume on a
100 -ft. antenna and no ground!
The aerial was completely bordered or
shielded on the south side by a row of tall
evergreen trees. Not so bad, eh, considering it was our first short -wave set? We
read your swell nmgazine frequently.
Well, we'll say "73." Keep up the good
work.
GORDON JONES and SCOTT REID,

I

ter and also erecting a new aerial. The in a pocket form. We followed the specified
"States" have been worked many times and parts values exactly as you stated. The
a note in your magazine to the effect that results were exceedingly good!
"anyone reporting reception of my signals
Stations: -EAQ, GSB, GSA, GSE, GSD,
turn."

Yours "hamfully,"

Tom Martin, G2LB, 3 Gladys Rd., South
Yardley, Birmingham, England.
(We are always very glad to hear front
short -wave FANS and HAMS in foreign
countries, Tom, and we are pleased to reproduce the photograph of year station
herewith. You have a very efficient station, indeed, in order to have
worked all eon tin nts with
only ten watts. In answer
to your request you will undoubtedly hear from many
American HAMS.-Editor.)

GREAT RESULTS WITH
1 -TUBE POCKET SET
Editor, Short Ware Craft:
Just a line to tell you of
our success with the "1 -Tube
Short -Wave Pocket Set" described in December 1934 issue. We built the set on a
chassis similar to that of the

snappy -looking ham station, operated by Tom Martin in South Yardley, England, his call being G2LB.
A
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Box 2.,8,

Win;ham, Ont., Canada.
(More good results with the I -Tube
Set!
Pocket
Well. Gordon and Scott, we
thank you for your letter and feel as pleased

-

foreign reception you accomplished with this little set.
as yon do ,e:th the excellent

Editor)

One Year's Subscription to

SHORT WAVE CRAFT
FREE

for the "Best" Station Photo

Closing date for each contest -60 days preceding
date of issue: Aug.
for October issue. etc. The
editors ri!! act as lud-es and their opinions will
be anal. In the eve,t of s tie a subscription will
be given to each contestant so tying.
1
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LONGRAVES
LIKES OUR REVIEW OF FOREIGN
ARTICLES
Editor, Short Ware Craft
Herewith a picture of my short -wave
"listening post." It is not yet a ham station, but I am planning to learn the code
this summer and get a license.
I am 14 years cld and my radio activities

date back to November, 1933. I bought a
Doerle 2 -tube battery set using 30's. In
January, 1934, I changed it to use a 57 and
56 according to instructions in Short Wave
Craft. In September, 1935, I changed to
my present set. It is almost like the 3tube Doerle described in Short Ware Craft.
It uses a 58 T. R.F., a 57 detector resistance- coupled to a 56. This stage is transformer- coupled to a 45 output stage which
is built separately. The speaker is an Atwater -Kent magnetic.
The first two sets didn't work so well for
me, but the present one is "hot stuff." I
have received verifications from VE9GW,
W9XAA, W1XAZ, W3XAU, and also HP5B
in Panama City. Other stations I have reW3XAL, W1XAL, WSXK,
ceived are:
W2XAF, W2XE, W9XF, W8XAL, KEE, the
RCA station in California, (I received this
on about 10 feet of lead -in about R71,
GSA. GSB, GSD, DJC, XEBT, YV2RC,
YV3RC. HJIABB, HJ3ABF, 12R0, EAQ,
COC, COH, CJRO, CJRX and HVJ. I have
also received hams in 34 states and in all
but the seventh district.
I am using the sane antenna as the B.C.
set downstairs and I am lucky to get anything at all on it.

READERS' FORUM

Our Circuits Work Fine!
l'rize -Winning Station Photo awarded

one year's subscription to Short Wave Craft

Editor, Short Ware Craft:

I have been a reader of
Ware Craft since

Short

built many
receivers from the circuits
published in the past issues and all of them have
worked out fine. I have
been quite interested in the
Short Wanes and Long
Rares section which you
have been printing in Short
Wave Craft during the last
few months, but so far I
have not seen any photographs of our Canadian
stations. I am enclosing a
photo of my little station
as a contribution to your
column, and I hope that
some other Canadian shortwave enthusiasts may do
the sanie.
I am a member of the
Short -Ware League as can
be seen by the photo.
Below the certificate is a
boomerang which I received from a ham in Australia. On the top shelf is
the power -pack which I use
to operate my 3 -tube A.C.
receiver which is shown in
the lower left -hand corner.
This receiver was built according to Mr. McEntee's
circuit in the July 1933 is1932 and have

sue of Short 11'are
and it works fine on

Craft
all the

bands.

The receiver in the center is n 3 -tube battery job.
using 230 type tubes and
was also built from one of
the circuits given in your

A real short -wave fan's

magazine. The main panel
in the center consists of switches for the
plate supplies on receivers and code oscillator shown at right, center row.
The ureter is used as a resistance meter
and the jacks are for receiver and code

Listening post of Mervin Frank of Upper
Sandusky, Ohio.

The other set in the picture is a Philco
super -het B.C. set, using two 24's, a
35, a 47, and an 80.
I like your magazine very much. I es5 -tube

pecially like the World-Wide Short -Ware

Review.

Mervin Frank, 315 N. Sandusky Ave.,
Upper Sandusky, Ohio.
(Glad to hear from you, Mervin, and a
right snappy photo, too. The editors only
hope that our readers Will take note of your
photo and endeavor to hare their next
snapshot include themselves as well as their
apparatus. After all, the readers of Short
Ware Craft are human, and they like to
see what the station operator looks like,
besides the more or less lavish display of
dials, tubes, and "what have you."- Editor.)

AN "ALL -BATTERY" HAM
STATION
Editor, Short Ware Craft:

Here is a description of a station in
which all power is taken from batteries.
This station is licensed under the call
W5EZA. The transmitter is of the T. P.
T.G. type and uses a pair of 112's in push pull. Meters for keeping check on the
filament voltage and the plate current are
mounted in the pine frame. No antennacoupling coil is used as clipping to the
tank coil works just as well. Of course,

oscillator.
The antenna now in use is a half -wave
doublet with twisted pair feeders. The antenna switch may be seen in the lower left
of the photo.

I have verifications from Belgian Congo,

Spain, England, Dutch
America, Germany and
U. S. A.
Hoping to hear from
the next issue of Short

a

West Indies, South
all sections of the
you soon and that

Ware Craft will be

blocking condenser is used in the antencircuit. The input on 40 meters is
watts. With this

na
5

listening den, that of George

R. L.

Daniels.

off the press soon.
George R. L. Daniels, 541 St. Clement
St., Viauville, Montreal, Canada.
(We hare selected your short -ware listening station this month for the price,
George, as we believe that your layout represents a typical average S -IV listening
post. Thousands of our readers have undoubtedly built at least one, and possibly
more, short -wave receivers after plans described in this magazine as you have. We
note that you hare heard stations from.
practically all over the world. Good luck
to you and we hope you enjoy the twelve
forthcoming numbers of Short Wave Craft.

-Editor.)

hundred eighty volts of heavy -duty
(Continued on page 255)

"B"

power it was
necessary to use only
the best equipment
and insulators. The
low

coils are of the plug type. This makes it
possible to change
from one band to
another with speed.
The antenna feed through insulator is

of my own construction and is made of
two

drinking
The con-

glasses.

struction of this insulator is such that

the brass rod

through the the center is surrounded by
air, thus making it
very efficient. One

A complete

battery- operated ham station owned and operated
by D. C. Blake of Redwood, Miss.
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WORLD -WIDE SHORTSomething New in Tuning Condensers
THE French magazine, L'Accessoire et
la Pièce Detachée, a new magazine for

the professional radio man contained a
short description and a picture of a new
type of tuning condenser in a recent issue.
This condenser which has advantages for
short -wave work consists of two spirals of
metal, which are intermeshed by the action
of a worm gear and a pinion.

The Editors have endeavored to review
the more important foreign magazines
covering short -wave developments. for the
benefit of the thousands of readers of this
magazine who do not have the opportunity of seeing these magazines first -hand.
The circuits shown are for the most part
self -explanatory to the radio student, and
wherever possible the constants or values
of various condensers. coils, etc.. are
given. Please do not write to us asking
for further data. picture -diagrams or
lists of parts for these foreign circuits.
as we do not have any further specific
information other than that given. If
the reader will remember that wherever a
tuned circuit is shown, for instance, he
may use any short -wave coil and the appropriate corresponding tuning condenser.
data for which are given dozens of times
in each issue of this magazine, he will
have no difficulty in reconstructing these
foreign circuits to try them out.

it will be seen that it is it "split
Colpitts" arrangement with the grid -leak
in the center tap of the grid coil.
The coils required for this detector are
an ordinary tuning coil, having a center
tap for the grid return. The two plate
coils are wound at the extremities of the
grid coil. The winding details will have to
be worked out to suit the individual conditions, as the author fails to include winding data.
The second circuit is a push -pull oscillator, using one of the double -triode
arrangements, such as the 19, 53, or 79
types available in the U.S. As this oscillator uses only a single center -tapped
coil, it is a simple matter to change from
one frequency band to another and the
circuit will oscillate on any frequency from
12 cycles to 60 megacycles. This oscillator

Double Detection Circuits
THE experimenter in short -wave reception who is always on the lookout for
new and interesting circuits to try will
find the three circuits here of interest.
The first (A) while not new, offers some
interesting possibilities. It is a push -pull
detector, which has some advantages over
conventional regenerative circuits, in ease
of regeneration control, stable operation up
to the "oscillation point" and in some cases,
a considerable increase in signal strength.
The second circuit (B)

here and

A radically new idea in tuning condens-

ers-each unit comprising two spirals of
metal which are caused to intermesh by
means of a worm gear and pinion.

The advantages of this method of construction over the usual parallel plates lies
in the fact that the spiral section can be
made any shape, thus producing any desired capacity curve, and since the worm
and pinion can be easily made to provide
any desired tuning ratio, the tuning adjustment can be as slow or as fast as required for the waveband covered by the set.
It is also easy to shield the entire condenser to prevent electrostatic coupling be.
tween circuits or pick -up of signal at the
wrong point.

A Push -Pull Detector Circuit
IN

a

series of hints

for the short -wave

experimenter published recently in Popular Wireless, two very interesting push
pull circuits were included.
The first is a push -pull detector for
short -wave sets which the author claims is
much more stable than single ube circuits and in addition will oscillate on much
higher frequencies. The circuit is shown
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Composite Circuit
THE circuit shown here, which is reproduced from Popular Wireless magazine
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grid type of tube in a novel way. The control -grid and plate are operated as a simple
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Every short -wave experimenter will want
to try out the three "double detection"
circuits shown above, which are claimed
to give smoother regeneration control,
establish extra stable operation, and
stronger signals.

fills circuit is claimed to he very sen
sitive for use in short -wave reception
combination of the old ultra -audion
ircuit and the Colpitt's circuit. It is
claimed that it is very sensitive and a
'sure -fire" circuit for short waves.
While both condensers are "live" and
nust be set back from the panel, this slight
is a

Two interesting push -pull detector cir
cuits, Fig. 1, designed for two tubes and
Fig. 2, a push -pull oscillator using a twin
triode.

lisadvantage is overcome by the high sen itivity of the circuit.
The coils consist of a primary for the
serial and ground connections and a secondary which is center- tapped. Regular
manufactured coils can be used, by removing the regeneration coil and tapping the
secondary coil at the center.
The values of other parts used in the
circuit are indicated on the diagram.

www.americanradiohistory.com

The third circuit (C) is in reality two
separate sets, though the outputs are fed
to the saine pair of phones or amplifier.
By using two detectors with aerials spaced
as far apart as possible, many interesting
actions can be noted. The fading time for
short -wave stations often varies even for
small changes in the location of the receiver. Thus if two aerials are separated by some
hundred feet, the fading of the signals on
one set will not correspond with that on
the other, and if the two are tuned to
the same station, the fading is apparently
reduced.
Many other interesting effects
will be found by the experimenter with
such a combination.
These three interesting circuits appeared
in Practical and Amateur Wireless maga.
sine. The details of coil construction, etc.,
must be determined by the individual, as
they were not included in the original article.
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ONE of the most annoying things encountered in operating a short-wave set
is to tune in a weak station very care fully, and then find that you cannot "move
a hair" without losing it.
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English Coil Assembly
SIMPLE short -wave coil and switch
assembly which keeps losses at a minimum is shown in the accompanying photo,
reproduced from Practical and Amateur
ll'ircicas.
As shown it consists of a ribbed coil
form on which the three sets of coils, covering the three wavebands, are wound. Directly below each set of coils is the switch
for that particular coil, thus keeping connections extremely short, yet allowing sufficient spacing between the coil and switch
so that absorption losses are not noticeable.
A glance at the photo shows that the
common leads -i.e., the grid return and
plate return ends of the coils are connected
to heavy bus-bars. The switch is a cam tvpe unit, made with an insulated cylinder
having protrusions at the correct points for
coil contact.
A typical circuit for using this coil assembly is also shown. This consists of an
aperiodic R.F. amplifier coupled to the detector, in which the coil assembly is connected.
A

RFC

.001-MF
(EACH)

TO SPEAKER OR

PHONES

A

TO

GROUND

OR CHASSIS

cheap yet efficient filter to eliminate

the troublesome "hand capacity."
As we all know, this is due to "hand capacity" and a good deal of information
has been published in past issues of Short
Wave Craft for overcoming this bugaboo.

Shielded panels, condensers set back from
the panel, and a careful layout of parts
overcomes the usual cases, but there is one
point that most "set- builders" overlook.
A recent issue of Popular Wireless contained the details for making a filter to
eliminate the "hand" capacity. Every fan
has at one time or other found that taking
the phones off, touching them, or even moving them, is sufficient to "detune" a weak
station. This is due to high frequency currents getting into the phone circuits, so
that changes in the capacity of this circuit
affect the R.F. portions of the receiver.
As shown in the sketches here, the filter
consists of two R.F. chokes and two .001
mf. condensers connected between the
phones and the detector tube. The R.F.
chokes are connected in the two leads to
the phones, at a point where they connect
to the set. The condensers are connected
in series, across the phone leads, with the
center -tap grounded to the set chassis.

An improved English short -wave coil and

switch assembly.

C.

Increasing Selectivity of S -W Sets
CONTRARY to general belief, there is
a very definite need for selectivity in
the short -wave receiver. If you have tried
to separate some of the stations which are
crowded up in the 49 -meter band and some
of the amateur bands, this need will be
apparent.
And band- spreading is not a solution to
the problem, as this simply separates the
stations further apart on the dial, while at
the same time it decreases the apparent
selectivity, so that interference is still encountered between the stations. Of course,
in complicated super -hets, this trouble is
not encountered, for here we have plenty
of selectivity and spreading the bands accomplishes the required object.
As a means of increasing the selectivity
of regenerative sets Radio Welt, a German
magazine, recently published several circuits for adding a tuned circuit to existing
receivers.
Three circuits are shown here. The first
(A) consists of the addition of a coil and
condenser identical with the tuning coil
and condenser in the set. The new coil
and condenser are shielded from the set,
and coupling is accomplished through a
small condenser of the type used for aerial
coupling in some sets.
The second circuit (B) also uses a coil
and condenser similar to the regular tuning units, but here, the secondary (grid
coil) of the set is tapped to provide the
required degree of selectivity.
The third method (C) uses the entire
tuning coil of the receiver (including the
aerial coil) and coupling is accomplished
through a 100 mmf- variable condenser.
The step -up ratio of the aerial coil to the
grid coil and the use of a variable coupling
condenser provides the required adjustment
of selectivity (coupling).
These three circuits should provide the
experimenter with some ideas on how to
improve the "old faithful."
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Diagram of English coil assembly.
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A Novelty in Set Construction
AN ingenious application of an inverted
cake pan as a combined chassis and
shield for a short -wave set or converter
was pictured recently in the Austrian magazine Radio Amateur.
As shown here, the pan is inverted over
a wooden or fibre disc. The various con densers, tube and coil sockets, resistors and
switches that make up the set are mounted
on the bottom of the cake pan, just as
they would be mounted on a metal panel.
This type of construction offers the experimenter a way to make neat units that
are attractive in appearance, low in cost
and unusually flexible in circuit and design
possibilities. Thus, it is possible to make
a unit set in several of these "chassis" using one for detector, one for A.F. amplifier and another for power supply.
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Here's how to actually improve the selectivity of your regenerative receiver,
by simply adding a tuning circuit to the
one now in use in your set.
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GOOD

TELEVISION

H

UpK

By W. H. SINGLETON
HERE are the diagrams of my tele45 -hole disc, which are made of aluvision receiver, amplifier and tuner;
minum. The 60 -hole double -spiral disc
also the hookup of the neon tube and
is 12 inches in diameter and turns
scanner arrangement. I hope I have
clockwise, at a speed of 1200 R.P.M.
We
have
had
many
reexplained everything clearly and that
The 45 -hole 3- spiral disc is 12 inches
before long we'll soon have a bunch
quests
in diameter and turns counterclockfor
the
diagrams
of fellows interested in television.
wise, at a speed of 900 R.P.M. OccaThis is the receiver I am using now
and values of parts for a
sionally 2 images will be seen in one
and it gives very good results. It is
This condition is called ghost
good Television Receiver frame.
built on a metal chassis and is comimages, which is reflection from the
pletely shielded. It covers the bands
layer and therefore arrives
hookup.
Herewith Mr. Heaviside
from 200 to 70 meters and tunes broad
later than the direct signals. This may
in order to get all the signals, which is
Singleton presents the dibe helped by placing a wire parallel
very important in receiving good
a few feet above the antenna and
images. I have also used two 45's in
agram of the successful
grounding
it. I use an Eddy current,
parallel as output, in place of the
110 -V., A.C., 60 -cycle motor running
television receiver he is
single 45, by changing resistor No. 39
1200 R.P.M. It has 6 coils with iron
to 750 ohms; this gives a brighter
cores and 4 of these are used for synusing in his station, toimage. The primary windings of the
chronizing. The neon tube, cylinder
coils are placed at the top of the coil
gether
with
the
values
and motor are all fastened to a cast
of
form and are wound on top of the secaluminum frame. I have a 1000 -ohm
ondary windings. (I use a 175 -foot anthe various parts used in
rheostat from one side of the 110 -V.
tenna with this set as it gives greater
line to a .25 -mf. bypass condenser; the
building
up
the circuit.
signal pickup.)
other side of the condenser hooks to
The output terminals Nos. 45 and 46
the other small magnet. This rheostat
connect directly to the neon tube or
is used to synchronize the disc. I have
speaker and I use a double -pole double put a 150 -ohm, 50 -watt wire -wound
throw switch so I can switch from neon
rheostat in one side of the 110 -V. line
tube to speaker to tune in the signals.
cut the speed down to 900 R.P.M.
All wires to neon tube should be of in the side and the cathode of the tube, to
I use a double -pole double-throw
No. 14 stranded copper wire. The neon which is about 1 inch square, is so and
to put motor in reverse, so I
tube fits a standard 4 -pin socket and placed so as to cover this hole. The switch
use the 45 -hole disc, on the same
is mounted, pins down, inside a cylin- cylinder is placed one -fourth inch can
motor. (I have also used a small oneder 21 inches in diameter and 7 inches back of the scanning disc, with the sixteenth-H.P.
induction -type motor to
high, with the top closed. This cylin- square hole towards the disc. The turn the
-hole disc, and I have found
der acts as a shield for the tube and is cathode of the tube should glow bright, that any 45
of this type, which runs
adjustable up and down to keep the and if it doesn't, reverse the leads Nos. the right motor
can be used to drive a
picture in frame. The cylinder has a 45 and 46 on posts of receiver. This scanning speed,
disc.) The motor must run
three -fourths of an inch square hole arrangement works either on a 60- or
(Continecd on. page 238)
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Above -television receiver hookup successfully employed
Television and Short -Wave station of Mr.
hookup of his scanning motor as well atas the
a diagram for a battery -type television receiver. Singleton, including
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SEVENTEENTH

"TROPHY CUP"
WINNER

217

SHORT

WAVE

Presented to
SHORT WAVE SCOUT
ALAN E. SMITH, M. D.
CHESTER, VT.

SCOUTS

For his contribution toward the
advancement of the art of Radio
by

Honorable Mention Awards
Magazine

7th TROPHY WINNER
Alan E. Smith, M.D., Box 288,
Chester, Vt.
1

54

Stations,

40

First Honorable Mention
17 Wyatt Rd., Highbury, London

T. E. Port,

N5, England
40 veris

Second Honorable Mention
Joe Haddish, 803 Twenty- fourth St., Ambridge,
Pa.
34

Foreigns

THE seventeenth Short -Wave Scout
Trophy is awarded to Dr. Alan E.
Smith, M.D., of Chester, Vt.
Dr.
Smith's list had the very excellent total
of 54 stations; 40 of these were foreign
stations, that is, stations not located in
the United States. In rolling up this
fine number of stations Dr. Smith used
a Midwest 16 -tube receiver. The antenna used with the Midwest receiver
consisted of a 90 foot fiat -top pointing
in the direction northwest and southeast, 25 feet above the ground.
We are not surprised that Dr. Smith
won the Trophy Cup this month for he
certainly should be able to hear practically every short -wave station in the
world. After all, a set using 16 tubes
should show some superior performance
over a set using from 3 to 5 tubes, in the
same way that a thoroughbred racehorse wins a race against a field of
second raters. Of course, the listener
who uses a set with a less number of
tubes can hear these stations also, but
it usually requires much more skill and
care in tuning in for these stations, as
the signals are not so highly amplified
and the tuning therefore not so simple.

FOREIGN STATIONS
Canada
CJRO -6,150 kc.; daily, 8 -12 p.m., Sun.
3 -10:30 p.m.

Winnipeg.
kc.; same as CJRO.
VE9GW -6,090 kc.; Mon., Tues., Wed.,
3 -12 p.m.; Thurs., Fri., Sat., 7 a.m:
12 m.; Sun. 1 -9 p.m. Bowmanville.
VE9AS -6,425 kc.; no longer broadcasting. Fredericton, N.B.

CJRX- 11,720

West Indies
COH-9,428 kc.; daily, 10 -12 a.m., 5 -6
p.m., 8-10 p.m. Havana.
COC -6,010 kc.; daily, 9:30 a.m. -12:30
p.m., 4 -7 p.m., Sat. 11:30 p.m.-12:30
a.m. Havana.
HIH -6,810 kc.; daily, 7 -8 p.m., Sun.
4:30-5:30 p.m. "La Voz del Higuamo, ' San Pedro de Macoris, Do-

minican Republic.
HIX -5,980 kc.; Tues., Fri., 8-10 p.m.,
Sun. 7:40 a.m. Daily at noon. Santo Domingo, D.R.
HI4D -6,480 kc.; daily ex. Sun., 12 -1:45
p.m., 4:40 -7 :40 p.m. "La Voz de
Quisqueya." Santo Domingo, D.R.
South America
CP5 -6,080 kc.; daily 8 -9:30 p.m. Radio "Illimani." La Paz, Bolivia.
HJIABD -6,098 kc., now on 7,281 ke.

Dr. Smith's List of Stations
NORTH AMERICA U. S.
W1XAZ-9,570 kc., now W1XK. Daily,
7 -1

a.m. Boston.

W2XAD- 15,330 kc.; daily 2:30 -3:30
p.m. Schenectady.
W2XAF -9,530 kc., daily 6:30 -11 p.m.
Schenectady.

W2XE -6,120 kc.; daily, 5 -10 p.m. New
York.
W2XE- 11,830 kc.; daily, 2 -4 p.m. New
York.
W3XAL- 17,780 kc.; daily ex. Sun., 8 -9
a.m., Tues., Thurs., Sat., 2 -3 p.m.
New York.
W3XAL -6,100 kc., Mon., Wed., Sat.,
4 -6 p.m. New York.
W3XAU-9,590 kc.; daily, 12 noon -8
p.m. Philadelphia.
W3XAU -6,060 kc.; daily, 8 -11 p.m.

Philadelphia.

W8XAL -6,060 kc.; daily. 6:30 a.m.-8
p.m.; 11 p.m. -2 a.m. Cincinnati.
W8XK- 11,870 kc.; daily, 4:30-10 p.m.

Pittsburgh.

W9XF -6,100 kc.; daily, 1 -2 a.m., 9 -10
p.m. Chicago.
W9XAA -6,080 kc.; Tues., Thurs., Sat.,
4 -12 p.m.; Sun., 11:30 a.m. -9 p.m.,
Chicago.
W9XBS -6,425 kc.; experimental. Chicago.

veils

ON this page is illustrated the hand some trophy which was designed by
one of New York's leading silversmiths.
It is made of metal throughout. except
the base, which is made of handsome

black Bakelite. The metal itself is
quadruple silver- plated. in the usual
manner of all trophies today.
It is a most imposing piece of work.
and stands from tip to base 22!4". The
diameter of the base in 7%" . The
diameter of the globe is 51 ". The
work throughout is first -class. and no
money has been spared in its execution. It will enhance any home. and
will be admired by everyone who sees it.
The trophy will 1-e awarded every
month, and the winner will he announced in the following issue of
SHORT WAVE CRAFT. The winner's
name will be hand engraved on the
trophy.
The purpose of this contest is to advance the art of radio by "logging" as
many short -wave phone stations. amateurs excluded. in a period not exceeding 30 days, as possible by any one contestant. The trophy will be awarded to
that SHORT WAVE SCOUT who has
logged the greatest number of shortwave stations during any 70 -day period.

www.americanradiohistory.com

Irreg. evenings. Cartagena, Col.
HJ4ABÉ-5,930 kc.; Mon. 7 -11 p.m,
Tues., Thurs., Sat., 6:30 -8 p.m.,
Wed., Fri., 7:30 -11 p.m. "La V'
de Antioquia." Medellin, Colombia.

HJ4ABL -6,065 kc.; daily 11 -12 a.m.,
5:30 -7:30 p.m. Sat. 10:30 -11:30
p.m. (English). "Ecos de Occidente." Manizales, Colombia.
HP5B -6,030 kc.; daily 1.2 -1 p.m., 810:30 p.m. "Estacion Miramar."
Panama.
PRADO-6,616 kc.; Thurs. 9 -11 p.m.
"Radiodifusora de 'El Prado.'" Riobamba, Ecuador.
HC2RL -6,668 kc.; Sun. 5:45 -7:45 p.m.,
Tues. 9:15-11:15 p.m. "Hello, America," Guayaquil, Ecuador.
TIGPH -5,820 kc.; now on 6,140 ke. Irreg. evenings on either freq. Radio "Alma Tica," San Jose, Costa
Rica.
YV3RC-6,150 kc.; daily 4 -10 p.m. Radiodifusora Venezuela, Caracas,
Venezuela.
YV6RV-6,030 kc.; now on 6,520 kc.
Valencia, Venezuela.
(Continued on page 239)
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-35
BROWNING
Receiver

By Glenn
H. Browning

All -Wave

this is of the utmost importance in disPART II.
IT is an unfortunate fact that the
tance reception
is an advantage to
general public is accustomed to rate
a radio receiver in terms of the num- In the last issue a general de- have good amplification ahead of the
ber of tubes it contains. Radio experi- scription of the Browning 35 was mixer or first detector tube and as little as necessary in the intermediate ammenters, possessing even a slight technical knowledge, realize the fallacy of given and in the present article plifier. As pointed out above, for the
purpose of amplification, one tube in the
this tendency. They know that with
modern tubes, amplification is no prob- some of the extremely valuable I.F. amplifier is all that is necessary
lem. Consider, for instance, the 58 special features found in this re- if an efficient stage of pre -amplification
is used. Therefore the only excuse for
triple-grid super -control tube, which
has an amplification factor of 1280! ceiver are discussed, especially using more than one stage of I.F. amplification would be to obtain adequate
Two such tubes, in an efficient circuit,
selectivity, or to try to compensate for
will provide more R.F. amplification the tuning characteristics.
inefficient pre -selection.
D100E D[T
10 Kc. Selectivity!
SEE
55.E
31
606
OOINOTE
The problem of selectivity was solved
T2
001
TE
in this receiver by utilizing a double
band -pass filter. This filter not only
5005
provides 10 kc. selectivity, but it does
this without developing a sharp amplis
1
fication peak. The result is an unusual.005
nolow
wi
ly fine combination of selectivity, plus
25faithful reproduction. The accompanyMEG
E4
:á
0045
ing I.F. Selectivity Curve illustrates
Col--,óDo
o
this feature and shows how the band40.000
0105
10
cee
pass filter characteristics compare to
5
GS
the usual "high -Q" I.F. circuit. It will
400 )
M
be noted that the latter circuit has a
°;::T
25.0°0'
r sE
Ow05. M6
sharper peak or "nose," resulting in
®
.
6.t.
'ri,;NIE
poorer quality; but at a voltage ratio
(50000
áeçTER.
of 100 times, or 40 D.B. down, the band 0454
'iS w6T.
pass circuit is much more selective in
01NOTE - FOE 1.0.0wE 3*01CO.uICspite of its round "nose," which gives
.
TI°N5 6REAr LED
EIRE
better high audio frequency response.
A5 5NOMN
BLACKThis "broad nose" tuning character006.44E 1
456
NC
i.
I
istic is actually noticeable in operating the receiver for, while the micro Schematic diagram showing band -pass 1.F., detector, beat frequency oscillator, and
vernier tuning control may be rotated
audio amplifier stage.
several degrees on the low frequency
broadcast band without a noticeable
than can be used. This principle is well one ahead of the first detector, as a pre- change in signal level, rotating it a fracillustrated in the BROWNING 35 re- amplifier, and the other as intermedi- tion of a degree further snaps out the
ceiver which makes use of two of these ate amplifier in the band -pass filter cir- signal entirely and the local or distant
super -control tubes as R.F. amplifiers- cuit. In spite of the fact that a diode station operating on the adjacent freis used as the second detector, there is quency channel "pops in."
more R.F. gain in this receiver than can be used,
10005
so
except under unusual cir=T=n I SELECTIVITY
15
cumstances.
SEN35
50
Last
month
we
gave a
N.YTY
A/,NE
general description of the
6
TO
SO
BROWNING 35 circuit together with an explanation
',a
of the Tobe Super-Tuner
ID
;9
unit, around which this set
40
h
is designed. It was shown
w www=rar
how the super -tuner has
MINtSnMtaEuMIN
Mthtqutncy mtqayde+
made it possible for the exllllll11111t11=11lIU11MEINI
locallon of anyn and
perimenter to easily conanwrconAA IfwoNEsblron,
m 3o
. {pace lands
struct
such
an
advanced
U
MdDla4nglh In mtht/s
type of receiver and obtain
Ó
4 Aroodcoal ware
band
nt
Mtl nt
consistent distant recepbandE
1-2-35ho11
tion comparable with the
20
most expensive commercial Note the neat and very efficient easy- tuning layout of
outfits. In the previous the large Browning dial, which measures six inches
article, features of the cir- across. The large scale spreads out the stations and
cuit in connection with the
makes tuning very simple.
to
stage of pre- selecting R.F.
5
amplification and the combination mixer and oscillator tube were
The practical result of this "rounddiscussed,
together
with
a
description
nosed"
amplification curve is noticeable
+20
-20 -10
4-10
of the band -pass filter used in the inter- not only in the selective tuning but also
KC. OFF RESONANCE
mediate frequency amplifier to obtain in the final high -quality reproduction.
selectivity without sacrificing reproduc- The low deep resonant tones are there
.F. "Selectivity Curve." A.-Browning
quality.
you can both hear and feel them -and
intermediate;
hand -pass
B.- Ordinary tion
An I.F. amplifier serves two purposes. it is not a false, booming, hollow -toned
"high -Q" intermediate. Note that the latter
It provides selectivity and it amplifies bass obtained at the expense of the upis sharper at the "nose," resulting in
poorer quality. but at a voltage ratio of the received signal, as well as tube per registers. The high delicate notes
noises, electrical disturbances and stat- and overtones are also present, while
100 times or 40 D.B. down, the selectivity
of the hand -pass filter is much better.
ic. If a low noise -level is desired -and
(Continued on page 241)
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Short -Wave Stations
of the World
Complete List of Broadcast, Police and Television Stations
We present herewith a revised list of
the short -wave broadcasting, experimental
and commercial radiophone stations of the
world. This is arranged by frequency. but
the wavelength figures are also given for
the benefit of readers who are more accustomed to working with "meters."
All the stations in this list use telephone transmission of one kind or another

and can therefore be identified by the
average listener.
Herewith is also presented a very fine
list of police as well as television stations.
Note: Stations marked with a star * are
the most active and easily heard stations
and transmit at fairly regular times.
Please write to us about any new stations or other important data that you

learn through announcements over the air
or correspondence with the stations themselves. A post card will be sufficient. We
will safely return to you any verifications
that you send in to us. Communications
of this kind are a big help.
Stations are classified as follows: CCommercial phone. B- Broadcast service.
X- Experimental transmissions.

Around -the -Clock Listening Cuide
Although short -wave reception is notorious for
inconsistency
its irregularity and seeming
wherein
lies its greatest appeal to the sporting
l
listenerl, it is a good idea to follow a ren.ca)
schedule as far as wavelength in relation to
the time of the day is concerned. The nbserv-

ace of afew simple rules will save the shortwave fan a lot of otherwise wasted time.
From daybreak till 8 p.m. and particularly
during bright daylight. listen between 13 and 19
meters (21510 to 15800 Ise.).
To the east of the listener, from about 4 p.m.
4 a.m., the 25 -35 meter will he found very pro-

durtive.

To the west of the listener this same
band is best from about 10 p.m. until shortly after daybreak. (After dark. results above 35
meters are usually much better than during
daylight.) These general rules hold for any
location in the Northern Hemisphere.

Short -Wave Broadcasting, Experimental and Commercial Radiophone Stations
NOTE: To convert kc. to megacycle.. (mc.) shift decimal point

W8XK 19380 kc.

21540 kc.

B
13.93 meten
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
PITTSBURGH. PA.
a.m.2 p.m.: relays KDKA

6

kc.

21530
B-

GSJ

13.93 meters

DAVENTRY. ENGLAND
BROADCASTING

B.B.C..

HOUSE. LONDON. ENGLAND
See "When to Listen In" column

-C

-B

kc.

-C-

21420

kc.

-C-

14.01

A.

T.

WKK

T. CO.
LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.
Calls Argentins. Brasil and
daytime
Peru.
&

21060

kc.

-C-

14.25 meters

Cells England
noon

21020 kc.

LSN6

15.60

-C.

18970
C-

LSY

20700 kc.
-C.

meters

14.49

MONTE GRANDE

ARGENTINA
Irregularly

20380
-C-

kc.

GAA

11.72 meten
RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls Argentina. Bruit.
mornings

19900

kc.
15.08

MONTE

meters

GRANDE.

19820

kc.

-C-

15.11

WKN
meters

LAWRENCEVILLE. N. 1.
Call. England, daytime

8 -9

PLE
meters

17775

16.11

-B-

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls N. Y., daytime

FIS

18345 kc.
C

meter.
SAIGON. INDO -CHINA
Phones Paris. early morning
16.35

-C-

16.36

Calls England. daytime

18310 kc.
16.38

meters

18250 kc.

kc.

-C-

15.27

HURLINGHAM.

meters

Calls Europe, daytime

-C-

GAW

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Y., daytime

15.31

meters

MONTE GRANDE,

ARGENTINA
Tests irregularly. daytime

Phones

PMC

-C-

GBC

WLK

-C

meters

18.44

meters

LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.

ARGENTINA
irregularly

15415 kc.
Hawaii

2 -7

p.m.

19.52 meters

B-

BUDAPEST.

Schedules Eastern

CORP.
Madison Av.. N.Y.C.

WABC dally.

15260
-B-

Relaya

a.m. -1:45 pm.

10

kc.

GSI

19.66 meters

DAVENTRY. ENGLAND
B.B.C.. BROADCASTING
HOUSE. LONDON. ENGLAND
See "When to Listen In" column

15250
B-

kc. W1XAL

15243

kc.

19.67

meten

BOSTON. MASS.
Irregular. In morning

B-

19.68

*FYA

meters

"RADIO COLONIAL"

PARIS. FRANCE
la Radiodiffusion
Paris

Service de

103 Rue de Grenelle.
6 -10 a.m.

*PCJ

15220 kc.
-B.

meters

19.71

N.V. PHILIPS' RADIO
EINDHOVEN. HOLLAND
Broadcasts relaying PHI
Sat. and Sun.

Also tests Tues. 3 -6 a.m.,
Wed. 7 -II a.m.

B-

19.72

*W8XK

meters

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
& MFG. CO.
PITTSBURGH. PA.
6

a.m. -4:15 p.m.
Relays KDKA

15200 kc.
B19.73

*DJB
meters

BROADCASTING HOUSE
BERLIN. GERMANT
m..
12:30-2. 3:45-7:15
8 -11:30 a.m. and 12 N -130 p.m.
.

HUNGARY

Broadcasts Sundays. 9.10 a.m.

Phones

Pacifie Isles and Japan

15140

-B

19.56

See

"When to Listen In"

meters

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
SCHENECTADY, N. Y.
Relays

WGY

15280
B.

daily.

2 -3

kc.
19.83 meters

BROADCASTING HOUSE
BERLIN. GERMANY
1290.2 e.m.. 8-11:30 a.m.

Standard Time)

www.americanradiohistory.com

Column

*HVJ
meters

VATICAN CITY
ROME, ITALY

1090 to 10:45 a.m., eseept
Sunday

p.m.

DJ Q

*GSF

kc.

-B19.82 meters
BRITISH BROAD. CORP.
DAVENTRY, ENGLAND

kc.
15330kc.*W2XAD 15120
B
19.83

Phones

(All

KWO

DIXON. CAL.

Phones

meters
IC BROADCASTING
19.65

485

19.06 meters

Arg.. Bras.. Peru. daytime

Tests

B

JVF 15210 kc.

19.2 meters

NAZAK1, JAPAN
Phones U.S.. 5 a.m. & 4 p.m.

DIXON. CAL.

meters

A. T. & T. CO..
OCEAN GATE. N. J.
Calls .hips

LSY3 16270 kc.

MONTE GRANDE.

a.m.

3 -5

15620 kc.

17.56 meten
RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls Ships

meters

Java

kc.
KWU
WOO 15355
19.53 meters
-C-

17080 kc.

BANDOENG. JAVA
Phones Holland, early a. m.
16.56

17.52

JVE

19.16 meters

NAZAKI. JAPAN

W3XL 15370 kc. *HAS3

17120 kc.

16.48 meters

16.54

TAC
maten

kc.

15660

Tests Irregularly

ST. ASSISE. FRANCE
S. America. daytime

LSF 18115 kc.

19600 kc.
es

C-

till

17.33 meters

FTO

LSN5 18135 kc.

ARGENTINA

KEN. JAPAN
Irregular In late afternoon
and early moraine

BOUND BROOK. N. 1.

meters

18200 kc.

16.89

J YT

19.04 meters

NATIONAL BROAD. CO.

Calls N.

19650

Sat.

meters

GAS 17310 kc.

Call,
-C-

16.89

ARGENTINA

kc.

15760

10:15 a.m.

*DJE

kc.

LSL

*W2XE

15270 kc.

meters

Calls

PISA. ITALY
Calls shies. 6:30 -7:30 a. m.

1.

RUGBY, ENGLAND
Y.. daytime

16.43

a.m..

till

BROADCASTING HOUSE
BERLIN, GERMANY
Irregular 8-II :30 a.m.

C

Calls N.

-C-

17760

HURLINGHAM.

*PHI

WLA 17760 kc.
meters

LAWRENCEVILLE. N.

C-

kc.
16.88 meters

or 9:45
10:30. Sun.

18.98

KEMIKWA -CHO. CHIBA

HUTZEN. HOLLAND

9:30

-C

p.m.

Daily ese. Tues. and Wed. 7:30-

GAU
meters

15810 kc.

Breuil and Europe, daytime

a.m.; Tues.. Thurs.. Fri..
2 -3

FTK

kc.

18.90 meters
ST. ASSISE. FRANCE
Phones Saigon. morning

CO.

BOUND BROOK. N. I.
Relays WJZ. Daily ese. Sun.

RUGBY. ENGLAND

meters

SAIGON. INDO -CHINA
Isle,

15880

*W3XAL

-B.
16.87 meters
NATIONAL BROAD.

BANDOENG. JAVA
Calls Holland early a. m.

LSG

ARGENTINA
Tests Irregularly, daytime

17780 kc

GAQ

Calls S. Africa. moraines

C-

*GSG

meters

16.66

18.48

FZR3

Calls Paris and Pacifie

"When to Listen In" Column

meters

18620 kc.

-C-

BRITISH BROAD. CORP.
DAVENTRY. ENGLAND

GAP
meters

18340 kc.

Tests

B-

WOG
meters

OCEAN

16233 kc.

PCV

17790 kc.

J.

18.44

GATE. N. J.
Calls England,
moraine and early afternoon

KOOTWIJK. HOLLAND
Calls Java, 6.9 a. m.

maters

kc.
15.81

-C-

16.84 meters

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls Australia, early a.m.

meters

14.27

15.66

GAB 16270 kc.
meters

16.63

RUGBY. ENGLAND

17810 kc.

WKF

19160 kc.

HURLINGHAM, ARO.
Calls N. Y. C.
8 a. m.-5 p. m.

FTM

Calls England. daytime

places to left: Thus. read 21540 kc. as 21.540 mc.

Calls Canada.
morn. and early atto.

meters

LAWRENCEVILLE. N.

kc.
WKA 18830
15.93
-C

LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.

-C

15.50

19220 kc.

13.97 meters

DAVENTRY, ENGLAND
B.B.C., BROADCASTING

-C-

ST. ASSISE. FRANCE
Calls Argentine. morning

GSH

HOUSE. LONDON. ENGLAND
See "When to Listen In" column

WOP 18040 kc.
meters

19355 kc.

C

21470

15.48

OCEAN GATE. N. 1.
Calls Paru. daytime

.f

15090 kc.
C-

RKI

19.88 meters

MOSCOW. U.S.S.R.
Phones Tashkent near 7 a.m.
and relays RNE on Sundays

irregularly

SHORT WAVE CRAFT

222

-C-

19.92 meten

HIALEAH. FLORIDA

Calls Central Amarles. daytime

14980 kc.
.C-

20.03

KAY
metes

MANILA. P. I.

Phones

-C.

-e-

BOGOTA, alCOL.
Calls WNC. daytime

-B.C

20.55 meters.

NAZAKI. JAPAN
American Hour"
daily at 8:30 p.m

-C-

20.56

meters

TIR

14485 kc.
C-

20.71 meters

COSTA RICA
Gen. Amer. & U.S.A.
Daytime

CARTAGO.

Phones

-C.

20.71

meters

.B

YNA

14485 kc.

20.71 meten
-CMANAGUA. NICARAGUA
Phones WNC daytime

20.78 meters

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls U.S.A., afternoon

-C

meters

KEMIKKEN,
JAPAN
California till II

Phones

m.

p.

GBB

13585 kc.

GCJ

13415 kc.

22.36 meten
RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls Japan & China MAY
morning

-C-

WMA

13390 kc.

22.40 meters
-CLAWRENCEVILLE,
LAW

England
morning and afternoon

VPD

13075 kc.
22.94 meters

SUVA. FIJI ISLANDS
Daily axe. Sun. 12:30.130 a.m.

12840 kc.
23.36 meters

OCEAN

GATE.

Calls

C.

Column

*2R0
11811 kc.
-B
25.4 meten
E.I.A.R.

5

ROME, ITALY
8:15-9 a.m., 9:15 -10:15 a.m..

25.49

I-

Broadcasts. Sunday. 7:30 -9 a. m.

meters

Calls Europe.

ARGENTINA
evenings

DI Q

kc.

29.16 meters
KON IGSW USTE RHAUSEN,

WINNIPEG.
Daily. 6 p. m.12 m.

PMN

kc.
29.24 meters

BANDOENG. JAVA

Calls Australia

5

*FYA

25.63 meters

9750

(All

WOF

30.77

meten

Phones England, evening

9710
-C

30.89 meters

*2R0

9635 kc.
-BM.,

31.13 meters

W.,

E.I.A.R.,
ROME. ITALY

29.27

*CT1AA
meters

LISBON. PORTUGAL
Tues.. Thurs.. Sat. 3:30.6 p.m.

9595

*HBL

kc.

31.27 meters

LEAGUE OF NATIONS
GENEVA. SWITZERLAND
Saturdays. 530 -6:15 p. n.

*VK2ME

9590 kc.

B.
31.28 meters
AMALGAMATED WIRELESS,
LTD.. 47 YORK ST.
SYDNEY. AUSTRALIA
Sunday

12M. -2 a.m..

4:30 -8:30

9590

kc.

HPSJ

a.m. 1130 a.m.-1:30 p.m.

B-

1

Street.

ARGENTINA
Calls Europe end U. S., after.
noon and evening

10220 kc.

11

9580
B

a.m. -6:50 p.m.

kc.

*

GSC

"When to Listen In" Column

10200 kc. CO9WR
29.41 meters
XP.
Bos 85

Schedules Eastern Standard Time)

B-

*VK3LR

31.32 meters
Research Section.
Postmaster Gen'la. Dept.,
61

*W2XAF

31.48

meters

GENERAL ELECTRIC CO.
SCHENECTADY. N. Y.
WGY 5:25 -11 p.m.

Relays

9510

*GSB

kc.

-B31.55 meterS
BRITISH BROAD. CORP.
DAVENTRY. ENGLAND
"When to Listen

9510
B-

Little Collins St.,

MELBOURNE. AUSTRALIA
3:I5 -7:30 a.m. except Sun.
also Fri. 10:30 p.m. -2 a.m.

In"

Column

kc. *VK3ME
31.55 meters

AMALGAMATED WIRELESS,
Ltd.
G. P. 0. Box 12721
MELBOURNE, AUSTRALIA
Wed.. Thurs.. Fri.. Sat.
5:00 -7:00 a. m.

*PRF5

meters
RIO DE JANEIRO. BRAZIL

Daily

except Sun. 5:30 -6:15 p. m.

9428 kc.
10

*COH

31.8 meters

ST.. VEDADO.
HAVANA. CUBA
a.m. -12 n.. 4.6:30. 8.10 p.m.
also II a.m.I2 N. Thurs.
2

9415
-C

B

kc.

PLV

31.87 mates
BANDOENG. JAVA

Phones Holland around 9:45 a.m.

CJA2

9330 kce
-C

32.15

meters

DRUMMONDVILLE. CANADA
Phones England Irregularly

9280
-C

kc.

GCB

32.33 meten
RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls Can. & Egypt, evenings

9170

kc.

WNA
meters

LAWRENCEVILLE.
Phones

9125
-B

N.

J.

England. evening

kc.

HAT4

32.88 meters

"RADIO LA BO R."
GYALI -uT. 2.
BUDAPEST. HUNGARY
Sunday 6 -7 p.m.

9020 kc.
-C-

31.32 meters

9580 kce

LKJ1

31.45 meten
JELOY. NORWAY
Relays Oslo 5.8 a. m.

-B-

W3XAU

BRITISH BROAD. CORP.
DAVENTRY. ENGLAND

PSH

www.americanradiohistory.com

-B-

31.28 meters

NEWTOWN SQUARE. PA.
Relays WCAU

N

meten
BROADCASTING HOUSE
BERLIN. GERMANY
3:45 -7:15 a.m.
5:05 -10:30 p.m.

32.72

PANAMA CITY. PANAMA

9590 kc.

* DJ

9540 kc.
-B
31.45

31.28

LSK3
meters

HURLINGHAM.

31.38 meten
BROADCASTING HOUSE,
BERLIN
5:05 -9:15 p.m.

-e-

-B-

F. 6-7:30. 7:45.9:15
p.m.

9600 kc.
-B
31.25

*DJA

9560 kc.

kc.
GCA 9500
-B31.58

kc.

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls Arge. & Brazil. evenings

0.

p.m.
10 p.m. -12 m.
6 -9

Zealand

LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.

SANCTI SPIRITUS.
CUBA
Testing in early evening

PARIS. FRANCE

kc.

-C-

a.m.

-RIO DE21 NEIRO. BRAZIL

"RADIO COLONIAL"

N.

7:30 -10 p.m.

-C-

"When to Listen In" Column

and

early a.m.

GERMANY
Broadcasts Irregularly

10250 kv.

See

-e-

LSL2

HURLINGHAM,

*GSD

25.53 meters

CNR 11705 kc.

23.39 meters

DIRECTOR GENERAL
Telegraph and Telephone
tations, Rabat. Morocco

29.04 meten
-B -C.
RUYSSELEDE. BELGIUM
Broadcasts 130.3 p.m.

10260

BRITISH BROAD. CORP.
DAVENTRY. ENGLAND

J.

Phones Java

ORK

10330 kc.

C

kc.

CUBA

X

*DJD
meters

kc. *CJRX
WOO 11720
-B
25.6 meten

N.

30.74 meters

AMALGAMATED WIRELESS
OF AUSTRALIA
SYDNEY. AUSTRALIA

CAC

29

10290

BROADCASTING HOUSE.
BERLIN. GERMANY
12.430. 5:05.10:30 p.m.

11750

-C

meters

HAVANA

29.13

G CW

30.64 meters

GRANDE,

Sunday. 830.9:30 p.m.

C.

W1XAL

BOSTON. MASS.
Irregularly in the afternoon

B-

28.98

MONTE

25.45 meters

11770 kc.

kc.

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls N.Y.C., evening

.

LSX

kc.

10300 kc.

2:30 -5 p.m.

11790 kc.

evenings

10345 kc.
.B.

CORP.

Via Montello

BOLINAS. CALIF.

ARGENTINA
Tests irregularly n p.m. -12 midnight.

485 MADISON AVE., N. Y. C.
Relays WABC
2 -4 p.m.

ships

12825 kc.
B,

In"

KES

28.80 meters

Tests

-C-

ATLANTIC BROADCASTING

t-

GRANDE,
ARGENTINA
Tests irregularly

-C.

PDK

KOOTWÌ m .HOLLAND

10350

meters

25.36

J.

Pho es

-C-

B-

meters

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Cells
, anemone
Egypt & C

. %-

25.29 meters
-BBRITISH BROAD. CORP.
DAVENTRY. ENGLAND

"When to Listen

J YK

kc.

22.0

-X-

GSE

See

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls
Buenos Aires. late alternen

C

kc.

11860

kc.
28.80

10410 kc.

m

12

KDKA

GBA 11830 kc. *W2XE

13990 kc.

22.04

till

Calls Manila and England. 6 -9
a. m. and California late evening

-C.

n.. Wed., Sat.
Sun. 7:30.8:30 a.m.

e. m. -12:30 p.

11

LSE 9530 kc.

meters

30.61

MONTE

9790

a. m.. 7:30-8:30 p. m.

10410

VUB
meters

31.36

BOMBAY. INDIA

J YS 9540 kc.
CHIBA -

YBG 9760 kc. VLJ -VLZ2

Calls Java 730.9:40 a. m.

4:20 -10 p.m.

Frl.

Relays

GBW

14440 kc.

*W8XK
meten

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
& MFG. CO.
PITTSBURGH. PA.

N. J.

Phones England
morning and afternoon

-C.

VLK
meters

SYDNEY. AUSTRALIA

5:30.630

PARIS. FRANCE

25.26

-C-

Peru. nights

10520 kc.

-B-

KEN. JAPAN
Irregular. 4-7 a. m..

28.79 meters

"RADIO

-B-

WMF

20.73 meters
CLAWRENCEVILLE,

13610

Bra..
28.51

meten

WOK 9800 kc.

MEDANSSUMATRA

10:15 a.m. -I:15 p.m.. 2.5 p.m.

11870 kc.

9840 kc.
30.49
-X

2.7:45 a.m.

XGW
kc.
*FYA 10420
C SHANGHAI, CHINA

25.25

WNCldaylliliAT.

MADRID. SPAIN
Daily 5:15.7:30 p.m.;
12 n. -2 p.m.

KEMIKAWACHO.

-C

Hurlingham, Arge., nights

meten

30.43 meten
P. 0. Box 951

Saturday also

Calls Rugby. early a.m.

FRANCE

11875 kc.

-B-

Broadcasts

-C-

Phones CNR morning.

GUATEMALA

.C

KKQ

* EA Q

9860 kc.

Phones

25.10 metro
BOLINAS. CALIF.
Tests. Irregularly, nominee

STE. ASSISE.

TGF

14470 kc.

*JVN

28.14 meters

Argo..

WON

30.4 metes
LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.

J.

LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.

-X-

PANAMA CITY, PAN.
Phones WNC daytime

14485 kc.

WNB

NAZAKI. JAPAN
Irregularly

kc.

-C-

Calls Bermuda. daytime

C-

LSN

Phones England, evening

California evenings

21.1 motors
.C.
LAWRENCEVILLE. N.

SAIGON. INDO -CHINA
Phones Paris. morning

11950 kc.

9870

NAZAKI. JAPAN

FTA 10430 kc.
kc.
HPF 11940
25.13 meters
-C-

14485 kc.
20.71

*JVM

kc.
FZS2 10550
-C

25.02 meters

HURLINGHAM. ARGENTINA
Calls U. 8.. evenIng

*W1XK

meters

kc.

9565

meters

Calls New York. evenings

a n.

meters

GBS 10675 kc.

LSM2 11991 kc.

kc.

27.93

I

Broadcasts irregularly

20.69

kc.

-C-

Phones

MOSCOW, U. S. S. R.
.m.. -6 p.m
Sun. 6 -9, 10 -II
Mon.. Wed.. Fri. 4 -t, p.m., Wed.
also 5-6 a.m.

RADIO NATIONS,
GENEVA. SWITZERLAND

C.

10740

meters

1935

WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
& MFG. CO.
SPRINGFIELD. MASS.
Relays WBZ, 6 a.m. -12 m.

HURLINGHAM. ARGENTINA

RUGBY. ENGLAND

Calls
Sydney. Austral. early

daytime

C.

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls N.Y.C. evening

kc.
GBP 9890
30.33
-C-

meters

kc. *RNE 10660 kc.
HBJ 12000
25 meters
-B-

kc.
20.64 meters

14500

GBU

24.69 metes
RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls N.Y.C., afternoon

-C.

Phones England
morning and afternoon

-

kc.
27.85

BERMUDA

GCU

1

KAHUKU. HAWAII

-C-

24.41 meten
RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls N.Y.C., eternise

WMN 12150 kc.

metes

LAWRENCEVILLE, N. J.

14535

kc.

12290

kc.
K O 9950
30.15
-C-

25.68 meten

10770

PAREDE. PORTUGAL
Tues.,
a.m..
10 -1130
Thur.. Fri. 1:00-2 15 p.m.

C-

Broadcasts

14590 kc.

CT1GO

24.2 meters

Y.

N.

Phones

Tests In the evening

Sun.

JVH

14600 kc.

-X-

ship

HJB 12396 kc.

kc.

14950

HAMILTON,

kc.

11680

RUGBY, ENGLAND
Calls

25.66 meters.
P. O. BOX 50

MEDELLIN. COLOMBIA
Irregularly 5.11 p.m.

GBC

12780 kc.

Isles

Pacific

B-

-C
PISA. Tten$
Calls Italian ships, mornings

C

AUGUST,

ZFB 9570 kc.
kc.
IAC 11700 kc. *HJ4ABA 10055 29.84
31.35
meters
B-

WNC 12800 kc.

kc.

15055

for

33.26

GCS
meters

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls N.Y.C., evenings

9010
C-

kc.

KEJ

33.3 meters

BOLINAS, CAL.

Relays NBC &
ing
Programs in

8795
B-

kc.

CBS

irregularly

HKV

34.09 meten
BOGOTA. COLOMBIA

Irregular; 6:30 p.m. -12 M.

SHORT WAVE CRAFT for AUGUST, 1935
kc.

8775
-C.

PN I

34.19

meters

MAKASSER. CELEBES.

N.I.

Phones lava around 4 a.

8760
-C-

.B

U.

kc.
GCQ 6905
-C.
43.45

kc.
34.25 meters

-B-

kc.

ZEK

34.29 meters

Sat. 6 -11 a. m.

GC I

34.36 meten

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls India, 8 a. m.

8680 kc.
-C.

34.56

meters

kc.

WOO

35.05 meten

-C-

OCEAN GATE. N. J.
Calls ships irregular

iAC

kc.

8380

C

6800

Pisa. Italy

.B-

36.5 meters

kc.

-C-

PSK

36.65 meters

RIO DE JANEIRO,

Irregularly

BRAZIL

kc.

8036
B-

SAN PEDRO

de MACORIS
DOMINICAN REP.

Sun. 3.4 a.m.

12:10.1:40 p.m..
2:20.4:40 p.m.

kc.

J YR

30.07 meters

-X-

7860 kc.

Broadcasts 2.7:45 a,m.

HC2JSB

8:15.11:15 p.m.

6650

B

*HBP

LEAGUE OF NATIONS.
GENEVA. SWITZERLAND
5:30.6:15 p. m.. Saturday

kc.

7715
-C.

KEE

38.89 meters

BOLINAS. CAL.

Relays NBC & CBS
IarlY
in evening

P

kc.

7510

NAZAKI. JAPAN
Heard irregularly

7400

B

kc.

BOGOTA,

kc.

ships.

evenings

kc. *PRADO

Thurs. 9 -11:45 p.m.

6611
B-

DOMINICAN REP.
a. 05. -1:40 P.
7:40.9:40 p. m.

11:40

SANTO

kc.

HJ2ABA

TUNJA. COLOMBIA
1.2: 730.9:30 p.m.

-B

-8-

kc.
48.7

* YV3RC
meters

CARACAS. VENEZUELA
Generally 4:00.10:00 p. a.

8

kc.

CO9GC

48.74 meters

GRAU & CAMENEROS LABS
BOX 137, SANTIAGO. CUBA
9.10 a.m., 11:30 a.m.I:30 p.m..
3 -430 p.m. and irregularly 7.11
p.m.

45.39 meters

DOMINGO.

kc.

6105
-BDaily

TI2PG

3

*CJRO

*W8XK

6140 kc.
48.86
-B

meten
WESTINGHOUSE ELECTRIC
4 MFG. CO.
PITTSBURGH. PA.
Relays KDKA
4:30 p.m. -12 m.

HIL

40.65

FOREIGN OFFICE.
MEXICO CITY, MEX.

7310

kc.

HJ1ABD

41.04 meters

CARTAGENA. COLO.
Irregularly. evenings

7100
-B-

HKE

kc.
42.25 meters

BOGOTA. COL.. 8. A.
Tue. and Sat. 8 -9 P. m.; Mon.
& Thun. 630.7 p. m.

7030

kc.
42.67

5.7.

9

-II

6100
-B-

SAN PEDRO SULA,

HONDURAS

8

46.15 meters

MANIZALES. COL.
12.130 p. m.. 7 -10 p. m.

6447

-8

kc.

Daily
11:45

HJ1ABB

46.53

a.

meters

BARRANQUILLA. COL.. S. A.
P. 0. BOX 715.
11:30 a. m. -1 p. m.: 5 -10 p. m.

6425

46.70

a.m. -6 p.m.

JB
meters

.m.

JOHANNESBURG.
SOUTH AFRICA
Sat.

and Sun..
m., 4.7

p. m I2:30 a.
m.. 9 a. 1.3:30

30.

49.18 meters

230.4.

Sat

6097

5

p.m. -1I p.m.

kc.

JB

-B49.2 meters
AFRICAN BROADCASTING
CO.

JOHANNESBURG. SOUTH
AFRICA.

-Fri. 11:45 p.m.
12:30 a.m. (next day)
Mon.Sat. 330 -7 a.m.
9 a.m. -1 p.m.

Sun. 8.10:15 a.m.; 1230.3 p.m.

6090

kc. *VE9GW

-B49.28 meten
BOWMANVILLE. ONTARIO,
CANADA

6090

kc.

VE9BJ

-B49.29 meten
SAINT JOHN. N. B., CAN.

7.830 a m.

p.

CPS

49.34 meters

LAPAZ. BOLIVIA
7.1030 P. M.

6080 kc.
-B-

W9XAA

Sunday 11:30 a. m. -9 p. m and
Tues.. Thun.. Sat.. 4 p. m. -12 m.

ZHJ

6072 kc.
49.41 meters

PENANG. MALAYA

Mon.. Wed.. Sat.. 630.9 a.m.
also Sat. II p.m. -1 A.M. (Sun.)

m.

6072
B-

kc.
49.41

OER2
meters

VIENNA. AUSTRIA
9 a. m. -5 p. m. daily

m.

meters

N.I. R.O.M.
BANDOENG. JAVA
10:40 p.m. -1:40 a.m.
5.9:40 a.m.

CO

BOUND BROOK.

N. J.

irregularly

VE9AS

48.7 meters

FREDERICTON. N.B.,
CANADA
Operates irregularly

6120 kc.
B-

*W2XE

49.02

ATLANTIC BROADCASTING
CORP.

485 MADISON AVE., N. Y. C.
Relays WABC, 5 -10 p.m

VANCOUVER. B. C.. CANADA
Sun. I:45 -9 0. M.. 1030 p, m.I a. m.: Tun. 6.730 p. m..
1130 p. m. -1:30 a. m. Daily

8.730

6060
B-

p. m.

49.50 meters

SKAMLEBOAEK.
1

-6:30 p- m.: also

(All Schedule. Eastern Standard Time)

www.americanradiohistory.com

OXY

kc.
II

Sunday

kc.

VQ7LO

49.50 meters

Mon. -Fri. 5:45.6:15 a.m., 11:30
a.m. -2:30 p.m. Also 8:30.9:30
a.m. on Tues. and Thurs. Sat.
I I :30
5.1..3:30 p.m. Sun. II

.5.

1

DENMARK
a. m. -I2 n.

W3XAU

49.50 meten
NEWTOwN SQUARE. PA.
Relays WCAU. Philadelphia
7 p
p.m.

6045
B-

kc.

HJ3ABI

49.63 meters

BOGOTA.

6042
B-

COLO.

evening

in

Irregular

kc. HJ1ABG

49.65 meten
BARRANQUILLA. COLO.

p.m..

n. -1

12

6 -10

Sun. 1.6 p.m.

B.

p.m.

*W1XAL

6040 kc.

49.67 meters

BOSTON. MASS.
Tues.. Thurs. 7:30 -9 A.M.
Sun. 5 -7 p.m.

6030
-B.

*HP5B

kc.

49.75 meters
P. 0 BOX 910

CITY. PAN.

N. -1 p.m.. 8.10:30 p.m.

12

6030
B-

kc.

VE9CA

49.75 meters

CALGARY. ALBERTA. CAN.
a.m. -3 p.m..

9

p.m. -I2 m.

7

6020 kc.

CQN

49.83 meters

MACAO. CHINA

Mon. and Fri.

6020

-5 a.m.

3

*DJC

kc.

-B4933 meters
BROADCASTING HOUSE.
BERLIN
n. -4:30

12

p.m.. 9:30 -10:30

p. m.

ZHI

6018 kc.
-B-

49.9 meters

RADIO SERVICE CO..
20 ORCHARD RD..
SINGAPORE, MALAYA

Mon., Wed. and Thurs 5:40 -8:10
a.m. Sat. 10:40 p.m..I:10 a.m.
(Sun.) Every other Sunday 5:106:40 a.m.

6010
-B

*COC

kc.

49.92 meten
P.O. BOX 98

HAVANA. CUBA
Dally 930 -II a.m.. 4 -7 p.m.
Sat. also at

6000
.B

I30

I

i

kc.

P.M.

RVS9

Ü S. R.
5990 kc. *XEBT
BMOSCOW.

Daily 3.8 p.m.
50.08 meters

MEXICO CITY. MEX.
P. 0. Box 79 -44

49.34 meters

CHICAGO FEDERATION OF
LABOR
CHICAGO. ILL.
Relays WCFL

B-

Sat., only. 4.7 a. m.. 9 a. m.4:45 p. m.
Sun.. only. 11:45 p. m. -12:30
a. m.. 8.1030 a. m.. and 1230-

NATIONAL BROADCASTING
Tests

49

*W9XF

kc.

kc.
*YDA 6070 kc. VE9CS
W3XL 6120
49.02 meters
B49.42 meters
B.

kc.

HRP1 6425 kc.
meters

Reported en this and other waves
irregularly in evening

HJ5ABD 6122 kc.

6500 kc.

10

p.m.-

DOWNERS GROVE. ILL.
Relays WENR, Chicago
Daily except Mon. Wed, A Sat
2:30 p.m.I a.m.
Mon.. Wed. 2:30.4. 5 p.m. -2

KUALA LUMPUR.

Relays Oslo.

11

kc. *W3XAL

6080 kc.

FED. MALAY STATES
Sun.. Tue.. and Fri..
6:40 -8A0 a. m.

p.m.. irregular

-10 p.m.. Sat.
12 m.

BOUND BROOK. N. J.
Relays WIZ
Monday, Wednesday, Saturday.
p.m. Sat. also II p.m. 12 m.

meten

48.92

-B-

SANTO DOMINGO. D.R.
Sat.. 8.10 p.m.

6

4 -5

ZGE B-

6130 kc.

HJ4ABL

CORP.

NAIROBI. KENYA. AFRICA

40.14 meters

CO.

p.m.

m..12 m.
-10:30 P. M.

8 p.

kc.

Sun.

-B48.78 meters
WINNIPEG- MAN.. CANADA
Sun.

45.77 meten
APARTADO 223.
SAN JOSE. COSTA RICA
"Costa Rica Broadcasting"
9.10 p,m.

2 -7

6060
-B

MANIZALES. COL.

B
49.18 meter,
NATIONAL BROADCASTING

LISBON. PORTUGAL

DOMINI-

45.95 meters

i

CSL

a.m.,

HJ4ABB

49.1 meters

MANIZALES. COL.. S. A.
P. 0. Box 175
Mon. to Frl. 12:15 -1 p. m.;
Tues.
Frl. 7:30 -10 p. m.;
Sun. 230.5 p.m.

48.78 meters

7 -8:30

In"

VUC

kc.

RADIO

CINCINNATI. OHIO
10 p.m.I a.m.
Reins WLW

GSL 6060
kc.

I

6110
-B

48.62 meters

H I4D 6150 kc.

kc.

-B-

HJ3ABF

49.50 meters

CROSLEY

6:30 a.m.7 p.m.;

9:30 a. m. -neon:
Sat.. 11:45 a. m. -3 p. m.

6100

BOGOTA. COLOMBIA
611 p.m.

RV72 6150 kc.

CAN REPUBLIC
Except Sun. 11:55 a.m. -I:40
p.m.: 4:40.7:40 p.m.

6550

kc.

m.

48.58 meters

45.38 meten
MOSCOW. U. S. S. R.
1.6 p. m.

-8-

H IlA

pm.

49.
meten
CALCUTTA. INDIA
Daily except Sat.. 3.5:30 a. m.,

CT1GO

meters
P. 0. BOX 423. SANTIAGO.

6155

B RIOBAMBA.
45.30 meten
ECUADOR

XECR -B
meters

Sun. 6 -7 p.m.

-B-

meters

PISA. ITALY

Calls

6620

kc.

6185 kc.
B.
48.5

6160

IAC

45.1

B-

PERU
7 -10 p.m.

HJ3ABD 6520 kc. *YV6RV 6128 kc.
LKJ1
46.01 meters
.8.
.8 JELOY.
45.94 meters
VALENCIA. VENEZUELA
COLOMBIA
NORWAY

12 -2 p. m.; 7.11 p. m.
Sunday. 5.9 P. m.

7380

B

kc.

6110 kc.

1242

PAREDE. PORTUGAL

S. A.

Sunday. 5:45 -7:45 p. m.
Tues., 9:15 -11:15 p. m.

6650

OAX4B
do

49.10 motors

10

Daventry, England
See "When To Listen

40.54 meters
P. 0. Box 509

D ally

8-

GUAYAQUIL,

JVP 6528 kc.

39.95 meters

-C-

759.

ECUADOR

till

British Broadcasting Corp.

meters

kc. *HC2RL 6170 kc.
45.06 meters

0. BOX

B.

Sun. 11:30 a.m. -1 p.m.
exc. Tues. 7:20.830 p.m.

B

meters

4-9:30 p.m.. Tues..

9 tam.

48.4 meters
Portuguese Radio Club.

6175

YV2RC

49.08

CARACAS, VENEZUELA

Wed. & Sun.

p.m.

6610

38.47 meters

I-

meters

LA -VOZ DEL TROPICO
SAN JOSE. COSTA RICA

t
LIMA.
Apar

*TIEP

APARTADO 257, Dally 7.10

-B38.17 meten
GUAYAQUIL. ECUADOR

7799 kc.

44.44 meters

NAZAKI. JAPAN
KOKUSAI -DENWA KAISHA,
LTD.. TOKIO

KEMIKAWA -CHO. CHIBAKEN. JAPAN
4 -7:40 a. m.

.B

Daily

JVT

kc.

6230

6750 kc.

LSL

kc.

48

.B.

Sun. 9:30 a.m. -10:30 p.m.. Daily
except Sun. 11 a.m. -I30 p.m..

PERIERA. COL.

-B-

Phones England, evening

CNR

37.97 meten
HURLINGHAM. ARGENTINA
Calls Brazil. night

-B-

kc.

6112
B-

HJ4ABC 6110 kc.
meters

930.1130 a.m. 7.8 or

6198

-C-

7880
-B

WOA

HIZ

DOMINICAN REPUBLIC
Daily except Sat. and Sun.
4:40.5:40 p. m.. Sat.. 9:4011:40 p. m.; Sun.. 11:40 a.
m. -1:40 p. m.

kc.

HJ1ABE 6060 kc. *W8XAL

49.05
ter,
CARTAGENA.
e
COL.

P. 0. Bos 31
Dally 11:15 a. m. -1 p. m.: Sun.
9.11 a.m.; Mon. 10 p.m. -12 m.
Wed. 8 -11 p.m.

47.5 meters

-C44.41 maten
LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.

P.

37.33 meten
RABAT. MOROCCO
Sunday. 2:30.5 p. m.

7901

44.12 meten

kc.
HCJB 6660
B45.05

QUITO. ECUADOR
7:14.11:14 p.m., except Monday
Sun. 4:14.10:44 p.m.

8185

H IH

12:10 -1.41) p.m., 6:10.7:40 p.m..

35.8 meten

8214 kc.

kc.

B-

SANTO DOMINGO

6250

a.

GBC 6755 kc.

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls ships

8560

KEL

43.7D meters

BOLINAS. CALIF.
Tests irregularly
1..12 n.; 6 -9 p. m.

II
.B.

8730 kc.

B-

kc.

6115

430.1030 p.m.

GDS 6316 kc.

meters

kc.

6860
-X

HONGKONG. CHINA
Relays ZBW

11:30 p. 1.1:15 a. m.
Mon. and Thurs. 3 -7 a
Tues.. Wed.. Fri. 6 -10 a. m.

YV4RC
BCARACAS
47.08 metan
VENEZUELA

RUGBY, ENGLAND
Calls N.Y.C. evening

Daily

-C.

HJ5ABE 6375 kc.

CALI. COLUMBIA
Irregular in evening

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls 5. Atria. aNene..,

8750

kc.

7000

223

7 p.

5980
-B

m. -I a.

kc.

a.

XECW

50.17 meten
CALLE del BAJIO 120
MEXICO CITY. MEX.
4.4:30 p.m., 10:30 p.m.. 12

5980
-B

kc.

m.

H IX

50.17 meten
SANTO DOMINGO. DOMINI-

CAN REP.
Tues. and Fri. at 8:10 p.m.
Sun. at 7:40 a.m., Irreg. Tues.
and Thurs.

5970 kc. HJ3ABH
50.25 meters
BBOGOTA. COLO.

APARTADO 565
7

-II

5968

kc.

5950

kc.

p.m.

HVJ

-B50.27 meters
VATICAN CITY (ROME)
2.2:15 p. m., daily. Sun.. 5.5:30
a.

BSANTA

a.

HJ1ABJ

50.42 meters

II

MARTA. COLO.

a.m. -I p.m..

7 -9

p.m.

(Continued on page 236)
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Television Stations
W3XE- Philadelphia, Pa.
W3XAD- Camden, N.J.
W10XX- Portable & Mobile (Vicinity of

W2XBS- Bellmore, N.Y.
W9XAL- Kansas City, Mo.
W9XG-W. Lafayette, Ind.

2000 -2100 kc.
W2XDR -Long Island City, N.Y.
W8XAN- Jackson, Mich.
W9XK -Iowa City, Ia.
W9XAK- Manhattan, Kans.
W9XAO- Chicago, III.
W6XAH-Bakersfield, Calif.
2750 -2850 kc.

W2XAB -New York, N.Y.

Camden)

W2XDR -Long Island City, N.Y.
W8XAN- Jackson, Mich.

42000 -56000, 60000 -86000 kc.

W9XAT- Portable
W2XD- New,York, N.Y.
W2XAG- Portable

W2XAX-New York, N.Y.
W6XAO-Los Angeles, Calif.

W9XD- Milwauke, Wis.
W2XBT-Portable

W3XAK- Portable
W9XAP- Chicago, Ill.

WIXG- Boston, Mass.

W9XK-Iowa City, Ia.

W2XF -New York. N.Y.

Police Radio Alarm Stations
CGZ
CJ W

CJZ
KGHA
KGHB
KGHC

dGHD
KGHE
KGHG
KGHK

KGHM
KGHN
KGHO

KGHP
KGIIQ
KGHR
KGHS
KGHT
KGHU
KGHV
KGHW
KGIIX
KGHY
KGHZ

KGJX
KGLX

KGOZ
KGPA

KGPB
KGPC
KGPD
KGPE
KGPF
KGPG
KGPH
KGPI
KGPJ
KGPK
KGPL
KGPM
KGPN
KGPO
KGPP
KGPQ
KGPR
KGPS
KGPW
KGPIC

KGPY
KGPZ
KGZA
KGZB
KGZC

KGZD
KGZE
KGZF
KG2G
KGZH
KGZI
KGZJ
KGZL
KGZM
KGZN
KGZO
KGZP
KGZQ
KGZR
KGZS
KC.ZT

KGZU
KGZV
KGZW
KGZX
KGZY

KiUK

KNFA

Vancouver, B.C.
St. Johns, N.B.
Verdeen, Que.

Portable -Mobile
In State of Wash.
Las Vegas, Nev.
Palo Alto, Cal.
Reno, Nev.
Hutchinson, Kans.
Des Moines, Iowa
Lakton, Okla.
Chinook Pass, W.
(Mobile) in Wash.
Spokane, Wash.
Brownsville, Tex.
Austin, Tex.
Corpus Christi, Tex.

Centralia, Wash.
Santa Ana, Cal.
Whittier, Cal.
Little Rock, Ark.
Pasadena, Cal.
Albuquerque, N.M.
Cedar Rapids, Iowa
Seattle, Wash.
Minneapolis, Minn.
St. Louis, Mo.
San Francisco, Cal.
Kansas City, Mo.
Santa Fe, N. Mex.
Vallejo, Cal.
Oklahoma City, Okla.
Omaha, Neb.
Beaumont, Tex.
Sioux City, Iowa
Los Angeles. Cal.
San Jose, Cal.
Davenport, Iowa
Tulsa, Okla.
Portland, Ore.
Honolulu, T.H.
Minneapolis, Minn.
Bakersfield, Cal.
Salt Lake City, Utah
Denver, Colo.
Baton Rouge, La.

Wichita, Kani.
Fresno, Calif.
Houston, Tex.
Topeka, Kans.
San Diego, Cal.
San Antonio, Tex.
Chanute. Kans.

Des Moines, Iowa
Klamath Falls, Ore.
Wichita Falls, Tex.
Phoenix, Ariz.
Shreveport, La.
El Paso, Tex.
Tacoma, Wash.
Santa Barbara, Cal.
Coffeyville, Kans.
Waco, Tex.
Salem, Ore.
McAlester, Okla.
Santa Cruz, Cal.
Lincoln, Neb.

Aberdeen, Wash.
Lubbock, Tex.
Albuquerque. N.Mex.
San Bernardino, Cal.
Jefferson City, Mo.
Clovis, N. Mex.

2452 kc.
2416 kc.
2452 kc.
2490 kc.
2474
1674
2474
2450
1682
2466
2490
2490
2414
2382
2482
2382
2414
2490

kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
ke.
kc.
kc.
kc.

1712
2406
1712
2414

Ice.

2414
2430
1706
2474
2422
2414
2422
2450
2466
1712
2466
1712
2466
2466
2450
2442
1712
2430
2414
2406
2442
1574
2450
2414
1712
2422
2490
2482
2450
2466
2382
2458
2430
1712
2414
2414
2414
2450
1712
2442
2458
1674
2490
2414
2458
2414
1712
1674
2414

kc.

Ice.

kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.

kc.
ke.
2466 kc.

kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.

kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.

kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc
kc.

kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
ke.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.

ke.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.

ke.
kc.
kc.
kc.

KNFB
KNFC

2414
Idaho Falls, Idaho
SS Gov. Stevens, (Wash.)

KNFD

SS Gov. J. Rogers, (Wash.)
2490
2382
Duluth, Minn.
Leavenworth, Kans.
2422
2490
Olympia, Wash.
2474
Garden City, Kans.
Mt. Vernon, Wash.
2414

KNFE
KNFF

KNFG
KNFH
KNFI
KNFJ
KNFK
KNFL
K N Fbl
KNFN
KNFO

KNFI'
KNFQ

KNGE
KNGF
KNGG
KNGH
KNGJ
KNGK
KNGL
KSNE
KSW
KVP
VYR
VYW
WCK
WEY
WKDT
WKDU
WMDZ
WMJ
WMO
WMP

WNFP

WPDA
WPDB
WPDC
WPDD

WPDE
WPDF
WPDG
W PDH
W PDI
WPDK
W PDL
WPDM
WPDN
W PDO

WPDP
WPDR
WPDS
WPDT
WPDU
WPDV

WPDW
WPDX
WPDY
WPDZ
\VPEA
W PEB
WPEC
WPED
WPEE
W PEP
WPEG

WPM
WPEI
WPEK
WPEL

\VPEM

\VPEP

Ice.

2490 kc.

Pomona, Cal.
Bellingham, Wash.
Shuksan, Wash.
Compton, Cal.
Waterloo, Ia.
Storm Lake, Ia.
Everett, Wash.
Skykomish, Wash.
Cleburne, Tex.
Sacramento, Cal.
Phoenix, Ariz.
Dodge City, Kans.
El Centro, Cal.
Duncan, Okla.
Galveston, Tex.
Duluth, Minn.
Berkeley, Cal.
Dallas, Tex.
Montreal, Can.
Winnipeg, Man.
Belle Island, Mich.
Boston, Mass.

1712
2490
2490
2490
1682
1682
2414
2490
1712
2422
1698
2474
2490
2450
1712

kc.
ke.
kc.
kc.
kc.

kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.

kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.

WPES
WPET
WPEV
WPEW
WPFA
WPFC
WPFE
WPFG
WPFH
WPFI
WPFJ
WPFK
WPFL
WPFM
WPFN
WPFO

WPFP
WPFQ
WPFR
WPFS
WPFT
WPFU
WPFV
WPFW
WPFX
WPFY

2382 kc.
1658 kc. W PF"L
1712 kc. WPGA
1712 kc. WPGB
2452 kc. WPGC
2414 kc. WPGD
1630 kc. WPGF
Detroit, Mich.
1630 kc. WPGG
1706 kc. WPGII
Cincinnati, Ohio
2442 kc. WPM
Indianapolis, Ind.
Buffalo, N.Y.
2422 kc. WPGJ
Highland Park, Mich. 2414 kc. WPGK
Framingham, Mass.
1666 kc. WPGL
Niagara Falls, N. Y.
2422 kc. WPGN
Tulare, Cal.
2414 kc. WPGO
Chicago, Ill.
1712 kc. WPGP
1712 kc. WPGQ
Chicago, Ill.
Chicago, Ill.
1712 kc. WPGS
Louisville, Ky.
2442 kc. WPGT
Flint, Mich.
2466 kc. WPGIT
2458 kc. WPGV
Youngstown, Ohio
Richmond, Ind.
2442 kc. WPGW
Columbus, Ohio
2430 kc. WPGX
Milwaukee, Wis.
2450 kc.
Lansing, Mich.
2442 kc. WPGZ
Dayton, Ohio
2430 kc. WPHA
Auburn, N.Y.
2382 kc. WPHB
Akron, Ohio
2458 kc. WPHC
Philadelphia, Pa.
2474 kc. WPHD
Rochester, N.Y.
2422 kc. WPHE
St. Paul, Minn.
2430 kc. WPHF
Kokomo, Ind.
2490 kc. WPHG
Pittsburgh, Pa.
1712 kc. WPHI
Charlotte, N.C.
2458 kc. WPIIJ
Washington, D.C.
2422 kc. WPHK
Detroit, Mich.
2414 kc. WPHL
Ga.
Atlanta,
2414 kc. WPHM
Fort Wayne Ind.
2490 kc.
WPHN
2382 kc. WPHO
Syracuse, N.Y.
Grand Rapids, Mich. 2442 kc. WPHP
Memphis, Tenn.
2466 kc. WPHQ
Arlington, Mass.
1712 kc.
New York, N.Y.
2450 kc. WPHS
WPHT
New York, N.Y.
2450 kc.
New York, N.Y.
2450 kc. WPHV
Somerville, Mass.
1712 kc. WPHY
E. Providence, R.I.
1712 kc. WPSP
New Orleans, La.
2430 kc. WRBH
W. Bridgewater, Mass. 1666 kc. W RDQ
Woonsocket. R.I.
2466 kc. WRDR
Kenosha, Wis.
2450 kc. W RDS
"WHEN TO LISTEN IN"
Appears on Page 246
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Saginaw, Mich.
Lexington, Ky.
Portable (in Mass.)
Northampton, Mao.
Newton, Mass.
Muskegon, Mich.
Reading, Pa.
Jacksonville, Fla.
Baltimore, Md.
Columbus, Ga.
Hammond, Ind.
Hackensack, N.J.
Gary, Ind.
Birmingham, Ala.

Fairhaven, Mass.
Knoxville, Ten.
Clarksburg, W. Va.

Swathmore, Pa.
Johnson City, Tenn.
Asheville, N.C.
Lakeland, Fla.

Portland, Me.
Pawtucket, R.I.
Bridgeport, Conn.

Palm Beach, Fla.
Yonkers, N. Y.
Miami, Fla.
Bay City, Mich.
Port Huron, Mich.
S. Schenectady, N.Y.
Rockford, Ill.
Providence, R.I.
Findlay, Ohio
Albany, N.Y.
Portsmouth, Ohio
Utica, N.Y.

Cranston, R.I.
Binghamton, N.Y.
South Bend, Ind.

Huntington, N.Y.

Muncie, Ind.
Columbus, Ohio
Mineola, N.Y.
New Castle, Pa.
Cohasset, Mass.
Boston, Mass.
Mobile, Ala.
Worcester, Mass.
Johnson City, Tenn.
Fitchburg, Mass.
Nashua, N. H.
Massillon, O.

Steubenville, O.
Marion Co., Ind.
Richmond, Va.
Medford, Mass.
Charleston, W. Va.
Fairmont, W. Va.
Wilmington, O.
Portable in Ohio
Orlando, Fla.
Tampa, Fla.
Zanesville, Ohio
Jackson, Mich.
Parkersburg, W. Va.
Culver, Ind.
Cambridge, Ohio
Bristol, Va.
Elizabethton, Tenn.
Harrisburg, Pa.

2442 kc.
1706
1666
1666
1712
2442
2442
2442
2414
2414
1712
2430
2470
2382
1712
2474
2490
2474
2470
2474
2442
2422
2466

2466
2442
2442
2442
2466
2466
1658
2458
1712
1596
2414
2430
2414

2466
2442
2490
2490
2442
1596
2490

2482
1712
1712
2382
2466
2474
2466
2422
1682
2458
1634
2450
1712
2490

kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.

kc.
kc.

kc.
kc.
kc.
kc
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc.
kc
kc.
kc.
kc.

2490 kc
1596 kc.
1682 kc.
2442 kc.
2466 ke.
2430 ke.
2466 kc.
2490 kc.
1634 kc.
1682 kc.
2450 kc.
2474 kc.
1674 kc.
Cleveland, Ohio
2458 kc.
Toledo, Ohio
2474 kc.
GrossePt.Village, Mich. 2414 kc.
E. Lansing, Mich.
1666 kc.
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$5.00

CODE ON CARDS

$5.00 FOR BEST
SHORT -WAVE KINK

A .Wrap and easily enltrurtrd variable
eOndrn.rr van be made Still, a safr;y matfhbon and a few .,hurl pisses of tinfoil. In

BmDING

GIuE TIN FOIL STRIP
ON TO RO. COVER.
o BOTTO.+
OF SLIDING

POST

The Editor will award a five dollar prize each month
for the best short -wave kink submitted by our readers. All other kinks accepted and published will be
awarded eight months' subscription to SHORT
WAVE CRAFT. Look over these "kinks" and they
will give you some idea of what the editors are looking for. Send a typewritten or ink description, with
sketch, of your favorite short -wave kink to the
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BOA
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"Kink" Editor. SHORT WAVE CRAFT.

Mot lai, pieces of
the two eiri :rah -.
bible .mien r. One piece of
of a
is glued to the lop of the box frame and
the other piece Is glued to the bottom of
the al
re pert ion of the slab lobos.
A binding Mott is used on emit of these
strips of tinfoil in order to facilitate conIf desirable. a sale can be
nections.
marked on one side of the sliding lot tobt r.
This Is clearly shown in the drawing.
When the I,ox is entirely collapsed the rapnetly o the condenser is nuxitnuns; by
sliding the inner section of the loos outsold the rapacity is reduced. 'lids Is a
handy instrument and teary readers of
"Short ware Craft" will find various uses
for 11.-11 filbert S. Lowry.
isle

kink that

the shmrl,w nee fan ho hast just startedeto
learn the rode.
l'u1 twenty -six o c -1 liait
squares out of
Nest.
them the translation stoa f the alphabet
et frais
A to Z in the continental role. Also, put
a small :army at the bottons of each card
TO one will know which way the card is to
be held. We now shuffle the squares just w
a park ni playing fards. and one by ono
lake each card. identifying the letter It
represents. and place it apart !rout the un!dike,/ ones. In this way one gets tu know
the letters from their continental trauslaios inst "ad of fanning the habit of tell. r
to r.
. \+
one knows the letter -.
dols o f the snumbers can be made- NorIna II Espl ii.
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A SPOT YOU noun THE
COIL WILL usentaTt pA

A

ira rc is a very simple method of obtaining putter for the field of a dynamic speaker.
Although this is not original to the writer
lie thought tt
be of interest to Ili:
average short -Stave fan. A single 27.%5 is
used in a tualfware rectifying circuit. The
physical drawing Shots just how the torr
nett ion should be rade.
The s nothing
ncondenser aooss the output of the tea tiller
can is anywhere from 4 to S mf. and is an
electrolytic having
working voLage
ìißw leers around
200. Heater voltage far
e-.r: is furnished dhrectii be the ln
throneh the 9' 0
Son -th
resistor which
Is built right into the line cord. -WIED.
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OLD CAR RADIATOR
USED FOR A GROUND

SIMPLIFYING COIL
CONSTRUCTION
or the readers of 'Fort

]tatty
Wave
raft" have spent considerable time in wiring loom-made plug-in roils. By using the
sa heuæ depicted
in the drawing. the corral number of turns can easily be found.
The pin is soldtted to a (short pisses of wire
and can be pushed through the in-ulat ion on
any t Urn.
When prop, result: are t
I::mcd, you can remove the unused turuul your coil t is finished.- Iluward Sigmund.
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Being unable to obtain a geed grouml,
finally hit upon the Idea illustrated in

i

aEOlórSWAM. SINN.

vote(

the antanpanying drawing. I obtained an
old radiator whirr had a good many leaks
in It. After fastening a pipe to the filling
hole on the radiator and soldering a wire
to the other end. I hurled the entire assembly in the ground four or five feet below
the surface. t thin proceeded to fill the
radiator with water. This, due to the
holes in the radiator. seeped outward and
made the earth surrounding the radiator
quite Insist lettering the ground resistane
considerably. The lead Iron this ground
to the re ceiver was kept as short as possible. and really excellent results have been
rWattled. d am passing tills information
along to the readers of "Short wave ('raft"
n lie le.pe clot it Still be of nsatertal
benefit to thew.- Edwin Boon.

WINDING

Eliminate vibration in a radio rereiv:r.
The drawing clearly .non's that the ho e
is faulted or attested to the base with the
scents or tacks in such a position that they
trill not rest upon the table or interfere
with the cushioning action of the rubber
hose. This kink is especially useful with
battery receivers because Ibce tubes are
wally unite a hit Inert mlrrophonic than

HOW TO MAKE
STRANDED WIRE

also be
the heater type of tubes. It t
conjunction with the transmitters
used i
wieNe t vibratlon is ll ::blc to cause a poor
signal by malulal ing the note.-Francis 1'.
. rebro.

ELIMIN.ITING TRANS Fctlt)IF.R HUM

all- electric short-

-

11.. oa

wove

Ind burring

At softie hlme or other, many short-wave
fails. like myself, have been in the need of
stranded antenna wire. By dismantling an
Old potter transformer and unwinding the
primary quite a long length of stranded
wire 'an be made. Ilse drawings clearly
show how the ware is first wrapped a and
two posts driven in the ground. Tilerdistance between the two will determine
the approximate length of the finished
table. Alter the wire has been wrapped
around the post remove one post and fasten
the wire into a hand drill. Then by imply turning the crank handle of the drill
the wire will be twisted event:-willlata
J. New.

transformers

HOMEMADE VERNIER

noise In the
This is usually due to
tither loose windings or a loose section Of
where ' 'E" typo
In most
core.
cores are used. the .center leg of the two
outer laminations makes all the :misc.
This can lie stopped quite readily by meting the frame or mounting bracket of
the tr :nsfoimer and wedging a small fleet
of Woo: between the winding anal the corr.
dr mn
If you will refer to the accompanying
you will see bow this piece of wood Is
tag
order that it may be easily inpered

troubled
transformer
re

lay a

iirlf.
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Nearly every short-wave fan who builds
own equipment gets the greatest Kubota It
of fun out of building It rather than listening to the shnrl -wave stations. The exper
menter will find this dial easy to constrn t
e
And very handy in operation. There
two knobs. one which is attaeheel direct y
to the main shaft and gives a direct dri
for rapid Inning. anal anther knob Svhiaut

Its

dailies the

WaoD BtUC :.
CHASSIS sCS SenORT
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(TWITS

RAZOR BLADE FOR

IL NW
NECESSARY To NATE{

Probably the mod dtfilrult part or short-

of paper around the tubing In order to
mark it where the rut is to be made. By
squaring the edges of the paper. the mark
on the tube will be perfectly square. By
sea aling the tube in one direction slowly
and keeping the blade on the mark. aceurate
lengths of tubing ran lar rut with very 111íe difficulty. The drawing clearly shoos
is done.

-W. IL

}Mellen.
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CENTER OE CUE
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wave experimenting is cutting bakelite tr
other compound tubing the proper length for
coil forms. Usually a hark -sate blade- is
used and In many eases a very jagged and
uneven rut is made. However. by fasten /II I
a razor blade or knife blade in the vise anal
placing the tubing alongside of it. an aucurate tut ran be made. First wrap a piee

hone

Osario SMOOT H

LINE

CUTTING TUBING

HOLE CUTTER
with
panels

tors

the

anti

will

he

im'ease In pnpulmrily or metal
cloassis. malus home construcin need of it simple. yet rrter-

tire, circle cutter.

The drawing clearly

shows how a e of these can be constructed
from
an old afile. In use this cutter saves

110V .A C

uter edge of

the large disc fur

.ruler tuning. All the parts

:

ronaiderable time inasmuch as a hole ran
be eut in less than one minute in orauinarY
aluminum. and loo to three minutes in
eitel panels.- llenry Larrabee.
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ceiver, we suggest that you try connecting
one side of the 21.2 volt filament circuit
to the B minus.
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T.R.F. AMPLIFIER FOR BATTERY SET

yo
1

W. L. Cornelius (W9JAJ), Bellevue, Iowa.
(Q) I have recently built a 5 -tube

Hook -up for 4 -tube T.R.F. short -wave receiver.

4 -TUBE T.R.F. RECEIVER
Jack Merewether, Detroit, Mich.
(Q) Will you please be kind enough to
print a diagram of a 4 -tube A.C. receiver
using a 6D6, 6C6, 76, and any other suitable pentode tube which you think best.
You will note that these are all 6.3 volt
tubes, and I have done considerable
experimenting with a set similar to this,
but have had a lot of trouble. I would
greatly appreciate a good hook -up using
these tubes and also would like to use 140
mmf, tuning condensers.
(A) We are printing the standard
T.R.F. hook -up for the type tubes mentioned in your letter. If you follow the
diagram carefully, you should have no
trouble in getting it to work; providing,
of course, all your parts are in perfect
working order. In the antenna circuit the
dotted line indicates a connection which
should be made if a regular antenna and
ground are used.
When a doublet is used, this connection
is not made and the ground is connected
to the B minus. Inductive coupling is
used between the R.F. and detector stages
for highest amount of gain and greatest
stability. Resistance coupling is used
throughout the audio section and you will
find that this receiver will give remarkable quality.

1933.
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(A) This tuned R.F. amplifier will
work well with any type of battery operated short -wave receiver. The output of the amplifier should be connected
2.5 mm

MOME
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superheterodyne using 2 -volt battery
tubes and would like to have you print
a diagram of a tuned R.F. stage which
may be added to this receiver in order to
improve its pick -up and also to reduce the
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How to hook up parts and tubes for a 3 -tube all- electric S -W receiver.

PENTODE AUDIO AMPLIFIER
Lawrence Kubrocki, Detroit, Mich.
(Q) Please publish a circuit diagram
of a suitable output amplifier for the
"Short -Wave Fan's Own 3-Tuber." pub
lished in the SHORT WAVE CRAFT of March

type

possible.
(A) The diagram we show can be connected to your receiver or any other
short -wave receiver for that matter. We
believe you will obtain much better results with a 2A5 than you would with the
type 45. The 2A5 will give greater out-

f-

EDITED BY GEORGE
Because the amount of work involved in
the drawing of diagrams and the compilation
of data, we are forced to charge 25c each for

letters that are answered directly through the
mail.
This fee includes only hand -drawn
schematic drawings. We cannot furnish "picture-layouts" or "full- sized" working drawings.
Letters not accompanied by 25c will be an.wercd in turn on this page. The 25e remit-

%

R

2MEG.

I MF

p

1
tiCUT

MF

76 \

put with less signal input and for this
reason is more suitable for use in conjunction with short-wave receivers where
full speaker volume is required.

3 -TUBE ALL ELECTRIC S -W

directly to the antenna posts of the receiver. If separate A and B batteries are
used for the amplifier and receiver, a
connection should be made to join the
"B" negatives of both sets of batteries.

RECEIVER

Walter Joyce, Albuquerque, N. Mex.
(Q) I would like to build a receiver
using a 58 regenerative detector and a
2A5 audio amplifier. I would appreciate
it very much if you would print such a
diagram

together with the necessary
power supply. I intend to make this receiver and power supply all one unit.
(A) We are very pleased to print your
diagram, Walter, and if you use care in
RFC
the construction of this receiver, you
2.5 1.04
should obtain excellent results. Data for
the coils can be found in almost any issue
of SHORT WAVE CRAFT, particularly in
the April 1935 Question Box. The output
circuit of the 2A5 shows a pair of earphones connected directly in the circuit,
however, due to the comparatively large
amount of current drawn by the 2A5, it
is advisable to use an output transformer.
This will prevent the D.C. plate current
from traveling through the headphones
and will result in much longer headphone Tuned R.F. stage for use with any type
life. If hum is experienced in the rebattery- operated receiver.

'

Diagram of output amplifier, or use with
"S -W Fan's Own 3- Tuber."

www.americanradiohistory.com
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QUESTION BOX
W. SHUART, W2AMN
tance may be made in the form of stamps or
coin.
Special problems involving considerable research will be quoted upon request. We cannot
offer opinions as to the relative merits of commercial instruments.
Correspondents are requested to write or print
their names and addresses clearly. Hundreds of
lettera remain unanswered because of incomplete
or illegible addresses.

If the same batteries are used for both
amplifier and receiver, this connection
will not be necessary, of course.

2 -TUBES

EQUAL 3

George Wohlwend, Ann Arbor, Mich.
(Q) I would appreciate it if you would
publish a diagram of an A.C. -D.C. receiver using a 6F7 and a 25Z5. The 6F7
is to be used as a pentode regenerative
detector and one stage of resistance coupled audio amplification using the
triode section. I would like this receiver
to have as little hum as possible so kindly
show the diagram of a good filter circuit.
(A) We are pleased to print the diagram you requested, although, we can
offer no guaranty regarding the huntR

100 MMF

rIr

V

FC. 2.5MH
500
MMF.

`6F7

Here's a dandy 5 -meter 2 -tube receiver hook -up. It has proved very satisfactory in
actual tests.
The design of input and output transformers is dependent upon the apparatus
which this amplifier is to be associated
with. For dynamic speaker operation, the
output transformer will undoubtedly be
incorporated in the speaker itself. The
input transformer should have a primary

I
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1a.
Y

Y
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O.lMF
30HY.
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MF.
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X

t
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y

S -W ANTENNAS

Y

1tOV

AC

good circuit for an A.C.-D.C. receiver, using a 6F7 and a 25Z5.

The 6F7 works remarkably well as
a regenerative detector and one stage of
audio amplification. We have shown the
filter circuit which should work as well
as any, although it is just about impossible to eliminate all traces of hum in an
A.C.-D.C. circuit. In wiring up the 6F7
do not fail to connect the grid -leak of the
detector between the grid and the cathode,
and not between the grid and "B" negative, The .1 mf. condenser shown connected across the 110 volt line has been
found to eliminate all traces of tunable
hum. We recommend that this be incorporated in all A.C.-D.C. receivers.
level.

which ma ches the tube, microphone, or
pick -up, whichever you may happen to use.

2 -TUBE 5 -METER

(Q) I have heard a great many 5 -meter
Hams talking about the 2 -tube 5 -meter
receiver, which is apparently giving excellent results. I have been unable to obtain this diagram and wish that you
would be kind enough to print one in
your next Question Box. The receiver uses
a 56 and a 2A5.
(A) Right you are, Walter, when you
say that you have heard a great many
Hams speaking of this receiver. It is
safe to say that 90 percent of the 5 -meter
boys in and around New York and New
Jersey, and probably a great many more
in other parts of the country, are using
this receiver, which was described in
SHORT WAVE CRAFT, November 1934 issue.
Some changes have been made since that
time and we have found that connecting the
antenna either directly to the cathode tap
or somewhere along the low potential end
of the coil gives much better results than
when connected to the grid. If you follow
the diagram carefully and (we also suggest
that you refer to the 1934 issue) you will
experience no difficulty in getting it to
work.

RECEIVER

Walter Swenson, New York City.

Stanley Johnson, Kansas City, Mo.
(Q) I live in a very poor location for
radio reception and have trouble picking
up the weak signals. Please tell me
where I can get information on various
types of antennas.
(A) We suggest that you read the following articles in SHORT WAVE CRAFT:
Page 715, April 1935; Page 345, October
1934.

PP

OUTPUT

'

L

e

T

PUT

}

2 -STAGE AUDIO AMPLIFIER
E. P. Renstrom, Jr.. Chicago, Ill.

(Q) Would you please publish in your
Short -Ware Question Department a diagram of an amplifier using a single 27
first stage transformer coupled to a pair
of 47's in push -pull? I would also like to
have some form of volume control on this
amplifier.
(A) The diagram you requested can
be found printed on this page and uses a
27 driver with a pair of 47 pentodes in
push -pull. The audio volume control is
incorporated in the grid circuit of the 27.

PP

p. P.

(47'5

INPUT

1

MF

2,000

20

OHMS

225

OHMS

INPUT

ti

2.5 V.

Audio Amplifier diagram for 27 "driver" and a pair of 47 pentodes.
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Short Wave
Frank Hogler, Brooklyn, N.
Reports

Y.,

The following is my report on the Short
Waves for the past month.
A new Australian station has been heard
here for quite some time, only recently was
I able to make out its call letters, it is Station VIZ -3; it is heard between 25.75 meters and 26.10 meters; it is heard testing
with Station CJA4, Canada, heard 6 a.m.,
E.S.T.
PLE -15.93 meters can be heard phoning KWU, and at times sending music,
around 7:00 p.m., E.S.T.
OAX4B, Lima, Peru, 48.00 meters, say
that their station will have more power,
and will be on the air only on Wednesdays
from 7:00 p.m. and 10:30 p.m., E.S.T. and
may change their call to OAX4F.
CMHB -29.41 meters, is the call letters
heard on this wave, but they really are
using that call, because they have no shortwave call yet. CMHB is the long -wave
station they are relaying, address of this
station is as follows:
Dr. Antonio M. Cancio, Box 85, Sancti
Spiritus; Cuba.
They broadcast daily from 4 to 6 p.m.
and 9 to 11 p.m., E.S.T.
TIRCC -45.81 meters, is on the air since
May 1; they share time with TIPH also on
45.81 meters; their identification is "Radio -

emisora Catolica Costaricense."
Correction on the Japanese stations in
the June report; they should read as follows:
JVT -6,750 ke. Daily service hour for
relaying JOAK.
JVP -7,510 kc.

JVN- 10,660
JVM- 10,740

G.M.T.

kc.

SCOUT NEWS

FZS 16.33 and 25.02 meters
FZR 18.51 and 31.15 meters
operate at
10.00 got. on 16.3.3 ureters or
13.30 got. on 18.51 meters).
A third transmitter, FZG- Self- generator 6 kilowatts -is working commercial telegraphy with all our Far East correspondents, on 27.71 meters.
Lastly the Saigon broadcasting station
of "la Compagnie Franco- Indochinoise de
has
call signals: F.1ICD
Radiophonie"
been off the air for two years on account of
the world -wide depression.
We thank you very much for all information sent about the reception of FZR.

-

-

Yours faithfully,
Compagnie Genérale de Telégraphie Sans
Fil Boite 238, .Saigon, French Indo- China.
CMHB has changed its call letters to
CO9WR. The frequency of this station is
10,200 kc. The address is: P. 0. Box 85,
Sancti Spiritus, Cuba.
There is a new station testing in Costa
Rica. The call letters (if heard correctly)
were TIRC. The station I believe is lo-

cated at Cartago. They are heard from
6:30 to 7:00 p.m. on Sunday, playing records and announcing in several languages.

Latest

''Hot"

Tips for Short Listeners from our

Wave
"OFFICIAL LISTENING

0000 -G.M.T. to 2240

POSTS"

kc.

The above is direct copy from yetis received and address these stations as fol
lows:
Kokusai -Denwa Ksaiha, Ltd.
Osaka Bldg., Kojimachiku, Tokyo, Japan.
--Frank Hogler, 222 Wyckoff Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Geo. D. Sallade, Sinking Spring,

Reports

LAST month I commented on the remarkable reception of the Cairo disseminators, SUV and SUX. This month I
am able to present the confirmation covering that particular broadcast. For those
DX -ers who are interested in verifications,

Report from Freeport, Pa.
MANY changes have taken place this
month; most of the stations have moved
to their summer waves.
PHI on 16.88 meters, heard very well,

together with I'CJ on 19.71 meters.
"Radio Coloniale" on 25.60 meters sent
over English programs every night.
2R0, Rome, Italy, broadcasts the "American Hour" on 31.13 meters now. Their
schedule is:
31.13 meters -Daily, 2.30 -5 or fi p.m.
31.13 meters -Mon., Wed., Fri., 6 -7:30
p.m.
31.13 meters -Mon., Wed., Fri., 7:459:15 p.m.

print this letter:
25.4 meters- daily 9:15 -10:15 a.m.
The 20 -meter amateur band has been the
Dear Sir:
best picking this month. A great many
IVe thank you for your letter of the G's were heard and one CT
in Lisbon,
2nd, April 19.75, and confirm transmission Portugal.
on SUV (10055 kes.) and SUX (7860 kcs.)
DJD
on 25.51 is probably the best -heard
at the time and date mentioned. From the station in the evenings now, from 5:05 p.m.
information gire n by you it would appear -9:30 p.m.
you were able to receive both these staDJB on 19.73 meters is broadcasting afttions direct.
ernoons till 4:30 p.m.
Yours faithfully,
WNC at Hialeah, Florida, calls HJB,
Marconi Radio Telegraph Co. of Egypt, Bogota, every morning at 10 a.m.. E.S.T.
S. A.
WNC is one phone station that does verify.
Radio House, Sharia Eloni,
PRADO, Rio Bamba, Ecuador, S.A.,
P. 0. Box 795, Cairo, Egypt.
should change to 19.65 meters this month.
This
has not been heard as yet.
Herewith is presented another confirma- Angelostation
Centanino, Box 516, Freeport, Pa.
tion which may be of interest to radio
fans:
Report from John Sorensen, New
Saigon, 18 April, 19.15.
York City
Dear Sir:
In reply to your letter of March 17th,
Report for May: B.C.-Stations Heardwe have the pleasure to confirm your reand-Logged
ception of FZR 18.50 meters working com- GSB -G SC- GSD- (;5I:- GSF -GSL
mercial telephony with Paris.
DJA -D.J 11-DJC- 1).113- DJE -D.1NSaigon stations are operating commercial F Y A -19-25.2-25.6 III t rs. 2120 -25.4-31.1
telephony and telegraphy +never broadcast- mfrs. HBP- HBL-EA(1RKI- RNE -ORK
ing) with two short -ware 15 kilowatts -PHI- I'('.1- 19mtrs. ;PHI16nttrs.; HAS:3
transmitters (Cristo( master oscillators and -19.5 nitrs.: IIAT4 -32.8 mfrs.;
CSL -48.8
beams- Fren.h System -right on France). nitrs.
I

-

-

www.americanradiohistory.com

JVM

furs.:

27.9

VK2ME VK3ML

\'K3LR; ZTJ -19.1 netrs.; XECR -40.6 fur..

YV2RC-YV3RC-YV6RV-YV5RM0YN 1('G -16.S mfrs.; HP513-- OAX4B -OAX4D

- PRADO-PRA8-HC.J13-36
-49.6

-

fairs.; äE137
mtrs.;I'O9GC
nitrs.; TIEPH.11A1313- HJIABD -41.2 mirs.; HJlABE
-49.05mtrs.; H.13ABH-H.I3ABD- H.14ABL
-49.18-49.1 -49.4 mfrs.; H.14ABB- H.14:\IlA
-HIX -50.2 mtrs.; TICPH- PRF5-('OC

H('212L- HC2ET

-HIH- HIIA- H17(: -42
-COH.

CJ R X- C.IRO-VE9G W -V E9DN -WOU
-\\'AE-\V2XE -19--25-49 mfrs.; \%rXK-

mfrs.; W9XF -49 mfrs.; \V3XAl.
mfrs.; W8XAL -49 ours.; W2XAF-

1l1--25-49

-16

WIXK- \V4XB.
Amateurs: CO5RY-V PI) R-VP5ISG5VL-G5Nl- G5BJ -TI2G F -('O2H YCO2\VC-TI3A V- ON4AC- CO2LI.CT 11)Y- EA40A- VP6DR -HPI A -VEICR

-and

many more -both "foreign" and
American.
VERIS received this month are as follows:
PRAS -La Voz De Norte, Radio ('tube de
(No schedule
Pernambuco- 49.67 nitrs.
given.): HHN- 49.1mtrs.- ItepublicofHaiti.
(No time on air or correct. freq. given.)
H.14ABA -Eros de I:, Montana. Medellin.
Col., S. A.. 11.710 kc.- 11::30 a. ni. to 1.00 p.m.
-6:30 p.m.- 10::30 p.m., E.S.T. 100 watts.
HJ I A13 D -41.2 mfrs.- 7251.55 kc.- "Ondas
de la Heroics."
ZFI)- 10,335 ke. 2 kw. -St. Georges,
Bermuda.
H.11ABE fi115 ke. -1S0 watts -11:30 to
12:30 a.m.; 7:30 to 9:::0 p.m., E.S.T.
Monday special program dedicated to all
U.S.A. Radio (Tubs, 10::30 to 11:30 p.m.,
E.S.T. "La Voz de Los Laboratorios Fuentes'

Cartagena, ('ol.. S. A.
Amateur Station Veris Received-\V2ED \V
-Far Rockaway. N. Y.; \\-2N0-.lackwm
Heights, L. 1.: \V1:\SK- Bridgeport, Conn.;
W 9('BX- Broken Bow, Nebr.; CMSRYMatemz :as, ('uba.
Reception here on 16 meters good or fair to
noon. 25 nesters good from :3 p.m. to 10 p.m.
31 meters good from -4 p.m. to 11 p.m. 49
meters good :after dark but very noisy. VUCVUB-V(271.0-havo not yet been beard, at
least. not good enough to positively identify
them. Many unidentified, have lien heard,
mostly on waves from 35 to 54 meters. -.John
Sorensen, 3:301 Waterbury Ave., Bronx, N. Y.
City.

Listening Post Report from Green-

field, Mass.
DURING May the reception on the short
waves was excellent.
The 24 -meter
band was generally good all day and early
evening. The 31 -meter band was very
good day and night.
The following stations were heard con-

sistently:
DJC -49.83

good, R6.

Germany.

Fair, some days

DJD- 25.49, Germany. Extra strong signal
all day. R9 +.
DJA- 31.38, Germany. Very good, some
days strong. R8 -9.
DJN -31.45, Germany.

fading.

Re,.

GSC- 31.32, England.
after day. R9 +.
GSB- 31.55, England.
after day. 129 +.

280-31.13,
stations.

Italy.

R9.

Fair, some days
Strong signal day
Strong signal day

One of the best heard

FYA-25.63, France. Very good

some days.
Holland. Schedule: Tuesdays
from 3 -6 a.m. and Wed. 7 -11 a.m. for
America, also irregular. R8.
PHI -16.88, Holland. Daily except Tuesdays and Wednesdays. 7:30-10:30 a.m.
R6 -8.

PCJ- 19.71,
R9.

CTIAA- 31.25, Lisbon. Very good, some
fading. 127.
KKH-39.89, Hawaii. Was relaying pro (Cortinued
on page 237)
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3 -Tube All -Wave
"Vacation Portable

comb the racket
from the waves
When say "don't"
It sure behaves ...
I

(Continued from page 203)
inches high, 31s inches wide and 2 inches
thick, and are ideal for portable receivers.
The batteries should be fastened to the
inside of the case with cleats to hold
them in place, with straps to prevent them
from falling against the speaker and
damaging the cone. As an added precaution it may be advisable to have a small
piece of copper window-screening between
the wood panel and the speaker to further
protect the cone.

1

I

Tests Very Satisfactory
During tests this receiver more than
came up to expectations and with a very
short antenna the results were very gratifying. The first antenna tried was only
about 15 feet in length and, believe it or
not, all the major long -wave broadcast
stations were brought in with enough volume on the speaker to satisfy the whole
family.
Of course when we connected the regular 50 -foot broadcast antenna to the set
we were able to bring in all the broadcast stations on the speaker as far west
as Cincinnati, Ohio, with excellent volume. On the short waves reception was
accomplished with the aid of earphones
plugged into the first stage of audio. Two
stages of audio proved to be too much for
the phones, but not quite enough for the
loudspeaker. If the builder desires more
volume on the phones he can connect
them to the last stage of audio and be
more than satisfied.
For general reception when on a picnic
or some other outdoor excursion, it is
only necessary to throw a 50 -foot length
of wire over the limb of a tree or any
other suitable support, for good reception
on either the short -wave bands or the regular broadcast band. The tone quality of
the receiver is all that can be desired and
some of our friends who heard it agree
that it was quite the "berries" for that
vacation trip.

defy the static. And any other interfering noises. Let 'em all comewhirrs, buzzes, screeches, man -made or other noises -anything that chafes
your eardrums -I'll keep them out of your set!
I

PERFECT EUROPEAN

RECEPTION!

Muter has met your doublet antenna problem -and solved it-with this new
tuning device. It will couple a doublet antenna to your set-or any set -and
it has switch control! This adapts it to all wave- lengths by a mere turn of the
switch. The three taps adjust the antenna for QUIET European reception,
efficient broadcast reception, or the sharpest possible tuning on any band.
Think of the convenience! No need to disconnect wires. Just turn the switch.
Any antenna but a doublet is obsolete -and any doublet without "Little Ajax"
is just another aerial! With this coupler, your set will develop new tonal excellence and a quickened responsiveness. In addition to an unheard of fidelity
and resonance, you will find your set increasing in efficiency and volume. More
important than the improved reception, this coupler resists outside and manmade interference! It reduces static to an absolute minimum.

-or

Get one from your jobber
mail the coupon NOW and this All -Wave
Tuning Coupler will be sent to you at once, postage paid. Just pay the
postman $1.00 when it arrives. And, of course, it takes out all your reception troubles or your dollar will be immediately refunded.

What's New in Short Wave Apparatus ?
(Continued feu at page 21ß)
given in the accompanying table.
All the parts for the Les -Tet Junior are
available in complete kit form. An optional accessory is a neat cabinet with hinged
toAll
by itself, the Les -Tet Junior is a fine
low -powered transmitter that will hold its
own on the crowded ham bands. While
maximum output is obtained on the crystal
frequency, fine results are also had with
the amplifier tube doubling and even quadrupling. With a 90 -meter crystal, the writer has worked into the 10 -meter band with
a power output of 2 to 4 watts.
This is a low -cost as well as a low powered rig. However, after the owner has
acquired some operating experience and
some more money, he can easily supplement it with a power- amplifier stage. The
combination can be built up to a full kilowatt eventually, with each part remaining
in service.
"Les -TM" Junior Coll Data
Fourprong forms, 144" outside diameter
40 meters
80 meters
20 meters
Ll same as 40 m. 15 turns. No. 18 24 turns. No. 18
DCC, 16" space. DCC iio -e Mound.
coil, no tap
Tap. 5 turns up. Tap. 8 turns up.
1

L2

turn:. No. 18

7

DCC. :4" space.
Link r o l I. 4

turns. No.

DCC.

22.
close

turns. No. 18 24 turns, No. IS
DCC, 1'16" spare. DCC Clone wound.
Link cull, same LINS roil, +
as for 20 meters. as for 20 meter .
15

wound. 1/4" from
end.

Complete Instructions
fer making the perfect
doublet antenna system
:.till
nttuchiug
titi.
older are included.

MAIL THIS COUPON!
r

I

THE MUTER COMPANY
1255G South Michigan Ave.

LMUTER

Chicago. Illinois.
Please RUSH me one of your All -Wave Tun ne Couplers.
I will pay the postman $1.00.
It must satisfy me in

every way.

THE MUTER
COMPANY

Name

1255G So. Michigan Ave.

Address

CHICAGO, ILLINOIS,
U. S. A.

State

City

J

CODE

HOW TO
LEARN
TELEPI -}l has taught

Do you

RESEARCH WORKER?

Code to more operators
in mot In years than all

y
should. For it l,riogs c.0 ira.tìr:d
fresh from research laboratory and field
engineers, once a month. Indispensable to men
who are doing things in radio. Subscription only
50 cents a year, but worth countless dollars.

If m,t,

other methods roenbined.
YOU can learn C«le
step up your u.p.m.
st rer
amazingly -this
No experience
ts a y.
needled. iteglnner, amaIeurs. experienced cps
get ahead t'a trr with

-ar

data

FREE COPY.

Code!

actually H EA R dotrebis e: any s nerd°'you aunt. sends
practice fiestares and SEND BACK your own key
Mo
in rl -ihle dots and dashes Ott Copper tapes. ..bleb
ro oilier
license
out about this better way used by
I'. S. Arm. Navy. It. C. A.. A. T. & T. and many others.
We furnish you complete merge, lend all equipment. gin,
\ooklet Los.
personal service.
ter
on \It1NEy -IaACB
write for booklet 8, 32.
rust, easy terms. without obligation unite
You
you

read the

1

A E ROV OX

1

line

of

Send for It today.
catalog
of
1935
Condensers and Resistors.

Also new

complete

-

old

}'planation:
For k0 -meter output: use 80 -meter crystal and 80 -meter
roils for 1.1 and L2, and neutralize tube V2.
For 40 -meter output with 80- ureter crystal, use 80 -meter
L1 toil and 40 -meter 1.2 coll.
For 40 -meter output with 40 -meter crystal, use 40 -meter
coils for 1.1 and L2, and neutralize tube V2.
For 20 -meter output with 40 -meter crystal, use 40 -meter
Ll roil and 20 -meter L2 coll.

TELEPLEX COMPANY

- -

76 Cortlandt St -,
New York, N.Y.
"MASTER TELEPLEX -The choice of those
also knots"

Please mention SHORT

WAVE CRAFT

CORPORATION
72

Washington St.,

I

when writing advertisers

Brooklyn,

N Y.
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4,600
are listed

ing now restored to a state of perfect
health. One of them, a lady of 38 who was
dying of repeated hemorrhages, has
shown a weight increase of 16 pounds,
and is coming to Paris from the south of
France every two or three months for
another treatment. Another case, from
whom before the oscillatory treatment, an
:artificial anus had to be made, now comes
and goes as he will, not fearing to make
a 75 -mile auto trip to Paris for his treatments. The third conies from Macon,
where his own physician had condemned
him to death, and although he cannot yet
undertake any work, is already able to
walk about Paris where he remains for
ten or twelve days every two or three
months when he comes for treatment.
A man with an encysted tumor of the
prostate gland goes about his business
as before, and to see him, you would never
believe that he had been so near death.
It really seems that the multiple -wave
Oscillator of Lakhovsky has at last
brought new light into the somber problem
of cancerous infections. We are, without
the slightest doubt, on the threshold of a
new era of advanced ideas, one in which
the old conceptions of biology will be
overthrown, and experiments now hardly
begun will be carried to the highest point.

ShortWave
Stations

in this magazine!
Ian, this

wave
1 E ARE happy to pre,cnt to the thousands of short
have urged
new magazine which enthusiastic readers of Short Wave Craft
possess because
to
us to publish. Here is a book that you will feel proud
It is
stations.
distant
logging
in
perseverance
it reflects your patience and
It is the finest and most
a record you will be proud of in days to come.
on
the
it
like
nothing
There
is
complete book of its kind ever published.
market now, nor was there ever a book published like it before.

NEW

4600

SHORT WAVE STATIONS

world. a
contains the largest listing of short wave stations in the
much larger list in fact than the list published ain SHORT
other WAVECRAFT,
to space limitations. no regular
magazine can publish all the
world stations. There are so
many short wave stations, which
normally cannot be included in
any monthly magazine list, but
frequently you hear these calls
and then you wish to know
from where they originate. The
WAVE
SHORT
OFFICIAL

It

LISTENER gives you this infor-

HUGO

WHO..

mation. besides a lot of other information which you must have.
This is an entirely new magazine for the short wave listener.
such as has not existed before.
in get -up
It is totally different any
other
and contents from
short wave magazine. and nothbeen
ever
pubhas
ing like it
lished before.
To begin with, the new magazine conies with a four -color
cover, and it is beautifully
printed throughout. It contains
a great variety of material, all
of which is essential today to
the short wave listener.
IT IS NOT A TECHNICAL

MAGAZINE

im.xrv

T9p74

l'

2 -Stage Pre -Amplifier
and Power Supply

It is designed for
the short wave -listener only.
The July issue, which is now on
all newsstands, contains the material you find li,ted below.
MAGAZINE.

II
new
IN the photograph we
Amperite units. One is a two -stage presupply.
is
its
power
amplifier and the other
The preamplifier is a high -gain unit designed to be used in conjunction with the
Amperite public address velocity microphones, one of these "mikes" being shown
at the left of the photo.
The amplifier has a total gain of 59 D.B.
and uses two 6C6 tubes. Its response is flat
within 1 D.B. from 40 to 10,000 cycles with
a hum -level of minus 100 D.B. The input
and output impedances are 50, 200, and 500
ohms making the amplifier universally

adaptable. The power supply uses a 280
rectifier and it is designed to supply heater
and "B" potential for the pre-amplifier.
Both units measured 4 "x5 "x9 ", making a
really compact pre -amplifier system.

ASK YOUR
NEWS DEALER
FOR A COPY
OF THIS NEW
SHORT -WAVE

MAGAZI NE

LARGEST

AND RTST

AIRE TO ONO

RTISTS

PHOTOS OF SSNORT.wVI STATION LIST IN PRIM
TIONS ON YOUR DIAL WORLD SNORT.WVE STTION MP

11

ell Illustrated

25c the Copy

Contents of the July Issue:
Talking "Around the World" By Short Waves
Short -Waves Stars of Station PHI, Holland.
Where to Find the Short -Wave Stations on Your Tuning Dial
How to Get Maximum Results from Your SW Set by George W. Shuart
The Latest in Doublet Aerials
Photos of Short -Wave Artists From India, U.S.S.R., and Other Countries
Silver Cup Trophy Contest for the Best "Listening Post" l'hotu
Grand List of Short Wave Stations of the World -With Call Letters and
Frequencies. Including "Police" and "Television" Stations
"Star" Short -Wave Station List
Newest Ideas in Short Wave Receivers
"Musical Signatures" and Foreign Language Alphabets
Identifying Stations
"The Listener Asks" -Short Wave Question Box

-A Great

Help in

From this you will see that the magazine has been designated
companion magazine to SHORT WAVE CRAFT.

Os

and power
supply units for use with "Velocity"
mike at left of photo. (No. 298).

a

If you are now a reader of SHORT WAVE CRAFT magazine,
you will not wish to be without THE OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE
LISTENER MAGAZINE. The new magazine will help you tremendously in your short wave reception at all times, and will
give you priceless and invaluable information, such as you cannot
get anywhere else. Nothing like it appears in print anywhere
today. THE OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE LISTENER MAGAZINE,
in other words, is a necessity.

-If

P. S.
you cannot get the magazine at your newsstand due to
sell -out, send 25c in cash, stamps or money order, and we will
send the magazine to you direct, prepaid.

OFFICIAL SHORT WAVE LISTENER MAGAZINE
99 Hudson Street, New York, N.Y.
Please mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when

New Amperite pre -amplifier

Rockwell Kent, Near North Pole,
Reports W2XAF Reception

Favorable
ROCKWELL KENT, New York artist
and writer, who is spending two years
in the northern part of Greenland with his
son, Gordon, 13, has radioed W2XAF that
reception of the G.E. station's programs
are favorable. W2XAF sent its last program to Kent and his boy on May 28 and
is planning another for 10 p.m., E.S.T. on
June 13. The American artist has a G.E.,
all -wave battery radio.

writing advertisers
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1935 "Prof" Doerle Receiver
(Continued

j

Dimensions of Chassis
plates or unscrewing the plates and moving them. The "1935 'Prof.' Doerle" has a
variable antenna coupling condenser and
it is mounted on the panel for convenience
of adjustment. Another advantage over
the original set is the extra stage of audio
amplification provided through the use of
a 19 in the audio section, rather than the
type 30.

Chassis
Starting with the chassis or foundation
of the receiver, we have given a complete
set of drawings showing just how to cut
and bend it. It can be made of almost any
kind of metal which is fairly stiff, so that

it won't wabble all over the place. The
placement of the holes is shown and the
fart' who is a bit handy with tools can
do the job in a few minutes. If you prefer though, the complete chassis- readydrilled -can be obtained from your regular radio supply house. We gave our chassis a coat of black paint, the kind which
gives a crackled finish when dry; even
ordinary black enamel will give it a pleasing appearance.
In order to make the chassis rigid it is
necessary to construct two brackets one half inch wide of 1/16 inch thick aluminum
or other material, and fasten them on each
side along the rear edge of the chassis.

III

Circuit Very Simple
Examining the diagram we find the drcuit really very simple. We have a regular two-winding coil, one winding for the
tickler and the other to form part of the
tuned circuit which is connected to the
grid of the tube. In series with the grid
side of this coil, we have a .0001 mf. grid
condenser, which should be of the mica
variety and across the grid condenser is
the grid -leak. The value of the grid -leak
is not so critical, although different sizes
from two to five megohms should be tried.
We found that three megohms was just
about right. The other end of the grid
coil connects to the filament of the detector. Across the entire grid coil is connected the two tuning condensers; one is
a 140 mmf. variable and is used for fast
tuning or band -setting. The other is a
20 mmf. variable, which is used for band spread tuning and the large vernier tun ing dial is mounted on this condenser.
It is a simple matter to tune in stations
with the band- spread condenser. The large
condenser should be set so that the waveband to be covered by the small condenser
appears in the center of the main tuning
dial. All other controls have small dials
and knobs, so that it is a simple matter to
"log" stations and return to them at any
time.
Connected between one side of the
tickler and the filament of the detector, we
find the regeneration control condenser.
This is usually termed the "throttle" condenser and is the same size as the other
large grid tuning condenser. During operation of the set, this condenser is adjusted to the point where the detector tube
goes into oscillation. This is usually evidenced by a slight hissing sound in the
phones. After the station is tuned in,
this regeneration control should be adjusted for maximum signal strength and
clearest reception of the voice or music.
The Audio Amplifier
From the detector we go to the first
stage of audio frequency amplification;
thus far we have not changed the circuit
of the original receiver, other than to add
a few refinements. A regular audio transformer having a ratio of three or four to
one is used and couples the detector to

RINDS YOU

lIGIE FIDELITY PROGRAMS
This latest advancement of radio science
brings in the real high

fidelity program.. Ordinary radio receivers
reproduce up to 4.000
cycles
regular high
fidelity receivers up to
7.500 cycles .
Only
the SCOTT covers full
tonal range of the new
high fidelity broadcast
stations f rom to l6000
cycles. permitting real

..

euioymentof everynote
and delicate overtone.

TRIPLE REPRODUCTION

and SUPER-POWER!

Brand new scientific d.velopr..ents ... typical SCOTT accomplishments that again lead
the radio field by years
supply a marvelous triple reproduction system that. for the
first time in radio history. permits you to
hear rr; rything in music and speech via the

...

radio. The higher harmonics and overtones
that give speech and musical instruments
their real character are never heard in ordinary radio reproduction. The new SCOTT
makes music and speech actually live and
sparkle with the reality your ear recognizes
when heard in person. This takes tremendous
super-power amplification ... better than six
times that of average receivers. The SCOTT
has full 35 watts absolutely undistorted class
"A "output and up to SOwattsclass "A" prime
.. which is vitally necessary to care for
"peaks when full orchestration crashes in a.
fortissimo passageora singer's voice soars high.

UNEQUALLED DISTANCE

There are no distance boundaries for SCOTT
owners! This phenomenal new receiver gives
world wide reception on every channel between 13 and 550 meters, and picks up stations in the most remote spots of the globe.
bringing them in with clarity and delightful tone that will amaze the most critical
listener. Extraneous noises
the bugbear of
foreign short wave reception
in the new
SCOTT are very greatly reduced. Only the
new SCOTT provides
in one receiver ...
a combination of full range high fidelity and
razor -sharp selectivity constantly variable
to meet every reception condition. Custombuilt. to most exacting laboratory standards.
the new SCOTT is sold (in the U.S. A.) front
the laboratory on a 30-day home trial basis.

...

--

PROVE every

claim by our

Comparative
Check List

makes it easy to
learn the truth
about the per fomtanceof any
radio.

WE PROVE

IT TO BE THE
WORLD'S BEST

RADIO

SCOTT RADIO LABORATORIES. Inc.
4470 Ravenswood Ave.. Dept. 28N5. Chicago. Ill.
Send at once full details about the new SCOTT
receiver. PROOF of its marvelous performance. and
E.

your COMPARATIVE CHECK LIST.
Name
Address

LE
This View Clearly Shows the General Construction of the "Prof" Doerle
Please mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when writing advertisers

www.americanradiohistory.com
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Most Amazing'
TYPEWRITER

BARGAIN

EVER
OFFERED

NEW

REMINGTON
PORTABLE only
ilililnlon
Portable No. 5 direct from
factory for 100
day. Not
used or rebuilt. Not Incomplete. A beautiful brand new
regulation Remington Portable. Standard 4-row
keyboard. standard width carriage, margin release
on keyboard, back nicer, automatic ribbon re.
verse:
se every essential feature found In standard
tvpewriterx
W itb your machine we send youarre stopah course
in typewriting. Teaches touch syste
system
quickly. easily. Soon you dash off letters quicker than with pen and ink.
°g You also free. handsome, sturdy carry
T u
ing cast free.
I

nay

a

t;ouninn

u

t

FREE
C

BIG PRICE REDUCTION
The amazing low price and easy terms
make this the greatest typewriter
value ever offered. But everything
points to h4her prices. Present big
price reduction cannot he guaranteed
long.So wesay- Act Fast!"

similar to the
the audio tube. The 19 isreally
two tubes
30, except that there are
bein the same glass envelope and it ishave
cause of this fact that we are able to
amplification
the extra stage of audio
stage of
with only two tubes. The second
couamplification is resistance- capacity very
pled to the first stage and produces
loud signals with remarkable tone quality.
Some of the stronger short -wave broadcast stations can be heard comfortably
when using
throughout a large -size room
that we
a loudspeaker' so you can seeearphones.
have plenty of volume for the
The layout of parts used allows very
short leads connecting the various parts
and
and besides simplifies the construction
wiring considerably. All connections
with rosin
should be soldered carefully
Use good
core solder and a clean hot iron.
more than
parts and tubes and you will beeffort
given
pleased with the time and
to building the set.
two
The plates of the tubes are fed by
and due to
large 45 -volt "B" batteries drawn
the
by
the low amount of current many months
two tubes, they will give
last
of service; good batteries should
are heated
nearly a year. The filaments
cut
to
with two No. 6 dry cells. In order
down from
the voltage of the two dry cells rheostat
is
three to two volts, a 20 -ohm mounted on
used. This rheostat is not the batterthe set but can be fastened to
ies or battery box.
this
The antenna or aerial used with
75 feet
little receiver during tests was
on
the
post
long, right from the binding
trouset to the far end; and we had no
ble in pulling in all the regularly received

"foreign" stations.

mmf. tuning condenser (Midget
padding type), Hammarlund.
1 -100 mmf. mica condenser. Aerovox.
1 -.1 mf. bypass condenser, Sprague.
1 -.006 mf. by -pass condenser, Aerovox.
1 -3 meg. !2 -watt resistor, I.R.C.
1- 50,000 -ohm 1' -watt resistor, I.R.C.
2 -1,4 -meg. t.í -watt resistors, I.R.C.
1 -3:1 ratio audio transformer, Kenyon.
1 -20 -ohm rheostat, Electrad.
1 -2.5 M.H. R.F. choke coil. Hammarlund.
1 -Set of coils; see coil table. Na -Aid.
2 -4 -prong Isolantite sockets, Hammarlund.
1 -6 -prong Wafer socket, Na -Aid.
2-Twin binding post strips, Na -Aid.
3 -Small dials and pointers, Crowe.
1 -Large Vernier dial, National.
1 -4 -wire Battery cable.
1 -19 -tube, RCA -Radiotron.
1 -30 -tube, RCA -Radiotron.
1

-35

"Tube- Base" Coil Data
Meters

anuo

11

-prong tube base, all closewound

Na -aid Plug -in Coil Data
Meters

Tickler turns
19 T. No. 311 En.
Clase wound (CW)

Grial roil turns
52'r. Na. 28 En.

len-

2203-80o

lund (Na -Aid).
Hammar1 -20 mmf. tuning condenser,
lund (Na -Aid).

5

55

100-210

wisv,-

Parts List 1935 "Prof." Doerle
Blan.
1- Special Chassis -sec drawing,Hammar2 -140 mmf. tuning condensers,

20

.,4_1t12

4

1/16"
1/ IC'
nolo

IU

31-.',M

Wound on

Windings

5

In_34
3
4

Distance
Itetneen

Turns ,.n
Turn.
Secondary on nicker
Coil
Coil

Runge in

Coil

Number

Wound
32 T.

lar inch.

No. 28 En.

50.40 °3'l'.
wnnnd
10 T. per inch.
20-IO

Coil lona

-I6" cl

-2 K"

0

T. No. 30 En.

7

T. No. 30 En.

w.

C. W.

long by 1,4" dia.

4 -pin

liase.

FREE You Don't Risk One Cent
Carrying
Case

Try this typewriter in sour home or
office n our 10-day t'ItEE TRIAL
FF'Elt. Then, if you do not agree
that it in the finest portable at n
price, return it at our expense. Von
don't even risk shipping eha ryes. Don't
wait. Mail coupon now. It's the best
chance you've ever had to own so
complete a machine for so little
money. So art NOW!

CLIP COUPON NOW
Remington Rand Inc., Dept 214 -8
205 E. 42nd Street. New York City.
Please tell me how I can buy a new Remington Portable typewriter for only 10e a day.
Also enclose your new catalog.
Fame

page 223)

Daily except Sun.. 8 -10 a.m.,
-2:30 p.m.. 8 p.m. -12m.
1

5890 kc.
.g

HJ2ABC

CUCUTA, COL.

5853 kc.
C.

WOB

51.26 m

N. J.
Calls Bermuda, nights

LAWRENCEVILLE

5:15 -9 p.

5825 kc.
.8.

long. extended to
Lenses
nearly tuo
inches In Iismeter. Black
raekm finish. Carrying

5790 kc.
51.81

.0

TIGPH

5780 kc.
B-

GOLD SHIELD PRODUCTS CORP.
Dept. S.

eten

JVU

5714 kc.

New York City

Please mention

52.5 meten

-S-

QUITO. ECUADOR. S. A.

4600 kc.

5660 kc.

HJ5ABC

65.22 meters
Apartado 249
GUAYAQUIL. ECUADOR
Reported Wed.. Sat. 9-11:30
p.m.

4320 kc.
-C.

GDB

69.44 meters

RUGBY. ENGLAND
p. m.
Tests. 8-

II a m. -12 N.
Tues. and Thurs. 8 -10 p.
Sun. 12 N. -I p. m.

4273 kc.

WCN

5025 kc.

ZFA

59.08 meters
-C.
LAWRENCEVILLE. N. J.
Phones England irregularly

U. 8. 8. R.

Daily. 3-9

WOO

4098 kc.

WND

C.

-C.

GDW

82.24 meters

RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls N.Y.C.. late at night

4752 kc.
-C-

63.1

meter

WOO

OCEAN G4TE. N.

i.

Calls ships Irregularly

when writing advertisers
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73.21 meters

HIALEAH. FLORIDA

Ilse

4002 kc.

CT2AJ

3543 kc.

CR7AA

-B

-B-

4820 kc.

70.22 metes
OCEAN GATE. N. J.
Calm ships Irregularly

Calls Bahama

GBC

C

e. m.

4272 kc.

59.7 meten

HAMILTON. BERMUDA
Calls U.S.A., nights

4975 kc.

RV15

.5-

e.

5077 kc.

-C-

I

70.20 meters
KHABAROVSK. SIBERIA,

CALI53COLOMBIA

An Schedules Eastern Standard Time

SHORT WAVE CRAFT

HC2ET

-B

I

-C.

H 11J

51.9 meten
SAN PEDRO de MACORIS.
DOM. REP.
7.9:30 p.m.

HCK

60.30 meten
RUGBY. ENGLAND
Calls Ships. late at eight

NAZAKITJAPAN
Breadeaets 27:45 am.

strap.

Money hack guarantee. You can't lose!

P.O. Box 853
LIMA. PERU
Mon., Wed. & Sat. 9.11:30 P.m.

e.

51.5 meters
SAN JOSE. COSTA RICA
6:15.11 p.m.

ce

OAX4D

51.9 meters

-B-

B

51.28 meten
-BMARACAIBO. VENEZUELA

Supply limited-ORDER NOW!
West 60th St.

TGX

5940 kc.

5850 kc.*YV5RMO

A powerful field glass
that enables you to enjoy
such sporting events as
-Horse racing, Baseball,
Prize Fights, Football
games ; can be used on
A u t o Trips, Beaches,
Outings, etc.

5780 kc.

7:30.11 p.m.

50.5 meters
SR. M. NOVALES.
GUATEMALA CITY. GUAT.

Stare
i City
Itere is a real sensation!
A large and good looking
SPORTS BINOCULAR

17

HJ4ABE

50.42 meters
B
MEDELLIN. COLO.
Mon. 7 -II p.m.. Tues.. Thurs..
p.m.. Wed. and Fri.
-8
Sat. 6:30

B-

Address

PARCEL
POST
PREPAID

Stations of the World
Short Wave(Continued
from
5950 kc.

74.95 meten
PONTA DELGADA.
SAO MIGUEL. AZORES
Wed. and Sat. 5.7 p. m.
84.67 meters
BOX 594

P. 0.

LOURENCO

MARQUES.

ZAMBIQUE.

1:30.330 p.m..

E.

MO-

AFRICA
Thun..

Mon..
and Sat.

3490 kc.
-B-

)i"

Si"

w.

C.
C.

2 cuits

T. No. 30 En.

11

11 T. Nat. 291:°.
3 -32" bolseen tarns
5 T. No. 29 En.
n turn.
3

40-20

Distance
between

PK1WK

85.96 meters
BANDOENG. JAVA
Daily except Fri.. 4:30.330
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Short Wave Scout News
(Continued from page 228)
gram to U.S.A. R7.
LKJI -51.45 Jeloy, Norway. Heard faintly between 5 -6 a.m.
HP5J -31.28 Panama. Daily 11:45 a.m:
1:00 p.ni.- 7:00 -10:00 p.m. R6.
TGX- 50.93, Guatemala City. Heard between 11 -12 midnight. R6.
HJ4ABL- 49.15, Manazales. Identification,
"Eccos de Occidesta."
R7.- Herman
Borchers, 240 Federal St., Greenfield,
Mass.

OLIVER AMLIE, PHILADELPHIA,
PA.
DUE to the rush of mail at this post
from readers of Short Wave Craft asking for the Ain lie DX circuit, this post did
not have time to log new stations. The
mail has been very heavy; this is due to
the fact that each month as the Australian
reports climb, readers are after the circuit.
The Australian reports on VK2ME -3ME3LR now stands at 155, ending May 1935;
the goal is 250, ending September, 1935,
these stations best heard now 5 -7:30 a.m.,

E.S.T.
This post has been commissioned by the
Chief Engineer of the British Broadcasting
Corp., to handle (check) all six B.B.C.
transmissions. Also by the Italian Broadcasting stations to handle (check) all transmissions of theirs also, and report each
month to them.
Readers of Short Wave Craft are invited
to join the 6,000 -12,500 mile "DX" Club, no
fees, no dues at any time. For details
write this post. BE -A -REAL- DYED -INTHE- WOOL- DX -er. Short ]Ware Craft will
be Club magazine. Your record of reception must be 6,000 miles or over to be
eligible for membership.
If you have not as yet become acquainted
with Mr. Charles A. Morrison, President of
the International DX -ers Alliance, Bloomington, Ill., U.S.A., by all means write him,
and ask him for a free copy of Globe Circular. It's free for the asking. Know Mr.
Morrison as we fellows know him, a real
friend to every one, and a true friend.
Most all of the winners of Short ]Ware
Craft "Trophies" are members of this Alliance.
Oliver Amlie, 56th City Line Ave., Overbrook, Philadelphia, Penn.

NEWS FROM BRECKSVILLE, OHIO
SHORT -WAVE reception during the day
has been very poor on all bands, except
49 meters and only U.S. stations were
heard on this band.
Stations on 19 meters could just be
heard, but not understood. On Sunday,
May 19, at 12 noon, DJB on 19.73 M. was
transmitting with directional antenna to
this continent and wished to know how
their signal was received at this time of
day on this wave. Although they faded
quite a bit, their signal was very loud,
whereas they could not be heard at all on
this wave at their regular time for weeks.
On Tuesday, April 30, at 7:40 p.m., an
Australian station was heard testing. They
gave descriptions of local conditions in
Australia and although I listened until they
signed off I did not get the call. They
came in fairly steady and were operating
on about 26 meters.
DJD and FYA have been coming in very
loud during the evening.
2R0 on 25.4 meters was heard at 12:20
p.m. on May 19. They were fair at times,
but rather weak most of the time.
On Sunday, May 12, at 11:50 a.m., HBJ
on 20.64 in. was sending a special program
to WQV. They came in very loud and distinct. HBH was on at the same time.

Hod which were very fine for reception,
but in general there was considerable at-

mospharrc interference.
Commercial phone stations on 22m.,
29m., and 33m. also came in well.
Edward M. Heiser, Brecksville, Ohio,
O. L. P.

POWER
YOUR SET WITH BB's

REPORT FROM EDWARD SCHWA
CHEL, DIAL -TWISTER IN ILLINOIS

ll

-

THE 19- and 25 -meter is improving so
rapidly that the Europeans on these
bands are heard very late in the evenings.
The 3l -meter band also is improving
great help, since this band is the most reliable. The coming month ought to bring
them up 100 percent more. PLE -15.88
meters was heard relaying a special program to Holland on May 6, at 10:00 a.m.,
E.S.T.

-a

CO9WR -This station formerly operated as C11HB on 10.20 pegs. Thy want reForts on their signals to be sent to P. 0.

Santa Spiritus, Cuba, West Indies.
on 28.98
meters has been heard testing with W2XAF several times during the past month.
JVM- Nazaki, Japan, is the most outstanding station heard from Asia. They
are heard on 27.93 meters daily from 4 to
7 a.m., E.S.T. Their address is: Kokusai
Kenwa Kaisha Ltd., Osaka Bldg., Kojimachiku, Tokyo, Japan. They send a very
nice QSL card and will answer all accurate reports.
DIQ -29.15 meters was heard on May 7
at 5:30 p.m., E.S.T. relaying a program
to the U.S.A. by way of WCG at New
85,

LSX- Buenos Aires, Argentina

York.
PHI -Huizen, Holland, has changed
its wave length to 16.88 meters and is
being received very well in this part of
the country. They are heard between 7
and II a.m.. E.S.T. daily except Tuesday
and Wednesday.
PCI- Huizen, Holland, are back after
many years' absence and are being heard
in all parts of the world with tremendous
volume. They have the same schedule as
PHI and are on 19.71 meters.
VIZ -3- Rockbank, Australia, is a new
station heard from Australia on 11,495
kilocycles. They are heard phoning CJA4
and the Rugby phones. They are on many
times and quite regular in the early

morning.

HCJB- Quito, Ecuador, have

moved
73 to 36.65 mtrs.,
and are heard daily except Monday from
7:45 -10:00 p.m., E.S.T. They also call
various stations throughout South America.
HJ4ABB- Manizales, Colombia, have
moved their frequency from 42.00 to 49.15
meters. They are heard on Wednesday
evenings between 8 -9 p.m.. E.S.T. reading
letters from listeners in English over the
air. They are also heard on Saturday evenings beginning at 9 p.m. They welcome

their frequency from

reports.

HJ4ABL- Manizales, Colombia, 49.15
meters, is being heard every Saturday
evening beginning at 10 p.m. reading reports from listeners. The announcer is
a German gentleman, Mr. Van den Emden, and is the same fellow who reads reports over HJ4ABB. He sends a very nice
card (HJ4ABL).
HJ4ABA -Ecos del Montana on 25.68
mtrs., is being heard daily in all parts of
the world. They begin at 6 p.m. and continue until 10 p.m. Their address is Calle

WIN THE SWST AND
A YEAR'S SUPPLY OF BB's
Perhaps you've forgotten how good
your set really is. Give it a chance to
show you. Power it with new BB's
(Burgess Batteries). You'll feel the
difference at once. So much more
wallop! All that old needle -point selectivity. Every bit of that delicate sensitivity you built into it! What a set!
You'll step out after the SWST (Short
Wave Scout Trophy) in a hurry. And
when you win it, we'll give you a
year's supply of BB's (all the BB's
your set will use in a whole year) absolutely FREE. Get that new set of
BB's today and go out after your SWST.
BURGESS BATTERY CO., Freeport, Ill.

BURGESS

Power
House

Iioyaca, Edificio Encanie Gacet, 3er Piso,
Medellin, Colombia. They are anxious to

BURGESS "B" and
receive reports from all listeners.
"C" Batteries
HIZ -Santo Domingo, D.R., on 47.5
England, Cuba, Schenectady and Boston mtrs., has returned to the fold after Beim.
have been very loud on the 31 -meter band, absent almost a year. They are heard
during the evening. Rome has been very daily from 5 -5:30 p.m., E.S.T.
weak.
HIH -San Pedro, D.R., has been heard
GSG on 16.86 m. was heard, but was on Sundays from 3 to 4 a.ni., E.S.T. broadBATTERIES AND FLASHLIGHTS
ve-'- choppy.
casting special programs, to foreign li<.
There were a few days, during this pe- toners. They are on 44.12 meters.
Please mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when writing advertiser-

BURGESS

www.americanradiohistory.com
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6

7

Copies of
SHORT WAVE
CRAFT

CM2HY
HC1FG
ON4AU
TI2FG
ON4AC
G2BK
G6XR
G6FL
G5BY
VK2EP
CN8R1
HB9AQ
G4AD
LA1G
X'G
T12GP
HC1JW
amamany
are just a few of the
phone
20
-meter
on
the
teur stations heard
band. For a real thrill I advise everybody
to try this band from 4 -8 p.m., E.S.T. The
hams pound in from all over the world
and will send you a nice QSL card if you
enclose postage. So to the fan who wants
to reach out for a real thrill I advise the
20 -meter phone band.-Edward Schmeichel, 2939 So. Loomis St., Chicago, Ill.
VP6YB
CM5RY

C

PREPAID

as
For a limited time only, and as long
numthey last, we will send you six back
of SHORT WAVE CRAFT assorted.
your choice, for 70 cents.
The usual price for six copies would be
a higher
$1.50 and most publishers charge
price for back numbers over one year old.
We can supply all copies except the
following: June -July, Aug.-Sept.. Oct. -

lr

bers

Sept.. Nov., 1932; Jan., Feb.,
May, June,
March, May, June, July, 1933; Dec., 1934.
If you do not specify copies we will use
our own judgment in sending assorted
numbers to fill your order. Note we cannot exchange the copies for ones that
have been sent to you.
Practically every copy of SHORT
inWAVE CRAFT contains important
formation that you should have. Here is
copies.
those
a chance to get
As we have only a small supply of back
numbers on hand, this offer will be withdrawn as soon as they have been sold.
We accept U.S. stamps. U.S. coin, or
money order. Rush your order today.

SHORT WAVENewCRAFT
York, N. Y.
99-101

-- --- --- --- - - - -VOlI -

].me

--

A

SPEAKER RECEPTION!
Unln Your

World

Trotter
"SW4"
Sensational

or rather turn at the saute speed
disc at the transmitting station.

as

the

Here are the 3 stations I receive most:
W9XG, Purdue University, West Lafayette, Ind., using a 60 -hole disc, single
spiral, at a speed of 1200 R.P.M. Power
output -1500 watts.
Time schedules
Hours (C.S.T.)
Days
7.30 to 8:30 p.m.
Tuesdays
..8:00 to 9:00 p.m.
Thursdays
W9XK, State University of Iowa, using
a 45 -hole 3- spiral disc, at a speed of 900
R.P.M. on 880 Kc.
Time schedules
Hours (C.S.T.)
Days
Tuesdays and
7.30 to 7:45 p.m.
Thursdays
W9XAK, Kansas State College, Manhattan, Kans., using a 60 -hole disc, at a speed
of 1200 R.P.M. 125 watts of power, on 2050

,.on!

Time schedules
Days
Mondays and

sing

roc 76. one
06 and one
bur I2A7

DUAL
TUBE.

7.25

Brings you all the parts needed to
this remarkable AC. -11C. all
brtrlr receiver; with four Ils to

build

(rein 14 to 210 meters, and casyollow Instruct Iona.
black metal
7á$1t.50.
Crackled
with hand
loudspeaker
d 5100 51
Broadcast roll to rover fion
:1.7.
laddiliond
ypt) m0 550 meters makes this set all.,! Your price $1.111.
ladr

SPECIAL COMBINATION
onadele

,xd,a'1t

klq

speaker,

cabinet

in-

tor onlyay-to-(ollow

iFö.95

add $1.50. Set of matched
utrus tubes $2.15.

cd

6

month.

LABS.
WORLD TROTTER RADIO
CI1. New York Cit
168

Washington Street, Division

PATENTS

-

TRADE MARKS

and riven
All inventions submitted held confidential
personal attention by members of the arm.
and
of
Conception"
"Evidence
Form

instructions

'glow to Establish Your Rights" -Free
LANCASTER. ALLWINE & ROMMEL
PATIENT LAW OFFICES

475 Bowen Bldg.

Washington, D. C.

OF CASH?
SHORT
I,
V,,.

ail standard short wave receivers on our

I:n

'PAINLESS PAYMENT PLAN."

1,
n
Ar

182

-

kc.

advanced de-

.t.wn payments and longest terms. Write for
d bulletins and terms on sets.
W91)1/E- W9APY -W9t' 11'W9CRT
car Sta.

WILCOX RADIO SALES CO.
Chicago, III.
W. Adams St.

afternoon irregularly. KPR, broadcasting
the National Farm and Home hour, on

signed off at 4 p.m., C.D.S.T., on
the afternoon of the 13th without giving
15 590,

their location.
LSX has been testing with W2XAF at
6 p.m. for several afternoons, and a few

Hookup
Good Television
Hurd from page 216)

-

FOR CONSISTENT FOREIGN

HKV in Bogota, Colombia on 8,900 meg.
was heard on the 13th at 8:45 p.m., C.D.S.T., announcing in both Spanish and English. CMHB on 10,250 meg. (location unknown) in Cuba can be heard in the early

nights ago players in Schenectady and
Barranquilla carried on a remote control
bridge game through W2XAF and HJ1ABB! JVF came through QSAS -R9 at
3:45 p.m. on the 13th. The station on 11,POST
LISTENER'S
OFFICIAL
ió0 melts. has been heard to announce as
REPORT-GEORGIA
HJ4ABA, coming in like a "local" with
FYA.
RECEPTION here for the past three no heterodyne from
For the past few days, the BBC has
weeks has been rather extraordinary,
of GSB for transespecially on the 25 -meter band. Stations been using GSD in placeGSC.
Transmission
which were barely heard before or not at mission 5 along with
regularly
QSA5
-R9.
6
received
all, have come in QSA5 -R9. In the mornMost of the foreign "locals" have been
ings, stations on the 16- and 19 -meter
received like our own "locals" during the
bands have come in like "locals."
Looking through my log I find the fol- period (May 3 to 21), including the "Ausalso the S.A.'s except on a few
lowing new additions: Suva, Fiji Islands, sies" and when
local storms made recepannounced as VPD; reception poor but evenings
impossible
on the 49 meter band.
every
tion
understandable; JVN was heard
Amateurs in eighteen countries and all
morning for a week about QSAS -R7. RNE
and RKI came in very poorly here on the U.S. districts were heard on the 20 -meter
special program to America the morning band. -Douglas Wauchope, 501 S. Chandler
St., Decatur, Ga.
of the 5th.

Hudson Street

8 -35
SHORT WAVE CRAFT
199 -101 Hudson Street. New York. N. Y.
which
tlopiefor
herewith
enclose
send:
HORT
ix bark nurnlber
me
are to

VP6IS

Fridays

If

Wednesdays

-

Hours (C.S.T.)
6.45 to 7:30 p.m.

...8:00 to 9:00 p.m.

the Radio Commission would give

these television stations more power on
television, they would get farther and we
with the receivers could get them more

satisfactorily.

Parts List

D.C.
29.

D.C.

Molded mica emn.lini, r "u tenser (.01 mf.).
condenser (.25 mf.).
condenser (.25 mf.).
condenser (.25 mf.).
condenser (.25 mf.).
electrolytic condenser (8

By -pass
By -pass
By -pass
By -pass

Dry

mf.)

600 V.,

Dry electrolytic condenser (8 mf.) 600 V..

Resistor -400 ohms.
Resistor -400 ohms.
Resistor- 30,000 ohms.
Resistor -50.000 ohms.
Resistor- 100,000 ohms.
Renntor-1 megohm.
Resistor -100,000 ohms.
Resistor -1 megohm.
Voltage divider resistor -17,200 ohms.
watt (wire wound). Tapped at 4 points
30.
31.
32.
33.
34.
35.
36.
37.
38.

-1.800 ohms.
to C-1.400 ohms.
to D-4.000 ohms.

A to
B
C

13

-

5

F-

D to
10,000 ohms.
39. Resistor -1,500 ohms. 2 watt.
40. Volume control- 50,000 ohms (wire wound).

41. R.F.C. 2.5 M.H. (put in bottom of RA...C.
No. 4).
42. R.F.C. 2.5 M.H. (put in bottom of R.F.C.
No. 5) .
43. R.F.C. 2.5 M.H.
44. Filter choke -30 henry.
45. Output terminal (connect to neon lamp
or speaker).
46. Output terminal (connect to neon lamp
or speaker).
47. A.C. switch.
48. Power transformer (large enough to supply 6 or 7 tubes).
49. Center -tapped resistor -20 ohms, 10 watts
(use this if power transformer has no center

tap).

Ant. binding post.
2. Gnd. binding post.
:1. Ant. coupling coil (Primary, 6 turns of No.
24 S.C. wire. close wound. Secondary, 36 turns
of No. 27 enameled wire. close wound).
4. R.F. coupling coil (Primary. 5 turns of No.
24 S.C. wire. close wound. Secondary. 37 turns
of No. 27 enameled wire. close wound).
5. R.F. coupling coil (Primary, 5 turns of No.
24 S.C. wire. close wound. Secondary, 37 turns
of No. 27 enameled wire, close wound) 3-4 -5 coils
are 1 inch in dia. and 2 inches high and must be
shielded. It may be necessary to add n few windings or take off a few turns owing to the variation of wiring and shielding of set.
6. First main tuning condenser (.00035 mf.).
7. Second main tuning condenser (.00035 mf.).
8. Third main tuning condenser (.00035 mf.).
1.

9. First compensating condenser.
10. Second compensating condenser.
11. Third compensating condenser.
12. 235 tube.
13. 235 tube.
14. 224 tube.
15. 224 tube.
16. 245 tube.
17. 523 tube.
18. By -pass condenser (.25 mf.).
19. By -pass condenser (.25 mf.).

20. By -pass condenser (.25 mf.).
21. By -pass condenser (.25 mf.).
22. Molded mica coupling condenser (.01

Please mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT

23.
24.
25.
26.
27.
28.

50. R.F.C. 2.5 M.H.
51. By -pass condenser (.25 mf.).
52. By -pass condenser (.25 mf.).
53. Dry electrolytic condenser (2 mf.) 600 volts

D.C.

filter choke -30 henry.
(All by -pass and filter condensers should

54. Second

XX. To all fil. of tubes.

C4 -Fly-pass condenser -.01 mf.
(all 600 volts D.C.)
C5 -Grid condenser -.00025 mf.
mf.
C6 -Grid condenser

-2

(The illumination of the neon tube is con-

mf.) trolled by varying grid
advertisers
writing
when

www.americanradiohistory.com

he

in metal containers.)
(The Docile receiver, a diagram of which has
appeared in SHORT WAVe. CRAFT. can be used
to receive television images if "resistance-coupled" audio amplification is used.)
Herewith is a diagram for the fellows who
don't have 110 volts. A.C. This is the amplifier
and tuner and it works very good. It can be
used to grxal advantage with 2 -volt tubes, 3 -30's
and a 31 as output.
R- Resistor -0.1 meg.
RI- Resistor-1 meg.
R2- Resistor -0.5 meg.
R3- Resistor -0.25 meg.
R5- Gridleak -3 meg.
condenser- 300 -mmf.
Cl- Variable
C2- Variable condenser -.001 -mf.
C3- Variable condenser-170 -mmf.

bias on output tube.
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Short Wave Scouts
t
from
,,d

page 217)

YV6RV-6,520 kc.; daily 5 -7 p.m., 9 -11
p.m. "La Voz de Carabobo." Va-

ORK- 10,330

kc.; daily 1:30 -3 p.m. Radio

Ruysselede. Brussels, Belgium.
FTK- 15,880 kc., irregular. St. Assise,
lencia, Venezuela.
France.
YV5RMO -5,850 kc.; daily ex. Sun.
19,355 kc.; irregular St. Assise,
11:30 a.m.-1 p.m., 5:30 -10 p.m., FTM"Ecos del Caribe." Maracaibo, I2R0France.
-9,800 ke.; now on 9,630 kc. Rome,
Venezuela.
Italy.
HJ1ABB- 6,447 kc.; daily 11:45 a.m. -1 I2R0 -9,760 kc.; now on 9,630 Ice. 2:30 -5
p.m., 5:30 -10 p.m. "La Voz d^ Barranp.m., 6 -7 p.m. Rome, Italy.
quilla," Barranquilla, Colombia.
DJD- 11,770 kc.; daily 5:30 -10:30 p.m.
Zeesen, Germany.
Europe
DJA- 9,560 kc.; daily 5:05 -9:15 p.m. Zee GBB- 13,600 kc.; irregular, Rugby, Engsen, Germany.
land.

GBS- 12,015 ke.; irregular, Rugby, England.
HAS- 15,370 kc.; Sunday 9 -10 a.tn. Budapest, Hungary.
HBL -9,595 kc.; Saturday, 5:30 -6:15 p.m.
Geneva. Switzerland.
HBP -7,800 kc.; same as HBL.
FYA- 11,705 kc.; daily 6 -9 p.m., 10 -12 p.m.
"Radio Coloniale," Paris, France.
HVJ- 15,120 ke.; daily 10:30 -10:45 a.m.
Vatican City.

Africa
SUV -10055 kc.; irregular.

Cairo, Egypt.

Australia
VKZME -9,590 kc.; Sun. 1 -3, 5 -9 a,m., 10:30
a.m. -12:30 p.m. Sydney, N.S.W.
3LR -9,580 ke.; daily ex. Sun. 3:15 -7:30

a.m. Melbourne, Victoria.
VK3ME -9,510 kc.; Wed., Thurs., Fri.,
Sat., 5 -7 a.m. Melbourne, Victoria.

Read These Rules Carefully
IMPORTANT: Do not fail to remember that all the entries must now
be entered according to the new rules
which are herewith reprinted for the
benefit of those who intend submitting
lists of station. Read the new rules

person sending in the greatest number of
verifications. Unverified stations should
not be sent in, as they will not count in the
selection of the winner. At least 50 percent of the verifications sent in by each
listener must be for stations located outside of the country in which he resides! In
carefully!
other words, if the contestant lives in the
Briefly they are: The Trophy will go to the United States at least 50 per cent of his
person submitting the "greatest number of veri"verles" must be from stations outside of
fications!" No unverified stations are required! the United States. Letters or cards which
Also. at least 50 per cent of the verifications do not specifically verify reception, such as
submitted must be for stations located OUTSIDE
of the country in which the entrant resides. those sent by the Daventry stations and,
Only letters or cards specifically verifying re- elso by commercial telephone stations, will
not be accepted as verifications. Only let ception of a given station will be considered.
ters or cards which "specifically" verify
Rules
Trophy Contest Entry
reception of a "given station," on a given
NOTE that we have amended our rules wave length and on a giren day, will be acand you will find that the rules now cepted! In other words it is useless to
send in cards from commercial telephone
read:
In order to protect everyone, the rules stations or the Daventry stations, which
have been amended that a sworn state- state that sprrific verifications will not be
ment before a Notary Public which only given. Therefore do not put such stations
costs a few cents to get, must be sent in on your list for entry in the trophy contest!
at the same time.
7. -This is an international contest in
For the complete article of the Purpose
of the SHORT WAVE SCOUTS, we refer to which any reader, no matter where located,
can join. It is allowable for SHORT WAVE
page 393 of the November, 1933, issue.
SCOUTS to list stations in their own counHere are the rules amended:
if they desire to do so.
tries,
You wish to know how you can win this
8.-SHORT Wave Scours are allowed the
valuable trophy, and here are the simple
rules. Be sere to read them carefully. Do u-e of any receiving set, from a one -tuber
up to one of sixteen tubes, or upwards, if
not jump at conclusions.
they so desire.
1. -A monthly trophy will be awarded to
9. -When sending in entries, note the
one SHORT Wave SCOUT only.
following few simple instructions: Type
2.-The purpose of this contest is to adin ink. pencilled matter
vance the art of radio by "logging" as your list, or write
many short -wave commercial phone sta- is trot allowed. Send verification cards, letters
and
the
list
all
in one package, either
tions, in a period not exceeding 30 days,
by mail or by express prepaid; do not split
as possible by any one contestant.
up the package. Verification cards and let3. -The trophy will be awarded to that
ters will be returned, at the end of the
SHORT WAVE SCOOT who has logged the contest, to their owners; the
to be
greatest number of short -wave stations borne by SHORT Wave CRAFT expense
magazine.
during one month.
10.-In order to have uniformity of the
4. -In the event of a tie between two or entries, when writing
typing your list.
snore contestants each logging the same observe the following orroutine:
USE A
number of stations, the judges will award SINGLE LINE FOR EACH STATION;
a similar trophy to each contestant so type or write the entries IN THE FOLtying.
LOWING ORDER: Station call letters;
5.- Verifications are necessary; these frequency
station transmits at; schedule
must be sent in with each entry. All cards of transmission, if known (all time should
or verification letters must be sent in at be reduced to Eastern Standard which is
the sane time with a statement by the five hours behind Greenwich Meridian
SHORT WAVE SCOUTS, giving the list of staTime); name of station, city, country;
tions in typed or written form, with the identification signal if any. Sign your
station calls, wave- lengths, and other able name at the bottom of the list and furtherinformation. (See below.) The verification more state the type of set used by you
letters and cards will he returned to the to receive these stations.
SHORT WAVE Scour at the end of each
11. -Don't list amateur transmitters or
monthly contest. ( See Jan., 1933, editorial code
stations in this contest.
how to obtain verification.)
12.-This contest will close every month
Note! All Stations Sent In Must Now Be
for the next twelve months on the first day
Verfiel!
of the month, by which time all entries
6. -The winner each month w1 b' t'3 must have been received in New York. En-

Here is an opportunity for those who want to start
at the bottom and grow into X'mitting with a
%itntnidal investment.
The "L'a'n'," Jr. A-mitr,,
istNEW, very simple, yet highly elhrient. It uses
-59 and 1-56 tube. both of which are law priced and
easily obtained. It is crystal controlled. yet you can use
a 160m. crystal to operate on 40 meters with an output
of 2 -3 watts or on 80 meters with 7.10 watts coition!
Here is a law power X'mittrr that you'll travel a
long way to beat. At the same time it (makes an ideal
e xr' ter
nit for
higher powrrd
,
aogn t stage.
1

Jr. X'mitter Kit with I Pei
of Coils (specify whether 160. 80, 40,
s7.7
r 20 Meters) less tubes, crystal and
41'

e9 a95

cabinet

Kit of Tithes for above

POWER SUPPLY

is available for this
an a nput of 600

swxyng.,

-

$1.13

KIT

remarkable X'mitter snnplyine
V.

75

t

Kit

Complete

tube
Tvpe g3 Tube f. r power supply

Ma.

a95
.7.7

a
less 4'

1

exchia :r. liA,t Catalog (N.,.
and answers; 'r'.
of Ham Parts, Sets, Kits. etc. .\...
lily 128 page General Radio Catalog INo. ri'i Ilstiu
over 50,000 parts. write for either or both today to Dept.

tontulning
page
questions

FREE.'g
sands

8W-s5.

Modern Sales and Service Organizations at:
ATLANTA, GA., 430 W. Peachtree St., N.W.
NEWARK, N.J., 219 Central Ave.,
BRONX, N.Y., 542 E. Fordham Rd.

WVOLESALE
loo

POWSEng (q

SIXTH AVENUE

NEW YORK. NY.

DX3
SHORTWAVE

RADIO
ALL ELECTRIC
ALL WAVE

Full

Instructions

Operation.
15

S.r,q ...,1.

I.. ,,.

ss

rk,

Foreign Reception Guaranteed.
6D6, 38, 12Z3 Tubes.

to 550 Meters.

Complete Kit. including Cabinet
and Fully Mounted, net

$s.5

aVere

Wired and Tested, extra

95

$1.25

Broadcast Coils, 2....
.3 Matched
Tubes...
Special Sl,e :hk :r

CONGRESS RADIO, INC.

468 S. State St.

Chicago, III.

REPLAC MENTS F I R
ALL REGULATORS OR

BALLAST TUBES
Standardize

on

Amperite

Regulators.

There's an
Amperite For every current or voltage problem
.

.

.

.

in

any set.

Wr,(e for CHART CV

AÌIPERI TE
CURRENT AND VOLTAGE

REGULATORS
MPER /TECO.
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Here MegaBRAND NEWGERNSBACRS EDUCATIONAL LIBRARY N%

HOW TO BUILD

DOERLE
SETS

tries received after this date will be held
over for the next month's contest.
13. -The next contest will close in New

A l'e

14.-The judges of the contest will be
the editors of SHORT WAVE CRAFT, and their
findings will be final.
15.- Trophy awards will be made every
month at which time the trophy will be
sent to the winner. Names of the contestbe
ing SCOUTS not winning a trophy will
listed in Honorable Mention each month.
16. -From this contest are excluded all
employes and their families of SHORT WAVE
CRAFT magazine.
17.-Address all entries to SHORT
WA \'E SCOUT AWARD, 99 -101 Hudson
St., New York City.

10c BOOKS.

York, August 1.

/ /

GERNSBACKS EDUCATIONAL

HOW TO MAKE THE

ti

OST POPULAR
ALL WAVE

and 2 TUBE RECEIVERS

A.C.

SHORT WAVE

FREE BATTERIES TO TROPHY

EVERYTHING
about ALL

the famous
DOERLE

RECEIVERS

LIBRARY. N22

AND

WINNER!

BATTERY

LOUDSPEAKER

SETS

The manufacturers of the well-known
Burgess batteries have offered to furnish
FREE one year's supply of batteries
the batteries that the "trophy" winning
net will need for a year -and providing it
happens to be a Burgess Battery -powered
set. A very fine offer indeed, and the editors are glad to pass on the good word
to all of their embryo trophy contestants.

-all

RADIO PUBLICATIONS
101

HUDN

NEW YORK CITY'

RADIO PUBLICATIONS
TOI HUDSON ET_
NEW YORK CITY

88- Minute Meeting Sets New

f

thoum
now mousndD(,EIILE Shorthave W.
Radio Receivers. So insistent has been
the demand for these receivers that all availIncluding bark numbers of
able literature.
SHORT NAVE CRAFT, have long been exhausted.
For the thousands of readers who wish to
build any, or all of the many approved DOERLE
Short Nave sets, this book has been sperally
the

rcatud.

HOW TO MAKE FOUR DOERLE
SHORT WAVE SETS

Contains

that has ever been
Four
reeelsers.

EVE RYTHING

these famous
ml
are described herein.
t npo lt ular
them
These t are the fatuous sets that appeared in the
following issues of SHORT WAVE CRAFT:
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Walter C. Dome (Dee.. 1931Mlle Mark,
Jan.. 19321. "A 3 -Nobs 'Social 0 ripper.' by

"b

*Colter
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never been such a
There
wealth e1 data published in a

Record on Transatlantic Pick -ups

the transmission of
program to an overseas point was established May 22 with the transmission of
an 8S- minute program over the transatlantic facilities of the A.T. & T. Company.
The same program wits broadcast by
W1XAL of Boston, short -wave station of
the World -wide Broadcasting Corporation
A NEW record in
a

devoted to international good will and edu-

cational programs.
The program was a luncheon of the National Foreign Trade Council, addressed by
Francis B. Sayre. Assistant Secretary of
State, at which Thomas J. Watson, Presin ss MaBusiness
o mal Busl
dent of the International
chines Corporation, was toastmaster. The
a shorton
Atlantic
the
addresses, crossing
wave channel, were received aat the London
offices of the International Time Recording
Corporation. Here they were heard by executives of the Company and guests, including members of the staffs of the U.S.
Embassy and Consulate, and British Government officials.
The transmission to London and the
broadcast from W1XAL were arranged by
Mr. Watson, who is also a trustee of Columbia University, as part of the educational program of the World -wide Broadcasting Corporation, whose schedule is integrated with the courses of study at a
number of American universities and colleges.
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HOW TO MAKE THE MOST POPULAR
ALL -WAVE 1 and 2 -TUBE RECEIVERS

n: :air.- a number of excellent set,
width have appeared In last issues of
and have been highly sueresstoy. lull have been
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ful. These sers are
refullS engineered. They are not experiments.
few of the sets the following
To mention only

This book
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will ive

you an aIdea.

The Mrgadyne -Tube Pentode Loudspeaker
Electrifying The
Set. Lr Hugo thrush:wk.
liar To Slake a I -Tube LoudMegadyne.
hove To
speaker Set. by N. P. Chesney.
All
-Wave
Electric Set.
1
-Tube
Make a Simple
Ibis To Build A Fout -In-Teo
by w'. (.keen.
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The newest plate supply unit for sets
operated on or near motor cars is thn
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cial offer we are making and
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Browning-35 All -Wave Receiver
(Continued from pape 220)
speech comes through clean and crisp, show-

ing that the side- bands of the signal carrier wave are not being slighted.
Diode Detection

The final tuned circuit of the band -pass
filter is coupled to the diode elements of a
2A6 tube. This provides half -wave linear
rectification, which is impressed on the grid
of the high -mu triode, contained in the
same tube, as a first stage of Class A
audio amplification.
The diode detector
does not amplify, but this is not needed
and it is an excellent detector, giving accurate. quiet rectification of the radio frequency envelope. The diode handles large
volume without causing distortion or noise.
The rectified carrier current in this diode is
also utilized for the automatic volume control of both the I. F. and pre -selector tubes.
This prevents the detector and preceding
circuits from overloading, regardless of the
strength of the received signal. The audio
volume may be set as desired by the manual, variable resistor control on the grid
of the first audio stage and will remain

approximately the same in volume over a
very wide range of input signal strength.
Beside the manual volume control there
is a variable resistor for adjusting the I.F.
amplification. This can be left fully retarded on all local and medium distance
reception, and need not be more than half
advanced even on the so- called "local" foreign stations, such as England, France,
Germany, Madrid, etc.
This constitutes
the reserve power, the "ace in the hole"
which can be called into play when receiving conditions are particularly good and a
low atmospheric noise -level makes it possible to "step out" and do some real DXing.
It will be noted that the two diode plate
elements contained in the 2A6 tube are
connected together and used as a half -wave
rectifier. This doubles their power handling
ability as compared to a full -wave rectification arrangement and allows for a much
more powerful undistorted output to the
audio amplifier.
Resistance Coupling Featured
The two -stage audio amplifier makes use
of resistance coupling for both tubes. This
is done for the sake of efficiency and to
preserve the high quality of the signal
which is fed to it by the final diode de-

tector.

The first stage of Class A audio amplification is provided by the triode contained
with the diode detector in the 2A6 tube.
This is a high -mu tube, necessitating resistance coupling, if its full possibilities are
to be utilized.
The final stage of power amplification is
handled by a 2A5 pentode which is capable
of delivering more power than can ordinarily be used in even a good -sized living
room (3 watts rated output).
There seems to be a universal tendency
today to design radio sets with tremendous
power outputs, ranging all the way from
Such outputs might be
15 to 50 watts.
useful for large auditoriums or outdoor
demonstrations, but they certainly serve no
purpose in a private home! In a living
room an output averaging from one to two
watts, feeding into an efficient speaker, will
produce more volume than most of us care
to listen to. When an amplifier and speaker are designed for such tremendous out puts they are often quite ineffective at the
low volume -level it is necessary to hold
them to in a living room. From a practical standpoint it would seem far more
sensible to design the audio amplifier to
deliver good reproduction at the voluma
which will be used. The full capabilities
of the 2A5 tube cannot be appreciated, until it has been heard operating under ideal
conditions, in a properly designed circuit
with a a high- quality signal input. Under
these conditions, even with an inexpensive
loud speaker, providing it is mounted on
a good baffle, the reproduction, as far as

home use is concerned, leaves little to be
desired. It is beautifully clear and lifelike while the deep bass notes have power
and authority, within the usable volum-t
range, which is usually only associated with

WRIGHT- DeCOSTER

Multi -Test Speaker
for Amateur, Experimenter,
Sound Engineer and
Service Men

high -power reproduction.

Quiet Power Supply
The BROWNING 35 contains its own
power supply, operating directly from the
110 -120 volt A.C. power line.
The total
power consumption is low, being less than
75 watts for the entire receiver.
To help
maintain the lowest possible noise -level, an
R.F. grounding condenser is used on the
A.C. input and a grounded electro- static
shield is built into the transformer between
primary and secondary. Efficient design

has allowed the physical dimensions of the
transformer itself to be kept at a minimum.
The filter used in the high voltage supply, includes the 1,800-ohm field of a dynamic speaker and two 8 mf. 500 -volt filter

condensers. Additional resistance filtering
is used in individual tube element leads
through the circuit. The effectiveness of
this filtering is such that earphones may
be used if desired without annoying A.C.
hum.

Tuning the Receiver
Absolute single control tuning with continuous band -spread over the entire frequency range is one of the unique features
of this set. Such tuning allows full advantage to be taken of the high usable
sensitivity this receiver possesses. It leaves
one hand free to operate the sensitivity or
volume -gain controls so that the dips and
rises in the noise -level may be followed as
the microvernier tuning dial is turned.
Thus the operator does not miss those
weak, barely audible, long- distance catches
which are so often passed over.
As an additional aid in DX hunting, and
to permit the reception of C.W. telegraph
signals if desired, a beat- frequency oscillator is included in the circuit coupled to
the suppressor grid of the I.F. amplifier

tube.
The two manual volume controls regulating the I.F. gain and audio amplification respectively, permit great flexibility
and allow the operator to balance the overall gain of the receiver as he chooses in
order to meet varying conditions.
In designing the tuning dial, it was decided that no compromise should be made
with convention. Accurate, easy tuning
and good band -spread over the entire range
were of utmost importance, we believed, in
such a receiver. After all, this set is designed for radio operators and experimenters who want results and appreciate performance more than conventional appel.r-

Please in

A 5%-inch dial, with knife -edge
pointer, and forty -to -one ratio vernier
drive, gives a tuning control which is not
critical on even the highest frequencies
and does not tire the operator by requiring
the concentration necessary for minute ad
ance.

justments. Without doubt this precise, single control tuning is partly responsible for
the unusual DX logs which are being mad,
v

:,b t!

.

Model 3000
List Price
Matches all tubes and all output transformers.
Matches all set field combinations.

$7 5 0

Get one for

Upon deposit of $15.00 with your wholesaler, he
will ship you a Wright- DeCoster Multi -Test

Speaker. He will accept 75 Wright -DeCoster
coupons (packed with all Wright -DeCoster Prod.
uas) as a merchandise credit of $7.50 against
your $15.00 deposit, thus making this Multi 'rest Speaker cost you only $7.50.
For the Amateur Short Wave experimenter this
Model 3000, with its 8" Speaker. is a real boon,
as it is adaptable to any type radio receiver.
Write for complete catalog, dealer's discount
and name of nearest Wright-DeCoster distributor
ube will cooperate with you in every way pos-

sible.
2257

WRIGHT- DeCOSTER, Inc.
University Are.
St. Paul, Minn.

-M.

Export Dept.:
Simons 6 Son Co.
Cable Address: SIMONTRICE_New York.
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Will wind

Patented

Transformers,
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and
Ear phone

Straight

cells
armatures.

Revolution recorder.

14

Speed chanties.

Write for Illustrated Circular and Price.

SUNSHINE NOVELTY CO.
Miami, Florida.

226 S. W. 2nd Ave.,

RACO TRANSCEIVER

V.

METAL TUBES!

YESSIK' -in the new 2tube receiver to be described
in the September Issue... .
Don't miss this article by
George W. Shuart, W2AMN.
The Very Newest Sensation in S -W Receivers!
11 011
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INVALUABLE
SHORT WAVE SET BUILDERS

MUST

HAVE THIS BOOK

Clipset -All -Wave Hook -up Board
((.Vllilnrlr<I fi-VIII. )11/,' Ytlo)
view of the socket.

For instance, let us
examine the underside of a 5 -prong tube
which may be part of a circuit you're
building. Starting with the left heater
prong as No. 1, and continuing around in

circuit assemblies it is important to have
proper labeling of the various parts and
connection terminals. The sockets are
marked according to the R.C.A. number
system, giving the underside or wiring

SHORT WAVE

COIL BOOK
emANNIAN.A.A.A.INANN

The Triplex "2"
as wired with the
Clip -Set. The actual work of wiring up a set can
he done in a few
minutes by simply following the
diagram her ewith. No soldering required.

Short Wave Coil Data
for Every Conceivable
Short Wave Receiver
ANT

RADIO PURI (CATIONS

GRID CLIP
FOR

If

FOR the first time, it is now
possible for the experimenter and short wave enthusiast to obtain the most exhaustive
data on short wave coil winding
information that has ever appeared in print.
As every experimenter who has
ever tried to build a short wave set

knows only too well by experience.
the difference between a good and
poor receiver is usually found in
the short wave coils. Very often
you have to hunt through copies of
magazines, books. etc., to find the
information you require. The present data has been gotten up to
obviate all these difficulties.
Between the two covers of this
book you now find every possible bit
of information on coil winding that
has appeared in print during the
past two years. Only the most modern "dope" has been published here.
No duplication. Illustrations galore, giving not only full instructions how to wind coils, but dimenions, sizes of wire,
, how to
plot them, by means of which any
coil for any particular short wave
set can be figured In advance, as to
number of turns, size of wire, spacing, etc.
There has never been such data

published in such easy accessible
form as this.
Take advantage of the special
offer we are making today, as due
to increasing costa, there is no question that the price will increase
noon.

RADIO PUBLICATIONS
97 Ht1DSON STREET
NEW YORK, N.Y.

36
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.25-MEG
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1
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ISO MMF.
O.1-MF.
0.1-MEO

A 2 -tube
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.et
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BANOSPREAO
CONE/ (USE OPTIONAL)

APIA

REGEN

CONTROL

Us-

impedance -

CUndenser - re -

sistance coupling.
This hook -up
gives very good

quality, thanks to
the type of coupling employed.

ICI
/11YWWWW

e -85
Radio Publications
Hudson Street.
New York. N. Y.
('lease send immediately. your Short Wave Coil Book. fur
which t emb>re L c herewith (coin, C. S. stamps or money
order acceptable). ' Hook Is to be scull. prepaid to mo.

97

Name
I

Address....

TA.

TUNING
COMO.

CUT and State
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writing advertisers
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BANDSPREAD
(USE OPTIONAL)
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clockwise direction, the plate becomes
the cathode No. 4
and the right -hand heater No. 5. Now, to
locate the grid connection for this tube
on the composite socket (assuming that
this tube has no cap on top) it is merely
necessary to look for the designation
"5 -3" since it's a 5 -prong tube and the
grid connection is the third pin according
to the R.C.A. tube chart nun ber system.
Of course, for 5 -prong scree i -grid tubes
a

No. 2, the grid No. 3,

243

the No. 3 pin would be the screen grid,
the control grid being on top.

This Hook-Up Board sure does allow
speed. In order to satisfy ourselves on
this point, we called in a short -wave fan
and asked him to construct a simple two tube regenerative circuit using type 30
tubes. Working casually, (for he did not
know he was being timed) it was no more
than thirty minutes before he had it completed, checked, hooked to batteries and
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Fans.

ALL-WAVE

RECEIVER

YOURS

'.STA.

TUNING
CONO.

BANDSPREAD

t

(USE OPTIONAL)

ARN

REGEN
CONTROL

for /hc Asking

8+

(I) -FREE NEW CATALOG of Condensers,
Transformers. Chokes. Sockets and general equip
ment for receiving and transmitting.
12) -SEND IOe for New 32 -page Manual of most
popular Short -Wave Receivers, with Illustrations.
diagrams and parts lists.

250V

2.5V
AC
DC

A-

Address Dept. SW -8

HAMMARLUND MANUFACTURING CO.,
424 -438 W. 33rd

St.. New York.
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Radio,
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PRODUCTS
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Spread"
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WHEN BETTER AERIALS ARE MADE
LYNCH WILL MAKE THEM...
AND OTHERS WILL TRY TO COPY THEM
Write for Free Bulletin on LYNCH
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Noise -Reducing Antennas for Home. Auto Use.
ARTHUR H. LYNCH. INC., 227 Fulton St., N.Y.
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DATAPRINTS
Just the
'-,,; ÍCONSTRUCTION

,,,

Information
You Need
To Build

f

,'
a

/

I

Tricks with Tesla and Ondin Colle..__. -._._
TRANSFORMER DATA
k.w. 20.000 -volt transformer data, 110 -volt.
1
60 -cycle primary. Suitable for operating 3 ft.
(ladin cull
V. k.w. 15,000 -volt transformer data. 110 -volt,
60 -cycle primary.
Suitable for operating 8, h Rodin eau
o is Welding Transf. 12 K.W. 110 Vt. Prim.
Vt. Sec. Other See. Vt. data given.)
,i ion Coils -1 to 12 Inch spark data
l
ARTIFICIAL FEVER Apparatus
(Low. Medium & High Power Data Otan)

I``t?L
e

a

t`

e

f
1

,

ii

v

N.N.

..

Metal

S'2,

1

-312

(Na -Alit).

Sa

to

Approx.
Approx.
Approx.

1 (or 5 to 1) audio transformer.
30 small Fahnestock clips.
20 medium Fahnesbæk clips.

10

double Fahnestock clip:.

1- wooden baseboard (Ig" thick). See blueprint.
1- aluminum front panel (r " thick). See blueprint.
2 -3" tuning dials
(Na-Ai(1).

2- Bakelite

knobs (Ns -Al(1).
Miscellaneous hardware, wire, etc.

"Super" Does the Work
of 8 Tubes
207)

0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50

0.50

Bottom

0.50

the

0.50
0.50
0.75

view of

-tubes =
receiver.

5

8

Dia.

Cale 50c extra

"Trig"

Scales.

-

or
Recorda
Voice
an steel wire by magnetism.
Code can be recorded "fast"
translated
..slow."
and
Construction
data (special)
$0.50

bouse

0.50
0.50
0.50
0.50

Electric Bell circuits
Publia Address System
Electric, Mime ringer; Me any clock._...20

part of the job is very important and must
carefully. Many set builders
are not equipped with test oscillators, so
the method outlined is about the easiest
way of aligning the I.F. stages.
The I.F. transformers have been peaked
at the factory at 456 kc. the primary condenser of the first I.F. transformer should
not be touched. Insert the 150 -meter coils
in their respective sockets and switch on the
current. A signal from some station on the
band will be heard. Start with the secondary condenser of the first I.F. transformer
be done very

and tune for maximum volume.

MAGNET COIL DATA
Powerful battery electro- magnet; lift. 40 Ibe...80.10
110 Volt D,e. magnet to lift 25 Ibos
0.50
110 Vult D.C., 300 lb., Lift electromagnet
0.50
110 Volt D.C. solenoid; lifts 2 lb. through 1 In 0.50
110 Volt D.C. solenoid, lifts 6 lb. through 1 in 0.50
12 Volt D.C. solenoid, lifts 2 lb. through I In 0.50
A. C. Solenoid. powerful. 110 -volt, 60- cycle
0.50
MOTOR -1 /l6 H.P., 110 volt A.C., 60 cycle
(suitable for driving 12" fan. etc.) -Data
0.50
60 or 1.200 cycle Synchronous motor Data.
0.50
MISCELLANEOUS DATAPRINTS
Treasure Locator
$0.50
Elect rie Refrigerator data
0.50
20 motor circuits- hook -ups ..................... -..._... 0.35
20 practical telephone hook -ups
0.3$
100 merhanlcal movements for inventor.....- . 0.50
Polarized Relay-Ultra Sensitive
0.50
Klectm- medical coil ((ocking coil)
0.50
{Cater- Wheels-Slow to Build and Light your

Now tune
the primary and secondary condensers of
LF.
transformers
order, for
next
two
in
the
maximum volume. After this is done, turn to
sonie part of the band where there is no incoining signal. A frying sound will be heard.
Up to this point the aligning has been done
with the volume control set at maximum.
Turn the volume control until the frying
sound is almost inaudible and start all

over again, tuning for maximum noise.
This second adjustment is critical and
should be done very carefully. An insulated
tool is used to adjust the LI''. transformers
and can be obtained at a nominal cost from
any radio supply store. The set is now
ready for operation. Foreign stations were
received with excellent speaker volume and
any short -wave fan should be highly
pleased with the performance of this 5tube superheterodyne.

$0.50

Send Sketch of Your Problem for Estimate.
(20% off en order fer $3,00 or more. Ni C.O.D.)

The DATAPRINT COMPANY

RAMSEY. N.

J.

I-

Single
vox.

8

condenser, Aerovox.
8

mf)1.

Electrolytic

Condenser,

mfd. Electrolytic Condenser, Aero-

-75 ma. Filter Choke. Kenyon.
1Kenyon Audio Plate Choke (300 to 500
henries).
-456 kc. I.P'., Transformers. Hammarlund.
1- 10,000
-ohm variable potentiometer with
power switch. Electrad.
1- I'ower
Transformer, Kenyon.
-250 -Ohm Resistor
Watt.
-400 -Ohm Resistors, Watt, I.R.C.
1- 1500 -Ohm Resistor Watt, L.R.C.
I.R.C.
I-Ohm Resistor
Watt, I.R.C.
1- 10,000
15.000 -Ohm Resistor
Watt. I.R.C.
1-Ohm Resistor
Watts. I.R.C.
1- 20.000
20,000 -Ohm Resistor
Watt. I.R.C.
150,1)00 -Ohm Resistor
Watt. I.R.C.
1- 100.000 -Ohm Resistor Watt. I.R.C.
1- 300,000 -Ohm Resistor Watt. I.R.C.
1- 500,000 -Ohm Resistor Watt, I.R.C.
21- Megohm Resistor.
-7
-prong tube sockets, Na -Aid.
-6
tube sockets, Na -Aid.
-4 -prong
-prong Tube sockets.
-Aid.
-Set of Five Tubes, (2A7,Na2117,
58. 2A5. 80)
R.C.A. Radiotran.
I -8 -inch Rola Dynamic Speaker with 1250 ohm field coil.
x14'_ Chassis, lilan.
I--95
Antenna
1

3

1

1

2

1

1

1

I
2

1
1

1

1

1

2
2
4
1

1

Ground Strip, Na-Aid.

-Phone jack.

Na -Aloi.
-3!
: -inch Airplane -type
4Control knobs.
1
1

-6

Tuning Dial, Crowe.

ft. electric curd and plug.
2 -Dozen .z-inch bolts and nuts.
1

Barranquilla Station Now Sending
Verification Cards

mmf. Variable Trimmer Condenser.
mmf. Variable Trimmer Condenser.
0
mf. By-pass condensers.
1 -.2
mf. By -pass condenser.
1 -25 mf. 35 -volt Cartridge Condenser, Aerovox.
4 -100 most Mica condensers. Aerovox.
2 -.01 mf. condensers, Aerovox.

SHORT -WAVE fans who have logged
HJ1ABB, Barranquilla, Colombia, shortwave station which has been in contact
with W2XAF, G. E. station, on various
two -way programs, will be glad to know
the South American station is now verifying reception of its programs. Letters
should be addressed to Elias Pellet, in
charge of HJ1ABB.

2

Electrically.,$05
"Rewinding" Small Motor Armatures
0.50
"ENGINEERING SERVICE BY MAIL"

-.006 mf.
1Double
Aerovox.
1

(Na-

Tricks" fer LODGES and

How to Fry }Jtgs on Cake of lee

Lock Bea 322

C6 (Bud).
(Bud).
grid -leak; R2

Rt

Price $1.50.

Multiplies and Divides. but has no

"Eieetrleal
PARTIES

5 -Tube

(Aero-

R3.

-30 ohm rheostat; RS (Electrad).
3 -Na -Alit 4 -5 -6 -prong composite sockets; Sl,
1

0.50

tangents and cotangents of all ngles ; also logs of
Approved
numbers.
Adda and subtracts fractions.
colleges.
10' Dia. 27' Scale " Special" Rule. $2.75.

20

20

1

J

This rule solves any problem in multiplication. division,
subtraction. and i.mport inn; it also
roda and powers of numhere, sines, rosin...

TELEGRAPHONE
"Code" signals

I--y430,000to ohm megohm
potentiometer; RI
variable

CS

for grid -leak (Aerovox).
one watt resistors;

megohm,

(Lynch).

MIDGET

.11

XI` :/11

' '' " lier
%

variable mica dielectric condenser;

(ICA).

-yl

SLIDE
RULE

Ni,
`

C4

-100 mmf. fixed mica condenser;
vox I.
1 -0.02
mf. fixed tubular condenser:
1

(

2

r(1 futur page

20

'.'

mmf. variable condensers; Cl, C2 (Hammerlon(' Star type).
variable condenser; C3 (Hammar-

-35 mmf.
lund).
1 -35 mmf.
1

Acrnvu x 1.

1- holder

0.50

Iuil

'!

2-140

Electrical
Apparatus

1

TESLA OR OUDIN COILS
Dataprint containing data fer constructing
this 3 It. spark Oudin -Tesla coil. Requires
R.W. 20.000 volt transformer as "exciter "; $a
see Ilst below. Includes condenser data. . .
X
inch spark, data for building. including condenser data: requires 'a K. W. 15,000 volt
transformer; see list below
VWlella type, blab frequency coil data; 110
cult A.C. or II,C. type; I" spark ; used for
-Motet ray treatments and "E»perlments'
110w to operate Oudin colt from a vacuum tube
oscillator
inch spark Tesla coil: operates on Ford Ig3
nition troll
110 volt A.C. "Klck3 inch spark Rodin coil;

i

percolating beautifully. So you see, the
Hook -Up Board is a decided asset and
should be constructed by every radio experimenter.
LIST OF ¡'ARTS

1

1
1

LIST OF l'ARTS
-Sets standard 4 -prong plug -in

coils.

merlon)] ; Bud.)
mmf. Tuning condenser, Ham -

Ald (Ham
-2merlond.
gang 140

-50
-35

-.I

Please mention

SHORT WAVE CRAFT

when writing advertisers
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High- Lights on the "HRO" Receiver
l(

le

ti

i, -,,,

Learn CODE

!,a,,, 21:1)

and

cluding the many broadcast bands in
which numerous short -wave "foreign" stations can be received. By merely turning
the adjustment in the back of the receiver, it is possible to switch from calibrated amateur band coverage to general
coverage, without disturbing in any way
the calibration of the receiver.
The meter shown in the upper left -hand
corner of the receiver is known as the

"S"

Herman Kahn of the Leeds Radio Co.,
N.Y., makes a comparison of the new National HRO with the National SCR58 at
the "Hotel New Yorker" station. The HRO
is on the right.
genious design of the mechanism the
dial can be spun around at a very rapid
speed. By merely giving it a sharp twist
it will continue to rotate by itself so that
it is a very simple matter to tune from
the one end of the range of the dial to
the other.
This receiver has four high frequency
tuned circuits, necessitating the use of
four tuning condensers and four inductors
or coils if you prefer. These four inductors are enclosed in a single unit which is
inserted through the front panels. Inside
of this housing are the complete set of
coils, the necessary padding, and tracking condensers, in fact, everything associated with each tuning circuit, except the
main tuning condensers.
They are designed so that they can be
adjusted at the factory and never need
be readjusted, allowing truly single control tuning minus the usual padding and
trimming condensers commonly located
on the panel of most present -day sets.
On each plug -in indicator assembly are
two charts, one showing the general coverage of the unit and another showing the
curve of the amateur band. Each assembly is calibrated and by referring to the
chart the set can be tuned to any par-

ticular frequency with an astonishing degree of accuracy. The interesting part of
these plug -in inductors is that the same
assembly is used for the amateur hands

meter.

and EASILY at HOME
CANDLER original SCIENTIFIC SOUND METHOD

records the signal
strength according to the new R -S -T system used in the general amateur communication. By merely pushing a button located underneath the meter it is possible
to read strength of an incoming signal
at any time.
Before we become carried away too far
by the excellent engineering design of
this receiver, we had better say a few
words regarding its operation and performance. When first operating this receiver, one gets the impression that the
amateur bands are not at all crowded, at
least nowhere near as much as one would
ordinarily expect. However, a careful check
showed that the band was just as crowded
as ever, but the extreme selectivity permitted by the crystal and the ease with
which stations are tuned in and separated
from one another with the unusual vernier
dial was responsible for our first impression.
Weak foreign stations could be pulled
in with excellent volume and clarity even
though they were only a kilocycle or
separated from a very powerful local station. From time to time we returned to a
given station to find that it was in exactly
the same position on the dial each time,
showing that there was no back -lash in
the dial mechanism and absolutely no instability or creepage whatsoever in any of
the tuned circuits.
When the set is used in the nonspread
adjustment there is still 20 percent more
hand -spread than found in the National
FB7A with band- spread coils! And it is
really a pleasure to tune in some of the
foreign stations such as those located in
Germany, Italy, and France, and many
other countries, with excellent volume and
tone quality.
We found this set not the least bit fussy
in any respect and absolutely simple to
operate. After a few minutes at the controls, even an inexperienced short -wave
fan was able to tune in more foreign stations than he had ever heard on the air

-
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Please mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when

FREE -New

1935 BOOK OF FACTS
for Amateurs and Conti Op,
just off the press. Send for It
to.lay.
Explains everything.
Whether you want to learn
CCDE or develop Championship Speed, It will be valuable to you.

CANOLER

CANDLER SYSTEM Co.
WAN Ave.,

DNA. $-S ISM S.

B00Kb,FACTS
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WORLD FAMOUS.,
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INTERNATIONAL DX
-Tube AC-DC All-Wave

EXCELLENT
FOREIGN
RECEPTION
Mr. Georg, is Quill. 630 -6th
-., San Francisco.
nrote us Apr I. 21. 1935: I re,
the International
DS radio and am more than pltestd. as I receive
JVN Tokyo, C[1H pavana. etc. Mr. Van B. tones.
51:10 Pleasant Iton Blvd_ Indianapolis, untie April 27.
1935: The International DS is sure a One Hit. I
le end Europe. Ada, South Amer.

ni
.

lea, etc.

It's the finest complete kit

you can

buy, contains all parts for the set
und potter supply. tith built -in
220 meters and

detailed ,llagramJ
Extras: Wiring.... ... $1.75
MM. 76 and 12A7
tubes

Sensitivity control
Phone -outlet

2.25

www.americanradiohistory.com

only
ly
O

Metal cabinet
Broadra.t cull

$1.95
,

50o,

It. cull 1200- 1;001. 1.25
0.50 L.W. roll 1000- 2000.. 1.25
Send Ge for circular. 25e for diagram
International DX battery model, prbed as above. Hits
available from 1- to 5 -tube.
1.00

2

{EXPERIMEf1TAL RADIO LABS}
16$

WO58IRGTOR STREET nEW VODK A.Y.

-

finished to match
the ALL STAR

SIT.

Our low Price

$395
We do not supply
panel. dial or knobs.
and META I. CABINETS for
ANY MAHE ItE.CEIVF.It. Send dran tage blue print
or rise 1'011111k lie tiei Option for estimate.
Dealers and Jobbers: Write for special prices.
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KORROL MFG. CO., Inc.

Dept. 11-11
NEW YORK CITY

RADI
GREENWICH ST.

O

ENGINEERING,

broadcasting, aviation and pollee radio. .enldng, mat radio telegraph1 and telephony, Mons telegraphs
and railway accounting taught thoroughly.
Engineer ins course of nine month.' duration equivalent to three
All expenses low. Catayears of college radio work.
log free.

writing
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.t rah hinge Cover

The judges will be the Editors of SHORT
WAVE CRAFT, and Clifford E. Denton, who
will also serve on the examining board. Their
findings will be final.

New York City.
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ClI.t\IPIONS'

the
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SHORT WAVE CRAFT.
98 Park Place,

yro

CABINETS

tying.

Editor,
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Behind."

1

Address your entries to:

`I

to

33'01311S
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for ALL STAR SR. & JR.

not have more than five tubes and -tube acts
featuring one of the new "twin -element' tubes
are in great demand. Let's see "YOUR" idea
of an Ultra- Modern 1 -Tube Set!
Sets must he sent PREPAID and should be
CAREFULLY. PACKED in a WOODEN box)
The closing date for each contest is sixty
days preceding date of issue (Aug. 1 for the
Octo!er issue, etc.). In the event of a "tie"
an equal prize will be paid to each contestant
so

t

QUICKLY

THOUSANDS of BEST and FASTF:s`.
Amateurs oud Commercial Operators In
been trainee) by Original CANDLER Son:
Method in past 24 years.
It SII'ST 1:1
ItIr.1 IT.
Ask any Skilled Operator: A-

before!

$20.00 Prize Monthly for Best Set
Using 1 or More Tubes
THE Editors are looking for some "brand new" Receiving Circuits USING BUT ONE
TUBE. The tube must be a standard one and
any type tube can be used. The new multi element tubes provide Short -Wave "Fans" with
almost limitless opportunities. Send along your
set-or a circuit diagram and 200 word description for opinion as to acceptability.
The Editors offer a $20.00 monthly prize for
the best short -wave receiver submitted. If your
set does not receive the monthly prize the Editors will pay space rates for any articles accepted and published.
You had better write the "S -W Contest
Editor," giving him a short description of the
set and diagram, BEFORE SHIPPING THE
ACTUAL SET, as it will save time and expense
all around. A $20.00 prise will be paid each
month for an article describing the best shortwave receiver, converter, or adapter. Set should

QUICKLY

for general short -wave coverage in-

School established

1574.

Dodge's Institute, Turner St., Valparaiso, Ind.

a dvertisers
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When To Listen In

A. C.

By M.

ELECTRICAL POWER
from a Windmill, from ay.ui.dlle Waterpower. fr,m your
Automobile, front your Motorcycle, from your Bicycle, Foot pedals or Handcrank Ifir transportable Radio Transmitters.
Strong Flm. Il ights, Advertising Signal: do you nani to
operate AC Radio seta from :12 V. IW farm light systems:
operate two generators Jr serica to get 200 V. AC: obtain
two phase ami three ph,: OC.
.

Cet Our

Westinghouse
200

Watt,

110 V.

Schedules in Eastern Standard Tinte

HONGKONG
THE new Hongkong station mentioned
last month as ZBW is really ZEK.
The long wave broadcast station at Hongkong is called ZBW and as ZEK relays
this station the call ZBW is frequently
heard from this station; ZEK is announced infrequently. This station is also
authorized to operate on the following
frequencies if it desires: 5410 kc. (55.45

met.); 6090 kc, (49.26 nlet.); 11740 kc.
(25.55 met.); and 15190 kc. (19.75 met.).
At present it continues to operate on
8750 kc. We have 2 different schedules of
operation for this station. One says 6 -9
a.m. daily and the other is 3 -7 a.m. on
Mon. and Thurs., 6 -10 u.m. on Tues., Wed.,
and Fri., and 6 -11 a.m. on Sat. and daily

Al

Power Generator
for
S,gnal Cotos
Manufactured

All

Harvey Gernsback

U. S.

11:30 p.m.-1:15 a.m.

SPECIFICATIONS

(.p12.1.4

with each generator,
supply a Set or
diagram-blue prints and s instructions abetting twenty -fire different uses. technical Information. elev!rival Imok ups and Installing explanations. we also Include a set of lour replacement carbon brushes.

FREE

There Are Over 25 Applications
Some of which area

A.C. Dynamo lighting from eight to ten 20 Watt 110
Volt lamps. Short Nave Transmitter supplying 110 Volta
AC for operating "Ham- tranantilter. Limiting 110 V.
AC GO Cycle Radio Receiver In 1W diatrlrta. Motor Genstar. Public Address Syalems. Elwirir Sirens on motor
boats yachts, etc. Camp Lighting. Short wave artificial
'fever' apparatus. Telenir loir I'elnm ts'atenrhseI for
lighting or other purposes. Airplane: for lighting strong
search lights or electric signs. Laboratory work, etc. etc.,
Generator, as described. Including four rertrbon brushes.
Blue -print and aP

90

1vemi Drag
Instruct

Send $2.00 deposit balance C.O.D.
Shipping weight 18 lbs.
(Replacement carbon brushes bought separate $1.50 per
set of four. Set or instructions bou tut separate $1.00.)

MONEY -RACK GCAR.ANTK:F
DO NOT WRITE FOR CATALOG

WELLWORTH TRADING COMPANY

560 W. Washington Blvd.. Chicago, Ill.
1 :11r1n.rd you will find my remittance of
please sold me

O

SW -8-35

for which

westinghmise Power Generator by Express toiled
or balance C.O.D.

Name
Address

City

State

STOPPANI COMPASS
A Precision
Instrument made in
Belgium. l' n r
chased by the U.

Government
at more than
S.

$30.00 each.
Ideal for Radio

Experimenters Laboratory, also may
be used

as a

Ruby,

Jeweled,

/; alvanometer
for detecting
electric cdrents
in radio circuits.

solid bronze, 4
inches square, fitted in

a

hardwood case.

Our price prepaid $4.50 each
Gold Shield Products Co.,

17

West 60th St., N. Y. City

10:45 a.m.-12 noon.

Trans. 4 (Part I): On GSB and GSD
from 12:15 till about 3:45 p.m. GSI
(15,260 kc.) is used experimentally as the
third wave from 12:15 -2:15 p.m., and GSL
(6,110 kc.) from 2:30 p.m. till the end
of Part I of this transmission.
Part II on GSF and GSB from about 4
p.m. till 5:45 p.m. (Sundays till 4:40
p.m.). Transmission 5 on GSC and GSD
from 6 -8 p.m. GSF may replace one of
these. Transmission 6 is now on a daily
basis: GSC and GSD from 10 -11 p.m.,
daily.

JAVA

JAPAN
As many of our readers have probably

110srNra- Aluminum (Diameter ey in. Length -At(
SHAFT -T 3 /1e in. (driving end, Diameter 9/1a in. ,.h. ....1 ie
ilrraded for diet re of 1 in
NASE -Caul Inn, (L,.ngtl.7v in. Ilri[ht 1a
a /1tì in.
With
OUTPUOUTPUT-MO
Wan 110 Volt. AC
ed 4áW 12.1. A1.1.1 STATORS -Tau
o North and
o. Hooto
1(01 00(-12 tooth inducnu.
Ñeilt
1.[.
Rot
n loth
..
4 w -N a 11.P. needed tu not [ ..amore

12:1:1 -_:15 a.m. after July 27.
Tran. 2: On GSG and GSH 6 -7:30 a.m.,
and on GSG and GSF from 7:30 -8:45 a.nt.
(on Sundays this program starts at 6:30
a.m.) Trans. 3: On GSG and GSF from
9.10:45 a.m., and on GSF and GSE from

learned from newspaper dispatches Japan
started to send out a daily "American
Hour" on short waves on June 1. This
program lasts about one hour (8:30 to
9:30 E.S.T.) and at the start was radiated
on JVH, 14,600 kc. (20.55 met.). However
severe code interference ruined reception
so it is probably that a shift has been
made to another wave by now. JVH has
a power of 20 kw. and is one of the numerous JV stations at Nazaki, Japan. Frequencies of 10,660 and 7,M0 kc. are also
used, if transmission on the 14.6 m.c. band
is unsatisfactory.

GERMANY
The German station continues on the
same schedule as lust month. On several
afternoons in late May, DJB on 15,200
kc. was heard relaying the regular African zone broadcast. DJB was using its
North America beam antenna and the
announcer said "Hello Africa and North
America." He especially requested reports
from listeners in North America. It may
be that by July this station will operate
regularly at this hour (12 noon -4:30 p.m.).
Signal strength on these tests about R8.

CARACAS
YV2RC at Caracas on 6112 kc. has now
increased its power to 1 kw. and is being
heard much better. It is now sending
special programs in English to various
short -wave clubs in this country. This
station now sends out a regular "veri."

HAITI

The station at Port Au Prince, Haiti, in
the West Indies can operate in either
the 25, 31, or 49 meter broadcast bands
and has been heard testing at different
times in all three. It has three calls, one
for each band -HH2R, HH2S, and HH2T.

The new 10 kw. short -wave broadcaster
in Java is located at Tandjongpriok. It
can operate on 3 different waves; 3040
kc. (98.08 met.), 6040 kc. (49.67 met.),
and 6120 kc. (49.2 met.) (same as YDA at
Bandoeng). 3040 kc. used so far and 49
meter band shortly. Operated by N.I.R.O.M.

GENEVA
The League of Nations' station in Switzerland is now sending a regular program
to Asia each Monday from 3:15 -3:30 a.m.
on 13,!50 kc. (16.26 ;net.). Call HBO.

GREAT NEWS!
WALTER C. DOERLE

!

-

originator of the now world famous "Doel'le Circuit"
has prepared 6 articles for
SHORT WAVE CRAFT.
The First will appear in

the

NEXT ISSUE

It will describe:

-

-

"Foreign Stations" S -W

Receiver
A 2- Tuber-and involves a
"brand -new" principle of
simplified construction, the
total cost of the set being
about $1.50.

RCA Institutes Announce
2 New

DAVENTRY
Daventry is planning to rebuild its 2
Courses
present transmitters into one transmitter
THE Srh nul 1i C.nnn, rra irnt inn Ft'npiwith double the present power and to
veerin1 of RCA Iostit "tes announces
construct 2 additional transmitters with the addition of two courses in communiabout double the power of the present cations subjects to the Evening School
units. When completed there will be 3 curriculum.
high -powered transmitters operating siThe courses, two in number, each have
multaneously. The width of the beam sent 60 hours of lecture and 48 hours of labout by the directional antennas at Day - oratory work. The first, Vacuum Tubes,
entry is now about 68 degrees. The new is devoted to the subject which its name
transmitters will utilize new aerials trans- implies and covers applications of the
mitting a directional beam with a width of vacuum tube as an amplifier, detector,
40 degrees. Thus a much more intense and oscillator.
signal will be concentrated on a smaller
Circuit Elements is the title of the
area. When the new plant is completed second of the courses. This unit is a study
(it will probably take a year or so) the of the behavior of inductance, caiacireception from this already excellent sta- tance, and resistance, individually and in
tion should be greatly improved. At pres- various combinations at the frequencies
ent Daventry has borrowed a third trans- commonly encountered in communicamitter and is experimentally transmitting tions work.
on 3 waves simultaneously during part
While both of these courses have been
one of transmission four. At pres_.nt the taught for the last three terms in
following arrangements are in effect with Day School, they are being offered the
the English station. Trans. 1: On GSB the first time in the Evening School for
beand GSD from 11:30 p.m :1:30 a.m. (till ginning with the 1935 Fall Term.

Please mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when

writing advertisers
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Vacuum Tube Voltmeter and
Power Supply
By L. H. Stantz
on the plate of the 37 may be very acSW
37 R 3 0tLi
curately adjusted so the tube will draw
® MEG
`
25Z5
any desired amount of current (with no
bias). R2 is across the C supply so the
1
bias on the 37 may be carefully adjusted
Ctf
to any voltage within the limits of the
rectifier.
C2, Ll, C3 and C4, L2, C5, are voltage
supply filters for the B and C voltages re250 '
spectively.
OHMS
The filaments of the tubes are lighted di.
rectly from the A.C. line by putting a 250 11.1 k2
ohm resistor in series with them.
C4
SS
MEG
R1'
Before putting the instrument into op1DMEGS
eration, insert the voltmeter in the circuit
(1.3.45BuF 1.1.123OH CL2
A.C.
and put R2 and R3 to the cathode ends.
Now turn on the A.C. After the filaments
Simple Hook -Up of V.T. Voltmeter
are thoroughly heated, adjust R3 so that
the 37 draws an easily read amount of
current. Note this reading very carefully.
set. R2 to the opposite end thus apFROM the number of V.T. voltmeters Now
full bias on the 37 and apply to the
that have appeared in radio periodicals plying
posts, the voltage to be measured.
during the last ten years, one would gath- input
Leave
SW. open for A.C. measurements
er that they were a much -used instrument and closed
for D.C. measurements.
and from the complicated design of some
Now move R2 back till the tube draws
you would imagine its purpose was to measure the intensity of a static wave from the aforementioned amount of current. The
Mars after it had bounced off the Heavi- reading on the voltmeter will be the same
as the voltage applied tat the input. An
side layer three and a half times!
I have used numerous V.T. voltmeters accuracy of ± 1 percent is easily attained
A.C. measurements. The error is someand have seen many more. I have taken for
greater on D.C. circuits where a high
the good points of them and added a few what
is shunted by the V.T. voltmeter.
kinks of my own to make a good instru- resistance
that the error would only be 3 percent
ment. The accuracy of the instrument has At
when measuring the voltage across the
in nowise been adversely effected by the 300,000
-ohm resistance. If high accuracy
fact that it is A.C.-operated, has only two is desired
voltmeter and milliammeter
variables, reads voltages directly, is un- must have the
scales that can be accurately
effected by tube variations, needs, no caliread.
bration, and is easy and cheap to build.
As a word of warning, operating inThe diagram is self- explanatory to the structions should be carefully followed, othinitiated experimenter and service -man, but erwise, slight complications may be experian explanation would not be amiss as any- enced such as a blocking of the 37 grid
one can build it who can join a wire to a circuit or a burned -out meter.
socket and anyone can operate it who can
This may sound like a more or less comturn a knob and read a meter.
plicated process but it is by far the simAs will be seen from the diagram the plest device of its kind I have ever used.
25Z5 acts as two separate rectifiers in Once the filaments are heated I can measseries that is, the negative leg of the plate ure any voltage from 1 to 100 volts, A.C.
supply and the positive leg of the bias or D.C., in 15 seconds and you can do the
supply are common. Each circuit is inde- same before you use it half a dozen times.
I am sure that anyone that builds this
pendent of the other so the bias in nowise
depends upon the current through the tube. instrument will be more than pleased with
As R3 is across the B supply, the potential its simplicity and accuracy.
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EXPERIENCED MEN
BfiabJo6i
911

.

S. Q. NOEL
PALS.

RI

Piezo- Electric Phones

FIST

NATIONAL relEVLSION. INC.

"Every qualified man I train puts in actual
hours at my 1,000 Watt Commercial Radio
Station! When you have completed my training course, you arc
d radio and television
expert-ready to step into the BIG PAY class!
You have had actual experience behind you in
genuine radio broadcasting work which gives
you preference in any radio job. The hours you
spend in my ultra -modern, "HiFidelity" coos.
merciai station W9XBY and my licensed tele.
vision experiment station W9XAL mean dollars
to you. Never before have you been offered so
great an opportunity! Tune in on "Hi- Fidelity'
Station W9XBY -1530 kilocycles.

government operator's license is a pass.
port tó a real job with a future! My audents qualify for their licenses and get certified service records while learning. FREI:
employment service for life on graduation.
No previous experience needed. Write
today and let me point the way to the
highestpay radio jobs!"
A

s. Q. Noel. Pres. First National Television, Int.

IT

g

D,vnionl

Dep. NIS.Pover and Light Bldg.. Kansas City, Mo
Without obligation, und me postpaid FREE Illus-

trated Folder telling about near npportnmriet in radio
and television. I am 17 years or older.
Age

Name
Address

RESISTOR
SPEC IALISTS

Featuring:
QUIET CARBON
NEW
VOLUME CONTROLS
VITREOUS RESISTORS
TRUVOLT RESISTORS
POWER RHEOSTATS
n

rite Dept. SW -8 for Catalog

Vnrlck 9t, NEW York. N.Y.
THE new Piezo- Electric headphones
have created quite a sensation and we
are pleased to print this sectional drawing CONE
showing the actual construction of one of LEAD
The Famous ea19" Duplex
these remarkable earphones. The case and
World wide
2
in
cap is similar to the usual arrangement, BIMORPH
CRYSTAL
short -name
receiver.
.25
however, it is the inside works of the
Capable
of fore.'gn
Brush type A, piezo-electric headphones
only!
speaker reception!
pian,.
of
piezaelertrir
Sectional View
that are the most interesting.
complete kit with one roll
55e
(No. 296)
.saturas: 19 DUAL tube..._
The drawing clearly shows that the bi4Sr
het of 3 entra roil
morph crystal is used to drive a small cone
45e
Wired and tened add
which measures approximately 1% inches
*... for circular. e tar
Si.
Dept.
N.Y.
C.
St.,
Corilandt
77
RADCO NEW YORK,
unit conin diameter. The crystal driving
sists of Rochelle salt plates on of an inch
square and .010 of an inch thick. The use of
DON'T FORGET!
this type of driving unit or motor tomoney in
QUICK WAY to make.\(dean
gether with the proper construction of the
receiveran
to
produce
small cone makes it possible
demanding men will,
Another "Clipset" Article in
TRAIN
RADIO modern training b.r
earphone which has a very favorable reWITH
service work. New training t le id
sponse from 60 to 10,000 cycles.
service eaunmenoffer .
sa
sd
the next issue!
These phones represent a very high imyou earning almost tit once. Up I , 5 3
pedance so far as earphones usually are
an hour en -y in a abort tinte. Write
concerned and makes it possible to operate
today for FREE book of details.
Radio Tralnina Aaaoelaelon oramenca
them directly from some of the commonly
NOW
S.W.C. 9a
used screen -grid tubes. At 1,000 cycles
Chieste
4513 Ravenswood
ELECTRIFYING
these phones have an impedance of 50,000
THIS
ONLY
FOR
MONTH
new
piezoohms. In order to operate the
the
electric earphones in conjunction with the
Send $1.00 ($1.25 Canada and foreign) and we
will send you SHORT WAVE CRAFT for Eicht
regular vacuum tube it is necessary to have
"CLIPSET!"
months. DO IT NOW.
a simple output network consisting of
and
fixed
either an inductance or a resistor
SHORT WAVE CRAFT
in
circuits
were
shown
Suitable
condensers.
New York
99 -101 Hudson Street
the July issue on page 153.
Please mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when writing advertiser,
175

ELECTRAD
1

I
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t
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Whygamble?-

You Can Join in Round -The -World

INVEST in a

By Ralph Stranger

guaranteed

DOERLE

2 -TUBE BATTERY
RECEIVER
to

15

200

Meters

One of the most popular members of the Doerle Set family.

$765

Employs but two tubes, yet
gives the performance of a set
Uses a
having three tubes.
Less Tubes
tyke 30 as regenerative detecand
tor and a type 19 twin triode
Batteries
(actually 2 tubes in one) as
two stages of resistance -coup.
led audio.
The world - famous reputation
of the entire Doerle line, is behind this remarkable set. Requires two No. 6 dry cells
and two 45 volt "B" batteries for operation.
Will operate a loud speaker on many stations.
Employs a set of four 5 -prong ribbed plug in coils. These coils are interchangeable with
the new 5 -prong bandspread coils. Ship. wt.,
10 lbs. List Price $15.75.

/

No.

5009 -K

Doerle

Kit. inrludine

teries. 1111'11
Set

of

Matched

COI

Battery Reeelver
I, bat leas Tubes and Bat2

-tube

$7.65

l'ltlt'f:

eD

Tubes

$1.00

Metal Cabinet far above ..
.90
set of Bandspread Coils
2.34
No. 5006.K Doerle 3 -tube Battery Receiver KR with
a Coils and Metal Cabinet. lout less Tubes
Ship. wt.. le lbs.
and Batteries.
List

Price-S. 75

$12.40

TOl'It l'Itll'F:

Set of Matched Tubes
$1.90
We will wire and test any of these kits at an additional
charge of $1.50.
125 -1 Ratio Bandspread Dial for the 3 -tube set $1.75 antra

RADIO TRADING CO.

101

-A Hudson St.

N. Y. C.

Research
THE world at large knows very little of
what is going on in hundreds of laboratories throughout the world, and it knows
still less of the many problems that are
worrying the modern scientists, problems
that are as complex as their solutions are
elusive. Scientists, for instance, are trying
to solve problems that involve the exploration of the upper reaches of our atmosphere; problems in connection with the
propagation of wireless waves. They have
been probing the stratosphere and the ionosphere from the ground by sending up wireless waves and catching them on their return. And they have discovered many
things that were suspected but never
proved.
Thus they discovered that the sun's radiations change the electrical properties of the
atoms that are to be found high above the
earth's surface, and that ultra -violet rays
and electrified particles ejected by the sun
are causing what is known as ionization or
electrification of these atoms, with the result that there are vast layers of free electrons which are constantly moving to and
fro, layers which with their constantly
changing configuration and thickness form
spherical shells around our planet.
Of such layers two are known. One of
them which is to be found at an average
height of sixty -five miles above the earth's
surface is called the Kennelly -Heaviside
layer and is held responsible for sending
back to earth long and medium wireless
waves that have been sent upwards. In
other words, the Kennelly- Heaviside layer
reflects long and medium waves.
The second layer is called the Appleton
layer, named after its discovered Professor
E. V. Appleton, F.R.S., of King's College,
London. The average height of this ionized
layer is about 150 miles above the surface
of the earth.
It has been found that the Appleton layer
is responsible for reflection of short wanes,
i.e., waves below 100 metres.

is a beautiful dark walnut cabinet for your "Browning 35" receiver.
The accompanying photo clearly shows the
modern design and relative size of the cabinet. The opening in front is just the right
size for the Browning receiver, which can
be mounted into it with a minimum of effort. Besides being a beautiful piece of
furniture this cabinet serves also as a convenient mounting place for the dynamic
speaker, supplied with it, which otherwise
would have to be housed in a separate cabinet. It is finished in dark walnut with the
face edges of the base and top in black wal

he

Is

See page 254

Lapel Button, made in bronze, gold tl
35e
filled. not plated, prepaid
Lapel Button, like one described above,erl00
v'L
but in solid gold. prepaid

nut, creating a very effective contrast that
is further enhanced by the rounded corners
and modern grille work.

FEDERATED SHORT -WAVE
ENGINEERS
A group of Texarkana
short -wave
"Fans" have organized the Federated
Short- Ware Engineers, an organization to
which any person of any age and owning
any type of radio equipment is eligible. I
have been reading Short Ware Craft since
about 1932 and I think it is a grand magazine.-,famtes F. Halsey, Pres. Federated
Short -Wave Engineers, 92:l East 5th St.,
Texarkana, Ark.

-

Cet YOUR Share of
$400 in Prizes!

In order that fellow members of the LEAGUE may be
able to recognize each other when they meet, we have
designed this button, which is sold only to members
and which will give you a professional appearance.
it you are a member of the LEAGUE. you
cannot afford to be without this insignia of
your membership. It Is sold only to those
belonging to the LEAGUE and when you see
on another, you can be certain that
member.

After all, wireless waves are electromagnetic waves of the saute nature as light
waves. The latter reach us from the sun
without hindrance provided our skies are
not overclouded. The light waves have a
very small wavelength. It is not improbable, therefore, that the smaller wireless
wavelength may be able to penetrate the
ionized layers which blanket space from
the longer wavelengths.
And there is another thing which, although still a great mystery, supports to
some extent the assumption that under certain circumstances wireless waves may
penetrate both the Kennelly -Heaviside and
the Appleton layers.
A Norwegian engineer, Dorgan Hals, discovered that some short wave signals produced echoes. In other words, the same
signal is heard again after some delay. He
communicated his discovery to Professor
Carl Stormer of the Oslo University, who
immediately inaugurated a series of special tests in order to check up on Hals.

SERVICE MEN

IDENTIFY THEMSELVES WITH THE
ORGANIZATION

a

space.

Cabinet for "Browning 35"
HERE

Short Wave League Members

it

This explains, then, the reasons why
wireless waves which have been projected
upwards have returned back to earth and
have been detected at considerable distances, especially in the case of short waves.
In view of the existence of these electrified layers it looks as if the hopes of
many optimistic people who were expecting one day to receive messages from Mars
(providing that there are living beings on
Mars, and also provided that if they exist
their mental processes are of the same
order as our own so that we could exchange
intelligent signals), are dashed to the
ground.
But, still, they need not despair as yet,
because no one has yet found that wireless
waves of the order of ten metres and less
are reflected by either of the layers. So it
looks as if some of the waves can go
through and escape into the interplanetary

Neat appearing cabinet designed by
Wright -DeCoster engineers. (No. 297.)

Please mention SHORT WAVE CRAFT when

RADIO -CHAI. i' for August contains
Rules and complete information concerning
a special contest, open to EVERY
Service
Man, to determine just what test equipment is required in order to service radio
.sets with least labor and greatest speed.
"The Ideal Radio Service Shop" is the
title of the contest. It costs nothing
to
enter the contest, yet YOU may be the
one to walk away with a cathode -ray eacillograph. volt- ohmmeter, service oscillators,
de luxe set analyzer. vacuum -tube voltmeter. multimeter and free- reference -point
tester, or one of a half -dozen of the thousand -page
Consolidated
Official
Radio
Service Manuals!
The contest opened on June I, and closes

Aug. 15, 1935.

writing advertisers
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He also heard echoes and soon Professor of reflector of wireless waves.
Stornier in Norway, Dr. Van der Pol in
What of the forty seconds'
This
Holland and Professor Appleton in London means a journey of 7.4. 10,000 delay?
miles, with
were investigating this highly fascinating the reflecting medium being situated
at
half
problem. Very soon the tests gave what that distance, i.e., 3,720,000 miles.
is considered as indisputable evidence of the
What can there be in space, at that disexistence of echoes.
tance, that would reflect wireless waves?
Further tests carried out in different
I think you will agree with me that the
parts of the world established the fact that problem is highly fascinating. It
fascinated
some of the echoes are subject to long de- nie all right! I studied every bit of evilay (in one case the time interval between dence I could lay my hands on. and during
the original signal and the echo proved to these studies I realized one thing.
be as long as forty seconds! ), and for this
Up to that time some
a dozen labreason they were called echoes of long de- oratories were working onhalf
the problem and
lay.
all they could do was to study the phenomThose of my readers who are familiar enon in their immediate
neighborhood.
with reception on short waves have no
I then and there imagined thousands of
doubt heard signals that repeat themselves listening posts established all
the
practically immediately on the originel sig- world, thousands of listeners over
tracking
nals. This repetition is due to what is echoes from either a
given station or a
known as round- the- ieorld echoes.
number of stations, with the laboratories
As a matter of fact, these are not true
checking up on the work of this mass lisechoes, but are due to the fact that the tening community. I had a talk with varitransmitting aerial radiates simultaneously ous people and heard
a lot of what could
in two directions, so that the receiving not be done.
aerial gets a direct wave from one direction
It is remarkable
people know a great
and an identical wave from the opposite deal of what cannothoer
be done, and very litdirection which started at the transmitting tle of what can be done.
The cold showers,
aerial and traveled all round the world and of course, made me the more
enthusiastic.
arrived from the opposite side.
so I went and saw some more people. And
The circumference of the earth is roughly then I had the privilege of meeting Pro24,000 miles. Wireless waves, in common
fessor Appleton, who is one of those rare
with all electromagnetic waves are travel- people who know a lot about
can be
ing with the speed of light which is ap- done and nothing at all about what
what cannot
proximately 186,000 miles per second. Thus he done.
a wireless wave will take a trifle over one Professor Appleton took an interest in
seventh of a second to go right round the this idea of mine and promised
help.
earth. For this reason round -the -world So did Professor Stormier and Dr. to
Van der
echoes have a time interval of about this Pol.
order.
World -Wide Study
In the case of echoes of long delay, let
My greatest trouble vas, of course, fius say of three seconds' time interval -the
echo occurring three seconds after the oc- nance. If I were to form a society of some
currence of the original signal -three sec- sort for research purposes how was I to
onds mean that the wave has traveled keep in touch with the members? The
558,000 miles. This distance covers the up correspondence and the stamps alone would
and the return journey, so that the wave have ruined may slender resources.
was apparently sent back at a point in
And then. at the psychological moment,
space situated at half that distance, i.e., I mentioned the idea to the Editor of
279,000 miles away from the surface of the World Radio. At the end of the interview
World Radio became the official organ of
earth.
What does this mean?
the League yet to be formed.
'Does it mean that the wave penetrated
I made an appeal to the listening milthe two ionized layers and escaped into lions. The response was immediate and
the interplanetary space (sounds far- voluminous. Hundreds rallied round nie
fetched, but I have no better name for during the first week. By the end of the
space at such distances), only to meet some month there were thousands with a large
other electrified obstacle and so made to percentage of university-trained people.
return ?
Applications for membership in the
Or does it mean that the wave has
Radio Research Leapne started to
reached one of the layers and for some ll'nrld
come
in from abroad and from the doreason or other was made to travel inside minions.
National leagues with their own
the layer and so delayed? If it did go out official organs
were springing up all over
279,000 miles into space, what is there to the world.
turn it back ?
American short -wave experimenters came
Mystery of the Waves
in en masse. The Radio Society of Great
The mean distance of the moon from Britain, The Wireless League and many
earth is 239,000 miles. If the moon were local radio societies joined in the gaine.
the guilty celestial body what delay would We are now thousands strong and have
it cause? The total distance traveled by over seventy -three countries taking part in
the wave to reach the moon and to come the research. The number of men having
back would he 478,000 miles. This means a the B.Sc. or equivalent degree alone runs
into sonic forty thousand all over the world.
delay of about 2.5 seconds.
If you are interested, write to me, c'o
i gave the above distance as the mean
distance; the moon is sometimes nearer Editor of SHORT WAVE CRAFT, and I shall
and sometimes farther away from earth, be pleased to send you all the necessary
particulars.
so that it may be that it acts as some sort

Radio Waves Cuide Planes Across Ocean
Development of an ocean spanning radio
direction finder, radically different in principle from accepted radio theory, was recently disclosed by Pan American Airways.
The company applied sonic time ago to
the Federal Radio Commission for licensing
of communications stations for its proposed
air transport service between California
and China. The new finders use short instead of long wave transmission and are effective up to 1,800 miles. airline officials said.
An outgrowth of the radio apparatus
which Colonel and Mrs. Charles A. Lindbergh used on their survey flight two years
ago, the finding apparatus has been brought
to its present stage by extended field work.
Using long waves, 1,200 to 1,500 meters,
polarization effects at sunrise, sunset and
during the hours of darkness have made
ordinary loop or radio compass direction

finders subject to serious errors during
these periods and limited their consistent
range to thirty miles. The new apparatus,
however, has made a number of successful
records in directing aircraft at night on
frequencies as high as 6.000 kilocycles or 50
meter wave length. By overlapping the
range of two stations a range of 3,600
miles, or a distance equivalent to that between New York and London, can be at-

tained.

Seven new radio stations, complete from
individual power plants to aerial towers
and combining both direction finding and
communications equipment, are in prospect
or erected. The application submitted to
the Federal Radio Commission was to cover
ground control stations in California, Hawaii, Wake Island, Midway Island and the

Philippines.
Please mention SHORT
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make the study of this field of radio much simpler. The volumes
on this page are the finest books on short -waves which are pubfind
lished anywhere today. Order one or two copies today
out for yourself if they are not educational. Prices are postpaid.

Without doubt you will have to go along way to buy better
books on short waves than you find on this page. Each book is
each book
written by a well -known authority on short waves
dos been carefully illustrated with photographs and diagrams to
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COUPON TODAY!

AN AMAZING NEW RECEIVER
l
NET PRICE
$167.70

HATOONAL

with tubes, less
speaker and power
supply.

HRO
Communications
Type

RECEIVER
The new National HRO Receiver is a high
performance professional receiver, not a
broadcast receiver with short wave ranges
added. Although it offers complete frequency coverage including the regular
broadcast band, it is primarily a short wave
receiver, designed to provide consistent
communication under adverse conditions. It
is backed by the experience of a concern
that has for years built high performance
receivers for government and professional

Above:

u.

The

with

steel cabinet and
removed.
shield

use.

OUTSTANDING

FEATURES:

Nine Tubes, not including rectifier.
Two Preselector Stages.
Single Signal (Crystal Filter) standard equipment, providing enormous selectivity when con-

-BUILT
PRECISION
built for fine performance,

not
The HRO is
low price. The precision worm drive condenser
and micrometer dial alone carry a price of
equipS24.50, ten times the cost of ordinary
ment. With such parts, bargain prices are imthe
wants
who
possible. It is built for the man
best. Illustrated above is a cut -away view of
Note
the drive mechanism of the condenser.
the ball- bearing thrust, the carefully machined
worm and accurately- hobbed, preloaded worm
gears. Only such construction can give the
precise control necessary with a receiver that
has a maximum selectivity of a few hundred
cycles (not kilocycles!) The remarkable micrometer dial reads DIRECT to one part in five
hundred, which permits permanent, accurate
logging of all stations.

4

ditions require it.
Ganged Plug -in Coils, with each coil individually shielded.
Strictly single -control Tuning.
Calibration for each range mounted on coil.
Four gang Precision Condenser, with preloaded
worm -drive tuning, 20 -1 ratio.
Micrometer Dial, spreading tuning over 500
division, number every 10 division, direct reading.

PLUC-N
HIGH
rather h -e .sil
The HRO empwn
soswitching. for only by having
can
roils
trimmers
an,
free from unuse
in each set
performance be realized. The four
two stages of preselection, detects and ostillatorare ganged together for swift. easy handling no+
plug -in as a unit. A switching device on each coil
permits change from general coverage ranges to
band spread ranges which expand the amateur banes
over the entire dial. Individually calibrated curves
are mounted an the front of each coil. The illustration below shows a complete coil assembly, together
with a coil assembly removed from its case. Nott

"it,

.ils

the

Automatic or Manual Volume Control.
Vacuum Tube Voltmeter with Instrument calibrated in R scale of carrier intensity.
Electron Coupled, air padded oscillators.

Liti -wound coils, air condenser tuned.
Beat Frequency Oscillator for "Offset" C.W.
Tuning.
Phone Jack on Panel.
21/2 Volt AC and 6 volt AC or Battery models.
Relay Rack Mounting available.
Two I.F. stages with

airdielectric trimming

-

condensers that are unto

throughout the H.F. and I.F. stages and the insulation of genuine low -loss R39. Coils for continuous frequency coverage from 4 to 30 megacycles.
plus calibrated band spread on the 10, 20. 40 and 80
meter bands is included with the receiver. Two extra
coils to extend the range down to 500 kc. are supplied at extra cost.

RELAY -RACK

MOUNTING

The HRO is also available for

professional use with a standard
relay rack, as illustrated in the
left.

SEND COUPON FOR DESCRIPTIVE

®NATIONAL CO.,

BOOKLET

MALDEN, MASS.

Gentlemen: Please sendd me immediately your bulletin describing the HRO Receiver, and your Gen
eral Catalogue No. 240. I enclose 6c to cover mailing costs.
NAME
ADDRESS
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